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Preface
Feature orientation is an emerging paradigm of software development.
It supports the largely automatic generation of large software systems
from a set of units of functionality called features. The key idea of
feature-oriented software development (FOSD) is to emphasize the similarities of a family of software systems for a given application domain
(e.g., database systems, banking software, text processing systems)
with the goal of reusing software artifacts among the family members.
Features distinguish different members of the family. A challenge in
FOSD is that a feature does not map cleanly to an isolated module of
code. Rather it may affect (“cut across”) many components/documents
of a software system. Research on FOSD has shown that the concept
of features pervades all phases of the software life cycle and requires
a proper treatment in terms of analysis, design, and programming
techniques, methods, languages, and tools, as well as formalisms and
theory.
The goal of the FOSD’10 workshop is to foster and strengthen the
collaboration between the different researchers who work in the field of
FOSD or in the related fields of software product lines, aspect-oriented
software development, service-oriented architecture, and model-driven
engineering. A keynote by Christian Prehofer, a leading researcher
in FOSD, will be an excellent start up for discussions on historical
perspectives, current issues, and visions of FOSD. The FOSD workshop
builds on the success of a previous edition, held at GPCE’09, and a
series of workshops on product lines, generative programming, and
aspect orientation, held at GPCE’06, GPCE’07, and GPCE’08.
We received an excellent number of 20 submissions. The review process
led to the selection of 11 papers for presentation. We would like to thank
the program committee and the authors for their contributions to the
success of the workshop.
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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Feature-oriented programming has its origin in the old quest
of computer science: modular composition of software “artifacts” in software development. While there exist many
notions of modularity and composition, feature-oriented programming tackles the case of highly-entangled software features where typical module or component concepts fail. The
reasons for this are feature interactions and dependencies
which make it very hard to write modular software which
can be composed in a flexible way. In contrast to other
efforts like aspect-oriented programming, feature-oriented
programming has from the beginning focused on the semantics or behavior of software, not just on code modularity.
In this presentation, we review the origins of feature composition and feature interactions, which first occurred as
an explicit research problem in telecommunication software.
We argue that feature interactions are pervasive in many
areas of software development and are a common source of
modularity and quality problems. Then, we present more
precise formalization of modularity and compositionality of
features. We discuss when adding features is modular or
“harmless” from a semantic or behavioral point of view. In
particular, we focus on modularity and interaction for multiple feature compositions. A future challenge for featureoriented software is the graphical modeling of features and
feature interactions. As we aim to have modular composition for graphical models and to generate code from these
graphical artifacts, it is important to have precise semantics and clear refinement concepts. For this, we discuss how
features and interactions can be represented by state-based
specifications in a graphical way. Refinement concepts are
presented which allow the flexible composition of features
and interactions in statechart diagrams.

D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs
and Features

General Terms
Languages, Theory

Keywords
Feature-oriented programming, modularity, composition, feature interactions, keynote
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Consequently, various compilers have been developed to reduce
energy consumption (e.g., by instruction reordering and loop transformation [38, 16, 13]). Furthermore, operating systems provide
their proprietary functionality to optimize energy consumption. For
example, Windows Mobile1 comes with an integrated powermanagement-component that can be used by applications to set
different power modes for hardware components within the device. The Advanced Conﬁguration and Power Interface (ACPI)
deﬁnes an open standard for the power management related conﬁguration of a system’s hardware [19]. It enables applications to
tune the energy consumption according the current workload. Laptops, desktops, and other hardware systems are deployed with this
interface. However, in its current speciﬁcation,2 it consists of 727
pages, which reﬂects the complexity developers have to face and
the required implementation effort for its realization.
Although there is a considerable number of energy optimization strategies, it has been observed that many applications do not
use them [18, 25]. Reasons are heterogeneity of hardware with
its unique energy-management functionality as well as complexity
of software solutions (e.g., for ACPI) [4]. Adapting a software to
different hardware devices and operating systems often increases
development time and cost. Business constraints and release deadlines hamper the implementation of energy optimization techniques
further.
The problem of handling variability and heterogeneity of hardware and operating systems in software development is not new.
Software product line (SPL) engineering has shown to be a suitable approach to tackle this problem [12, 34]. An SPL consists of
a set of features that represent end-user visible characteristics of
a software. A user generates a tailor-made programs by selecting
features that satisfy her requirements. This way, different programs
can be generated based on a common code base.
We propose an approach to automate the application of energysaving techniques (referred to as energy features) based on SPL
engineering. The energy features are bundled in a feature library.
The library consists of energy optimization functions for different
hardware and operating systems. For example, a feature implements the functionality to activate and deactivate the WLAN for
the Windows Mobile OS. By selecting energy features according
to given system and user requirements, we can apply energy-saving
functions to a target program. We use the feature library to achieve
an improved separation of concerns regarding energy-saving techniques. Furthermore, the library allows us to reuse the energy features in different programs and to cope with the required variability
(e.g., different hardware and operating systems). We make two
contributions: (i) We provide means to ease the development of

Mobile devices such as cell phones and notebooks rely on battery
power supply. For these systems, optimizing the power consumption is important to increase the system’s lifetime. However, this
is hard to achieve because energy-saving functions often depend
on the hardware, and operating systems. The diversity of hardware components and operating systems makes the implementation
time consuming and difﬁcult. We propose an approach to automate
energy optimization of programs by implementing energy-saving
functionality as modular, separate implementation units (e.g., feature modules or aspects). These units are bundled as energy features into an energy-optimization feature library. Based on aspectoriented and feature-oriented programming, we discuss different
techniques to compose the source code of a client program and the
implementation units of the energy features.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software

General Terms
Algorithms, Design

Keywords
Software Product lines, Energy consumption, Feature-oriented programming
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Sven Apel

University of Passau
Passau, Germany

INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of battery-supplied systems such as notebooks and mobile phones leads to a design shift toward energy optimization. Increasing the lifetime of a system is considered more
important than an optimal performance. Moreover, due to increasing energy costs, energy optimization techniques such as virtualization are also in the focus of research for systems with direct power
supply [37]. It is expected that energy cost of servers will soon exceed the purchase cost of the servers [7, 33]. Beside improvements
in hardware architecture, the efﬁcient use of hardware by software
is a key factor to reduce energy consumption.
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energy-efﬁcient software and (ii) we propose a method for creating
a library of energy-saving techniques. The expected advantages
are:
• With the feature library, developers do not require deep knowledge about energy optimization. Energy-efﬁcient features
can be added without investigating which energy-saving technique is available for a particular system.
• Reusing energy features of the library reduces the development time of new products.
• We provide a simple conﬁguration interface to utilize energyreduction techniques. This allows even non-expert developers to optimize their programs.
We think that the energy feature library is needed to handle the
diversity of techniques and make them available for practical use.
As we describe see in Section 2.3, the kinds of optimization technique can heavily differ. Due to these differences, a variety of
interfaces are required to make the features usable. In our current work, we concentrate only on those energy-saving techniques
that are accessible by means of method calls. These techniques
are commonly cohesive and generally applicable so that a reuse for
different programs is possible. We show how feature-oriented programming [5] and aspect-oriented programming [23] can be used to
compose a program with energy features. Furthermore, we present
an approach to use energy-saving techniques by means of code instrumentation to access energy-management code.
This paper discusses ideas to apply feature-oriented software development to new domains such as energy optimizations. Our work
concentrates on challenges that arise during design time of a software. Although, this work is at a theoretical level, it identiﬁes problems that exist in other domains and present possible solutions.

2.
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Figure 2: Decomposition of classes (vertical bars) with respect
to features (horizontal layers).

2.3

Energy-Saving Techniques

There are different kinds of energy-saving techniques. We divide them into two classes: code transformation techniques and
hardware- and operating-system–dependent techniques. Before we
describe the two classes, we clarify the differences between power
and energy, because it is necessary for understanding the techniques. Unfortunately, power and energy are often used interchangeably in literature [40]. The consumed power P of a system
is the consumed energy E per time unit t:

BACKGROUND

P =

E
t

(1)

Given that a system consumes energy3 , the intended goal is to
save energy for a given task (in contrast to saving power). Considering Equation 1, reducing the power consumption may also reduce
the energy consumption, but not necessarily. For instance, a task
can either be performed with high power in a short time period or
with low power, but for a longer time period. It depends on the task
and algorithm what saves more energy. For example, constant time
tasks should be performed with low power.

Feature Modeling

We use a feature model to design the features of our library and
their relations. A feature model is a hierarchical structure consisting of features and their constraints among each other [22, 14]. Figure 1 shows a feature model for the energy feature library. Mandatory features (e.g., feature OS of Figure 1) have to be included in
every variant (denoted with a ﬁlled bullet) when the parent feature
is selected. Optional features (denoted with an empty bullet; e.g.,
feature Backlight) are not required for each variant; it is up to the
user to select them during the product conﬁguration process. There
are also groups of features representing additional variability. Alternative groups require the selection of exactly one feature of the
group (not more than one); or groups allow the selection of one or
more features of the group.

2.2

Core

QEngine

deﬁned by other feature modules. To derive a program, a set of feature modules is incrementally composed. This composition obtains
ﬁnal classes from classes and their reﬁnements. In Figure 2, we
show the architecture of a database management system (DBMS)
implemented with FOP. Horizontal layers represent the features of
the DBMS and the vertical bars represent classes. Starting from
a base implementation of a class, multiple reﬁnements, which belong to different features, are added resulting in a layered design.
Reﬁnements add new members to classes such as methods and attributes or extend existing methods with additional functionality.
For example, if a user selects feature Query Engine, class DB would
consist of the base implementation and a reﬁnement to handle SQL
queries.

Our approach is based on a library of features that implement
different energy optimization techniques. We use feature-oriented
programming (FOP) [35, 5] as a technique for modularizing the
code that implements a feature. Next, we give a short overview of
modeling features and how they can be implemented using FOP. Finally, we present some important representatives of energy-saving
techniques.

2.1

DB

Code Transformation Techniques. The ﬁrst category of energy optimization techniques contains different code transformation approaches. We ﬁrst describe some solutions based on compilers and continue with source-to-source transformations that are
compiler independent. Compiler approaches transform a software
such that the energy consumption is reduced. One of the ﬁrst solutions was proposed by Tiwary et al. [38]. The main idea is to
reorder processor instructions such that less switches in CPU registers are necessary. Furthermore, they show how a reduction of
memory operands in a program can lead to energy savings. Other
optimizations are based on method inlining and loop unrolling [26]
as well as on an energy efﬁcient scheduling of a program’s instruction set [39]. A more recent approach allows developers to deﬁne

Feature-Oriented Programming

FOP is a technique that enables the implementation of features
as fundamental modules of abstraction and composition [5]. This
means, a feature exactly corresponds to a feature module. A feature
module encapsulates the source code otherwise scattered across
different classes inside a single modular code unit. It can deﬁne
new classes or extend existing classes (as reﬁnements) originally

3
For example, batteries are charged with a certain amount of energy
instead of power.
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Figure 1: Feature model of the energy feature library.
reduce the power when a system has a low workload. Since the
power P depends proportionally on the frequency f and the voltage
v squared, reducing the frequency as well as the voltage decreases
the used power:

objective functions for the compilation process [13]. Based on the
objective function, the compiler selects suitable code transformations out of a pool.
Beside compiler-based optimizations, source-to-source transformations can also save energy. Fei et al. have shown that transforming the source code based on the analysis of the program’s
control ﬂow can achieve energy savings of up to 37.9% [15]. The
transformations reduce inter-process communication (reduces OS
overhead for context switches), minimize the number of concurrent processes, and reallocation of computations of one process to
another (reduces synchronization between processes).
Another study provides insights into energy consumption of language constructs in the C# programming language [10]. For example, dynamic anonymous methods consume 3 to 4 times more
energy than dynamic methods. Another interesting fact is that protected attributes require two times more energy than private or public attributes. Of course, this may be different in other runtime environments; however, we observe that simple changes in the source
code can have a large impact on energy consumption.
Beside application-independent transformations of the source
code, the selection of a suitable algorithm is often more important
for large energy savings. Researchers proposed energy-efﬁcient
algorithms such as for sorting large amounts of data [36] as well
as studies about choosing the optimal algorithm to reduce energy
consumption [11, 9] which can even be taken a step further to
combine hardware-dependent techniques with energy-efﬁcient algorithms. For example, Pisharath et al. reduces energy consumption of queries in an in-memory database system by selectively setting different memory banks into a certain power state [31]. Controlled by an intelligent query engine of the database system, energy consumption could be decreased by up to 68%. Solutions that
are very speciﬁc for certain application scenarios are very difﬁcult
to encapsulate into a single implementation unit. Thus, reuse in
different programs is unlikely. Therefore, we currently focus only
on generic algorithms for the feature library that fulﬁll reoccuring
tasks in different programs.

P ∝ f ∗ v2

(2)

For constant-time tasks, reducing power consumption proportionally reduces energy consumption (as it follows from Equation
1). Therefore, both factors (cf. Equation 2), frequency and voltage,
should be adjusted depending on the current workload of the system. Some approaches analyze applications statically to include the
scaling commands into the application (e.g., when certain events
occur) [41]. Other solutions dynamically change the frequency or
voltage in a pre-deﬁned time interval [3]. These techniques use proﬁling mechanisms to predict the future workload of the system so
that dynamic adaptations are possible. Currently, we do not address
this kind of optimization because it is difﬁcult to provide a general
applicable approach that saves more energy than already existing
solutions provided by operating systems.
ACPI is an industry-driven speciﬁcation for power management
of hardware devices. It allows the operating system to control different power states of the hardware. For example, a device could be
set in four different states; beginning with a full powered on state
(D0) and ending with powered off state (D3). The different states
can be set by programs by means of operating system API calls.
Operating systems for mobile devices provide special power
management solutions similar to ACPI. For example, Windows
Mobile comes with its own power management.4 Applications can
control the power states of different devices such as the backlight,
the screen, etc. Setting the device into a speciﬁc state requires API
calls to the operating system. Another example is the Android5
power management that requires Wake Locks to request CPU resources. If there is no wake lock active, the CPU will shut down
(and saves energy). As Windows Mobile, Android supports different power states. Unfortunately, setting the device into a speciﬁc
state differs in both operating systems.
The described operating-system techniques are used by means of

Hardware- and Operating-System–Dependent Techniques. Beside code transformation techniques, software can also

4
For
detailed
information,
http://msdn.microsoft.com/
en-us/library/aa923906.aspx.
5
http://www.android.com/

efﬁciently control hardware components to save energy. The most
prominent techniques are dynamic voltage scaling [29, 21] and frequency scaling of CPUs [30, 32]. Both approaches are used to

4

see

API calls. Thus, a feature that utilizes the provided energy management functionality of operating systems can be easily implemented
as a separate, self-contained implementation unit. The energy feature library contains especially such features because a reuse between different programs is easy to achieve.

3.

tion (e.g., feature InsertionSort). If the interface of the algorithms
do not match, developers have to implement an adapter to integrate
the algorithm of the library into the program. The rational behind
different sorting algorithms is that the efﬁciency of a sorting algorithm regarding energy consumption depends on the amount and
kind of data to be sort. Depending on these factors, a user selects
the sorting algorithm that ﬁts best to her workload.

TOWARDS
AN ENERGY FEATURE LIBRARY

Hardware- and Operating-System–Dependent Techniques. To ease the selection of energy-saving techniques, we use

Due to the multitude of possible energy-saving techniques, it is
hard for developers to know every possible mechanism wasting a
large quantity of possible energy savings. This problem even grows
if the target hardware and operating systems varies for the same
program. In this section, we present our approach to cope with
the heterogeneity of techniques by developing a library of energysaving technique. Our idea for an automated optimization is the integration of code of the feature library in a client program. Depending on the execution of a feature’s code of the client program, we
(i) replace this code with the code of the library or (ii) (de)activate
hardware components. Unfortunately, we cannot implement every
mechanism to reduce energy consumption with this approach. For
example, compiler-based optimizations cannot be applied with a
feature library.
Thus, we include only operating-system-dependent techniques
as well as some code transformations in the energy feature library.
However, the idea is that the library can be extended by others providing their own techniques. Next, we describe the envisioned features of the library. We illustrate how application engineers can use
the energy feature library to select proper energy-saving techniques
for their program.

3.1

features for operating systems (feature OS and subfeatures) and for
hardware components (feature Devices and subfeatures). A selection of these features together map to the feature module(s) that implement the energy-saving technique(s). In detail, feature OS provides energy management functions for different hardware components as described in Section 2.3. Since these energy management
functions strongly dependent on the used device, we have to model
the hardware, too. The possible available hardware components
of a system are represented as subfeatures of feature Devices, in
Figure 1. Together with the selection of the operating system, we
can select a feature module that efﬁciently utilizes the hardware.
For example, if a developer selects feature WinMobile and feature
Backlight, we include the feature module in the program that powers the backlight on and off. The place for inclusion is deﬁned
separately, as describe below. In Section 4, we show the usage of
features WinMobile and WLAN. Selecting the two features enables
a program to trigger the power mode of a WLAN device depending
on the current executed functionality. Overall, selecting the subfeature of feature OS deﬁnes which operating system API calls have to
be composed and selecting a subfeature of feature Devices deﬁnes
which hardware component has to be controlled by the program.

Modeling the Energy Feature Library

3.2

We use a feature model to relate the different techniques for energy management. This allows us to deﬁne a view on the energy
optimization domain as well as to use the feature model for the conﬁguration process. In Figure 1, we depict an initial proposal for the
energy feature library. The energy feature library contains of two
main parts: Algorithm Collection and Hardware- and OperatingSystem–Dependent Techniques.

Mapping Energy Features to Application
Functionality

To use energy features, we need a mapping between the functionality that has to be optimized and the feature module of the energy
feature. Thus, a developer conﬁgures the energy feature library for
client application feature that has to be optimized. This means,
each feature of the client program maps to a conﬁguration of the
library. Based on this conﬁguration, we derive the correct feature
module that maps to the functionality of the program. In Figure 3,
we show such a mapping between a program and the energy feature
library. In this example, the program is a variant of an SPL for data
management solutions targeting resource-constrained systems. On
the left side of Figure 3, we depict the features of the DBMS SPL
that should be optimized regarding energy consumption. For each
feature, we conﬁgure the energy feature library (right side of Figure 3) using the feature model of Figure 1. The conﬁguration of
the energy library results in a set of feature modules that realize
the energy-saving functions. These feature modules are mapped
to the corresponding modules of the DBMS SPL (center of Figure
3). For example, to power the WLAN device only when feature
Distribution of the DBMS SPL is executed, we create a mapping
between this feature and the feature module W_W which is derived
from the conﬁguration of the energy feature library. The result is
that the energy management for the WLAN device is controlled
by the program. The device is powered only when the program
uses its communication functionality. Establishing such mappings
is a straightforward process. It requires only little expert knowledge about energy management of operating systems and hardware
components.
If a developer wants to use energy-efﬁcient algorithms, she has
to create a mapping between the algorithm feature of the algorithm

Algorithm Collection. We create a library of algorithms that
minimize the energy consumption. Subfeatures of Algorithm Collection implement common, recurring algorithms in an energyefﬁcient manner. For example, feature Sort in Figure 1 contains two
subfeatures that sort data with a minimal energy consumption [36,
8]. Developers of different domains can further add their domainspeciﬁc algorithms to enrich this algorithm library. Possible examples are energy-efﬁcient read and write of data from and to persistent storage [20], different data aggregation strategies for network
communication [24, 6], or data caching algorithms to reduce communication [28]. Although a large amount of such algorithms are
often only reusable in a certain domain, we expect that the beneﬁt
for the domain is still considerable.
The idea of algorithm collection is to replace the algorithms in
the target application with the algorithm features of the Algorithm
Collection. This way, we can exchange an algorithm of a program
with another one that has an equal functionality but requires less
energy. To use an algorithm, a developer has to encapsulate the
corresponding algorithms with a proper interface in her program.
For example, if a developer wants to exchange the algorithm for
sorting data, she has to separate the sort algorithm into a single implementation unit, i.e., a feature module. This implementation unit
can then be replaced by the feature module of the algorithm collec-
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r e f i n e s c l a s s [CLASS_NAME] {
[RETURN_TYPE METHOD_NAME]([ARGS]) {
/ / T u r n s t h e WLAN d e v i c e on
_energySplClass.SetDevicePower
(_energySplClass.getWirelessDeviceName(),1,0);
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InsertionSort

...

Mapping

/ / Execute the send f u n c t i o n a l i t y
[RETURN_TYPE RETURN_VALUE=] s u p e r ::[METHOD_NAME(ARGS)];
/ / T u r n s t h e WLAN d e v i c e o f f
_energySplClass.SetDevicePower
(_energySplClass.getWirelessDeviceName(),1,4);
[ r e t u r n RETURN_VALUE];
}
};

Figure 3: Mapping application features to energy features.
Figure 4: Skeleton of energy-optimization feature modules
(FeatureC++ example).

collection and the algorithm feature of her program. For example,
the mapping between feature Data Sort and feature module W_IS
in Figure 3 results in a DBMS variant that uses the InsertionSort
algorithm for sorting data; instead of the original implementation.
Beside the reduced energy consumption, the developer has to take
additional effects on non-functional properties into account. For
example, by applying feature InsertionSort the performance may
be decreased. If performance is more important than energy consumption, the mapping should not be established.

Derived Program
...

Composition

Relationship

Deactivate Peripherie: WLAN
Distributed

WLAN

Communication

Activate Peripherie: WLAN

Method call

4.

PRODUCT GENERATION

Figure 5: Composing application features with energy optimization code.

A key contribution of our approach is the application of energysaving techniques to programs with a very small implementation
effort for the developer. The technique requires only a mapping
between features of the application SPL and features of the energy feature library. Depending on the selection of an algorithm
feature or an hardware-dependent feature, different composition
mechanisms have to be used. For algorithm features, we have to
exchange the implementation unit of the program with a feature
module of the feature library. When using FOP, this is a straightforward process because either the existing feature modules must
be physically replaced or the conﬁguration of the application SPL
must be changed accordingly. For hardware-dependent techniques,
additional code from the library must be integrated into the program. This requires new implementation techniques to connect
application features with energy-optimization code. We propose
three different implementation variants: Manual Layered Composition, Automated Layered Composition, and Energy Manager. We
explain all approaches in detail and discuss their advantages and
drawbacks.

4.1

brary. It requires only the declaration of the method that is the
target for energy optimization. In Figure 4, we show an example
for such a skeleton based on FeatureC++6 . FeatureC++ is a C++
language extension for FOP [1]. It comes with a source-to-source
compiler. FeatureC++ uses keyword super (Line 9) to execute the
next (above) method reﬁnement of the composed method. In square
brackets, a developer has to include the name of the class and
method (Lines 1-2) that has to be reﬁned with the energy-saving
code. Furthermore, if there is a return value, it has to be stored
temporarily (Line 8) and returned after the device is powered off
(Line 13). The beneﬁts of this approach are the ﬁne granularity
of changes to the program’s code (i.e., only selected methods are
surrounded with energy management code) and the direct control
of code changes by developers. This allows developers to have a
direct inﬂuence on the code changes.

4.2

Manual Layered Composition

Automated Layered Composition

Another solution to compose the energy features with the program is based on aspectual feature modules7 [2], as illustrated in
Figure 6. The idea is to enclose the code of the program’s feature
with code of the feature library (cf. Figure 5) to manage hardware components. In this solutions, features are implemented as
aspectual feature modules. An aspectual feature module can introduce aspects, method reﬁnements, and new classes to a program.
The aspects are weaved into the application to access the energy
management code. The energy management code can be implemented, in turn, as classes, also part of the aspectual feature module. In order to access the energy management functionality, we
use an around advice (Line 2–3) for each method belonging to a

The ﬁrst approach to realize the integration of energy optimization code is using the layered composition process of FOP. Features modules are represented as layers. Similar to classes, methods are composed from multiple reﬁnements resulting in a reﬁnement chain executing the functionality of all existing reﬁnements
sequentially. This way, functionality of the method from different feature modules is executed depending on the order of the reﬁnement chain (or layers). To access the energy management, a
developer has to implement a feature module that reﬁnes the application’s functionality. This means, a developer has to write method
reﬁnements (consisting glue code) for those methods that have to be
optimized regarding energy consumption. To simplify manual implementation, we envision a skeleton that enables a semi-automated
generation process. Such a skeleton can provide the implementation of the energy code for each feature of the energy feature li-
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a s p e c t WLAN_Energy_Management {
p o i n t c u t exWLAN() = e x e c u t i o n ("%.Send_Receive%(...)");
advice exWLAN() : around (){
/ / t u r n wlan on
_energySplClass.SetDevicePower
(_energySplClass.getWirelessDeviceName(),1,0);

Reuse of Energy Features. Usually, features are reused
within different variants of a single software product line. In such
a case, reuse is the main goal of the design and architecture of features. When using a library for energy optimization techniques,
features have to be reused in very different programs. For common
application features, a reuse would be very difﬁcult to achieve. Obvious reasons are application-dependent interfaces, heterogeneous
data structures, etc. However, the characteristics of energy optimization techniques suggest that their reuse in very different programs is possible. Energy features that rely on code transformation,
are very generic. There is no application speciﬁc code in such a
feature. Features for utilizing the energy management for different
hardware components are often cohesive. That is, turning a hardware component on and off does not require complex adaptations
of the application. An example for this case is ACPI that provides
an interface for energy management accessible in different operating systems.

p r o c e e d (); / / E x e c u t e t h e s e n d f u n c t i o n a l i t y
/ / t u r n wlan o f f
_energySplClass.SetDevicePower
(_energySplClass.getWirelessDeviceName(),1,4);}
}
c l a s s EnergySplClass {
/ / Load o s s v c l i b r a r y
EnergySplClass(){..}
/ / S e t d i f f e r e n t power modes
SetDevicePower(..){..}}
}

Figure 6: An Aspectual feature module to apply WLAN (de)
actionvation for feature Send_Receive (FeatureC++ example).

Rapidly Switching Between Different Features. A problem arises if we quickly enter and leave the code of a feature that
belongs to a mapping. Putting a device in a certain power mode
consumes time, the performance decreases, and energy is wasted.
A possible solution is to use timers for the deactivation of hardware. The time interval for deactivation should be deﬁned during
the conﬁguration and is stored together with the mapping. A ﬁner
granularity may be used to set different timers for individual features.

feature (of the application SPL) in a mapping. Depending on the
energy-optimization technique, the piece of advice activates or deactivates different hardware. For example, we activate the WLAN
device in Lines 5–6 and deactivate it in Lines 11–12 (cf. Figure 6).
The whole aspectual feature module is stored in the library. The
only part which needs to be generated is the pointcut for each public method of the program’s feature. In Figure 6, we include the
Send_Receive feature name in the execution pointcut. In order to
select join points of aspects of a single feature, the feature has to be
part of the pointcut deﬁnition.

4.3

Discussion

Performance. The execution of additional code due to the integration of the energy features may decreases the performance. This
is especially the case when using the energy manager implementation because we execute the OnExecute() method for each feature.
Hence, there is a trade-off between performance and energy optimization. We have to evaluate how large the impact of such a realization is. We will address this issue in further work. Nevertheless,
when an application performs a constant time task, performance
does not matter. This means, when we decrease the performance,
the performed task may not require more time to ﬁnish. For these
tasks, applying energy optimizations which come with small performance degradation will not have a negative effect.

Energy Manager

Another implementation technique is based on an energy manager that stores the mappings between features of the application
SPL and the library. The energy manager is statically composed
with the program including the mappings. It is accessed each time
when the program execution reaches the code of a feature. Before feature code is executed, the manager checks whether it has
to activate or deactivate a certain device. For example, when the
DBMS calls the send method of feature Send_Receive, the manager is called to check for existing mappings. In this case, we have
to execute the energy management to turn the WLAN on. To query
the manager for mappings, we have to integrate a method call at
the entry points of every method reﬁnement of a feature. Such
a code instrumentation techniques is also used in dynamic AOP
approaches in which hook methods are generated to enable execution of additional code at runtime [17, 27]. FeatureC++ can be
used to generate such method calls during the composition process for each program feature, which is the main difference to the
aspectual-feature-module solution. The method calls were originally intended to support activation and deactivation of features
at runtime. We use this technique to include a method OnExecute(FEATURE_NAME). This method accesses the energy manager to evaluate if there is an existing mapping for the current feature. If present, this code is executed (e.g., the WLAN device is
powered on). The device is turned off when the execution of the reﬁnement has ﬁnished. This can be achieved by generating a method
OnExecuteExit(FEATURE_NAME) before each return statement.

Architectural Adaptations. We need a feature model of the
program to create the mapping between program features and energy features. In some cases, a program’s feature has to be decomposed into two features when it is not feasible to apply the energy
management to the whole feature. For example, feature Distribution of the data management SPL consists of various functions that
realize data distribution for different databases. Only a small part of
this feature actually requires the WLAN device to send and receive
data. Thus, only this part should be mapped to an energy feature
of the library. Such an architectural change represents a way to apply the energy optimization code only at the point where it is really
needed. Thus, there is a trade-off between a good program design
and energy optimization. With additional implementation effort by
the application developers the manual layered composition and automated layer composition can solve this problem. For example,
pointcuts can be manually deﬁned to address only the important
methods. This hampers a complete automated generation, but may
be more appropriate than a restructuring of the application SPL.
The ﬁrst approach of the layered implementation already requires
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...

or automatically by generated pointcuts of aspects. Furthermore,
code instrumentation can also be used to insert an access method
each time the program reaches feature code. The access method
calls an energy manager that checks for existing mappings. If a
mapping of the current feature exists the related energy optimization is executed.
In future work, we will evaluate the different approaches regarding energy-savings and the impact on performance. Furthermore,
we will analyze if such an approach can also be used to optimize
other non-functional properties such as performance and memory
consumption.

...

Distributed

Distributed

Send / Receive

Core

Apply energy management

No Optimization

Figure 7: Dividing feature Distribution into two subfeatures to
apply the optimization only to the Send / Receive functionality.
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Handling Method Calls Inside Encapsulated Methods.

If the control ﬂow leaves the functionality of a feature with energy management before it is completely executed, we may waste
energy because hardware components only are powered off at the
end of the feature’s functionality. As an example consider the
Send_Receive feature, if we have to wait for user input (e.g., to type
in a password) in the send method, we might have to wait a long period of time and thus waste energy. The question is whether to turn
the device off before leaving the method or keep it active. We think
that an appropriate decomposition of application SPL features can
reduce the occurrence of such problems.

6.

Application SPL. Currently, we consider programs developed
as SPLs, i.e., decomposed into features. However, this is not necessarily required. We only need a description of the functionality of
the program that maps one-to-one to implementation artifacts (e.g.,
a feature model or a component model). We use this description
to attach energy optimizations to the application’s functions. This
way, we can determine which functionality requires which device
and can thus be optimized regarding energy consumption. To sum
up, a serious reduction of energy consumption may require a design
shift of software development towards energy optimizations. This
means, a program needs an appropriate design of its features with
respect to energy optimization (as we already discussed).

5.
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assets (components, frameworks, libraries and others) that
adequately modularize common and variable features during
domain engineering [9].

ABSTRACT
Product derivation approaches automate the customization
process of software product lines. Over the last years, many tools
have been proposed aiming at synthesize and generate products
from a set of reusable assets. These tools adopt different
techniques and strategies to implement and automate the product
derivation activities. In this paper, we analyzed six modern
product derivation tools (Captor, CIDE, GenArch, MSVCM,
pure::variants, XVCL) in the context of evolution scenarios of a
software product line. Our study has adopted several metrics to
analyze the modularity, complexity and stability of product
derivation artifacts related to configuration knowledge along
different releases of a mobile product line. The preliminary results
of our study have shown that approaches with a dedicated model
or file to represent the CK specification can bring several benefits
to the modularization and stability of a software product line.

Product derivation [10] refers to the process of building a product
from the set of code assets implemented for a SPL. It encompasses
the selection, composition and customization of these code assets,
in order to address a specific SPL product (configuration).
Existing product derivation approaches [7, 6, 22, 4, 20, 13, 14, 3]
automate the synthesis and customization of SPL products. Over
the last years, many tools have been proposed with this aim. They
adopt different techniques and strategies to implement and
automate the product derivation activities, varying in different
perspectives, such as: (i) from visual and model-based tools to
textual and domain-specific approaches that specify the problem
space (e.g., feature model), solution space (e.g., code assets) and
configuration knowledge (mapping between features and code
assets) from the SPL; and (ii) they adopt a positive or negative
derivation process to customize and generate SPL products.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.8 [Metrics]: Product Metrics.

Many tools have been proposed, with several advantages of their
adoption in real and industrial scenarios [7, 6, 22, 4, 20, 13, 14,
3]. However, there are few studies addressing the assessment and
comparison of these tools that demonstrates the real impact,
benefits and disadvantages of using a specific tool. Existing
research work focuses on qualitative tool analysis [18, 21, 16, 15].
None of the existing studies have explored or analyzed the
product derivation artifacts produced during the evolution of an
existing SPL. Besides, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
existing work that quantifies metrics that assess the modularity,
complexity and stability of product derivation artifacts during the
evolution of SPLs.

General Terms
Measurement, Experimentation

Keywords
Product Derivation Tools, Measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
A software product line (SPL) [8] is a set of related software
systems from a particular market segment that share common
functionalities, but are sufficiently distinct from each other.
Existing approaches [9, 8] propose and motivate SPL
development by means of the specification, modeling and
implementation of features. A feature [9] is a system property or
functionality that is relevant to a stakeholder. It is used to capture
commonalities and discriminate variabilities among SPL systems.
SPL development involves the design and implementation of core

In this context, this work proposes to assess and compare existing
product derivation approaches considering the evolution releases
of a SPL. Our analysis focuses mainly on the modularity,
complexity, and stability attributes of derivation artifacts specified
to support the process of automatic product derivation. Existing
metrics adopted in other recent empirical studies [12, 19] are
adapted to quantify these attributes in product derivation artifacts
that specify the configuration knowledge (CK) between features
and code assets. The metrics are computed in the aspect-oriented
implementations of four evolution releases of MobileMedia [12],
a software product line for media (photo, video and audio)
management on mobile devices. The following six existing
product derivation tools are analyzed and compared in our study
from the perspective of CK specification: Captor [20, 13], CIDE
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[14], GenArch [7], Hephaestus [5], pure::variants [3] and XVCL
[22]. The preliminary results of our study have shown that
approaches with a dedicated model or file to represent the CK
specification can bring several benefits to the modularization and
stability of a software product line.

links the defined AML with the templates. Captor also provides
pre and post processors, also specified on XML files, which can
be used to define tasks like copying mandatory files to the output
directory. The application engineer defines an instance of the
AML previously created to build and derive a product.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the study settings of our comparative study: it overviews
the investigated product derivation approaches, it details the
phases and assessment procedures adopted, and finally, it
describes the metrics adopted to quantify the modularity,
complexity and stability of the SPL releases. Section 3 analyzes
and discusses the results obtained for the metrics considering the
different releases of MobileMedia. Some general discussions are
made on section 4. Section 5 relates our study to other existing
ones developed by the community. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper and provides directions for future work.

CIDE. The Colored Integrated Development Environment
(CIDE) is a SPL tool for decomposing legacy code into features
[14]. It follows the paradigm of virtual separation of concerns,
i.e., developers do not physically extract the feature code, but just
annotate code fragments inside the original code, in a similar
fashion to conditional compilation tags (#ifdef). However, instead
of using tags in comments throughout the code, it uses
background colors. So, code fragments belonging to a feature are
shown with the background color of the feature. Another
difference to conditional compilation is that annotations are
disciplined, in order to prevent syntax and type errors. The
underlying structure of the code to be annotated is considered,
allowing developers to annotate, and thus, remove from assets,
only program elements like classes, methods, or statements. These
annotations represent the CK information, associating these
elements to features.

2. STUDY SETTINGS
This section presents detailed information about our assessment of
product derivation tools. The main aim of our study was to
analyze and observe the modularity and stability of existing
product derivation artifacts, and also to validate the usefulness of
some metrics in the quantification of these attributes. In Section
2.1, we present the approaches we have evaluated in this study.
Section 2.2 presents the phases and assessment procedures of our
preliminary study. Section 2.3 describes the metrics suite adopted
to enable the modularity, complexity and stability analysis of the
approaches.

GenArch. GenArch [7, 6] is a model-based tool for automating
the product derivation process. The GenArch approach is centered
on the definition of three models: feature, architecture and
configuration. The architecture model defines a visual
representation of the reusable assets in order to relate them to
features. The configuration model is responsible for defining the
mapping between features and assets, representing the CK. This
model is fundamental to link the problem space (features) to the
solution space (implementation assets), and to enable automatic
product derivation.

2.1 Product Derivation Approaches
This section provides an overview of the evaluated approaches.
We discuss their particularities, identifying how the configuration
knowledge (CK) is expressed in each approach. In most of the
approaches, feature models [9] are used to represent the
commonalities and variabilities of the SPL, defining its scope.
Feature models denote the set of products that can be generated
for the SPL, through the relationships between features and their
types (alternative, optional, mandatory, and so on). The
approaches in our preliminary study were chosen according to the
following criteria: (i) they represent approaches that were
developed by our research groups (Captor, MSVCM and
GenArch) or they are considered relevant product derivation tools
in the research or industrial community (CIDE, pure::variants and
XVCL); (ii) they are code-oriented, meaning that when we refer
to reusable assets, we are mainly referencing code assets, such as
classes, aspects, interfaces, packages, except stated otherwise; and
(iii) there is an available implementation of the approach in order
to allow its use in the case study. Unfortunately, due to time
restrictions, it was not possible to include or consider other
product derivation tools in this preliminary study. We intend to
extend and consider new approaches in a future and more
controlled study.

MSVCM. The Modeling Scenario Variability as Crosscutting
Mechanisms (MSVCM) approach [4] was initially proposed to
deal with requirements variability, but it has been extended to deal
with variabilities in source code and build files [5]. In MSVCM,
the CK is specified into a separate model, relating features and
their combinations (feature expressions) to transformations that
translate SPL assets into product specific artifacts. The approach
is named crosscutting because product derivation is resultant of a
weaving process that takes as input artifacts such as the feature
model, configuration knowledge, instance model, and so forth.
These models crosscut each other with respect to the resulting
product. If a given feature expression is evaluated as True for a
given product (defined in the instance model), the related
transformations are applied.
pure::variants. pure::variants [3] is a SPL model-based product
derivation tool. Its modeling approach considers mainly two
models: feature and family models. The family model describes
the internal structure of the individual components and their
dependencies on features. The family model is structured in
several levels. The highest level is formed by the components.
Each component represents one or more functional features of the
solutions and consists of logical parts of the software (reusable
assets). The physical elements can be assets that already exist,
assets that will be created and transformations that will be
performed based on the feature selection. A transformation can be
any activity, such as copying code assets from a repository to a
specific location, customizing configuration files, or even UML
models.

Captor. The Captor tool is a Configurable Application Generator
used to support the development of applications on a specific
domain [20]. It covers domain and application engineering. It uses
an Application Modeling Language (AML), used in a way similar
to a feature model, that can be specified through a graphical user
interface, or directly in XML. The CK is also composed by
templates with XSL tags, and a mapping file called rules.xml, that
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quantify the tangling, scattering, size and instability of the
derivation artifacts in the light of change scenarios demanded by
MM evolution. Additional details about the adopted metrics to
quantify these properties are presented in the next section. Finally,
after the collection of all the metrics, the computed data was
organized in spreadsheets and graphics in order to be analyzed.
Results of this analysis are presented in Section 3.

XVCL. The XML-based Variant Configuration Language (XVCL)
[22] is a language for configuring variability in textual-based
assets. XVCL is based on Bassett's frames [2], every file on its
structure needs to be a frame (XML file combined with code and
XVCL commands) linked to other frames. This hierarchical
structure is called x-framework. This approach has no specific
structure to organize the CK. Instead, we use XVCL variables to
set features and then validate if that feature should be present or
not in the derivated product. The XVCL processor then, given a
set of features (variables) and their values (selected or not)
processes the frames files in order to generate the product.

2.3 The Metrics Adopted in Our Study
In order to compare the CK specification of the different product
derivation approaches, we have selected a metrics suite to enable
their quantitative analysis. The metrics are divided into three
main groups: (i) modularity, (ii) complexity and (iii) stability.

2.2 Study Phases and Assessment Procedures
Our study was organized in the following major phases: (i)
specification of the SPL artifacts related to product derivation
considering all the approaches presented in Section 2.1; (ii)
quantification of the selected metrics over the different derivation
artifacts produced for each one of the investigated approaches;
and (iii) quantitative analysis and assessment of the obtained
results for the different modularity, complexity and stability
metrics adopted in our study. Following we provide additional
details of these phases.

Modularity. The modularity metrics are adapted from previously
proposed metrics by Sant'Anna et al [19]. This previous work has
proposed a set of modularity metrics to measure the separation of
concerns in aspect-oriented implementations. The main goal of
these metrics is to quantify the degree of scattering and tangling of
concerns in aspect-oriented artifacts. They have been used and
validated not only in the assessment of aspect-oriented
implementations, but also to artifacts produced in other
development stages: such as requirements, architecture and
design, textual and model specifications [4,12]. In our study, we
have adapted these metrics to quantify the scattering and tangling
of CK specifications along product line assets (configuration files,
derivation models, templates and source code) that are
implemented to enable automatic product derivation.

In the first phase of our study, the aspect-oriented
implementations of 4 releases (release 4 to 7) of MobileMedia
SPL [12] were considered to implement the different artifacts of
the product derivation approaches. The available documentation
of MobileMedia was used as a base to specify and implement the
derivation artifacts. MobileMedia (MM) was selected to be part of
our study for different reasons. First, because it is an expressive
SPL implemented with modern technologies, including an aspectoriented language (AspectJ) and the Java Micro Edition (Java
ME) API. Second, it has been used and validated in many other
empirical studies [12, 1]. Finally, MM provides different
evolution releases which allowed us to observe the effects of
change scenarios along derivation artifacts considering the
different approaches. This last criterion was preponderant to the
choice of MM to this preliminary study.

We measure the scattering counting 1 for each SPL asset that
contains some sort of CK specification, including any textual
document or model associated with CK, when applied. In the
CIDE approach, we counted every code asset colored according to
a specific feature, as a unit of CK scattering. Tangling is
calculated in a similar way than the Concern Diffusion over Lines
of Code (CDLoC) metric, where we count the number of concern
switches in a given source code asset [19]. In our case, we
calculate this metric considering the CK specification as the
concern. Thus, for each derivation artifact that includes some sort
of CK specification tangled with specification or code related to
another concern (variabilities and implementation), there is a
switch, which we count. If the approach has a dedicated CK
model or textual specification, we do not take this model into
account for this metric, because it completely modularizes this
concern.

During the specification of the derivation artifacts, we established
alignment rules between the approaches in order to guarantee that:
(i) the best practices of each approach were used to implement the
artifacts; and (ii) the comparison between the derivation artifacts
was equitable and fair. Five researchers performed these
alignment activities. All misalignments found were discussed
between the study participants and eventual corrections were
applied to the artifacts implementation to guarantee their
alignment. It was ensured, for example, that: (i) the same set of
common and variable features were used in the derivation artifacts
considering each release of MM; (ii) every variability and
implementation artifacts were expressed using the appropriate
mechanisms of the product derivation approaches; and (iii) the
CK specifications in the different approaches are consistent
between them, which means that all product derivation
approaches are specifying the same products that can be
automatically produced from each MM release.

Complexity. The goal of this analysis is to measure the effort
needed by domain engineers to prepare the artifacts that support
the automatic product derivation in a specific approach.
Complexity is directly related to the size of configuration items
needed to represent the CK in each approach. Two metrics were
used: (i) number of tokens in CK sentence expressions; and (ii)
number of CK sentence expressions.
The first metric counts the number of tokens needed to build the
CK, i.e., the data that the domain engineer must effectively write
to configure the SPL according to the feature model. The counting
was based on the native tokens provided by each language/tool to
represent the CK. In the XVCL approach, for example, we define
the following expression for the feature Photo: <select
option="Photo"> <option value="yes">. Here we count
the total of 16 tokens, 8 for each statement. On the other hand, in
the GenArch tool, it is only necessary to provide the feature name

After implementing MM derivation artifacts using the six different
approaches, we applied and quantified the modularity, complexity
and stability metrics along these different artifacts. We considered
the artifacts that are responsible to specify the configuration
knowledge in the different approaches. Our main aim was to
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associated - in this case, Photo - with a specific code asset in the
configuration model. Thus the number of token in this case for
GenArch was 1, because that is all the domain engineer has to
write. The complete specification is transparent and is maintained
through the configuration model.

metric. The product derivation assets from these approaches are
composed by a set of specific files that describe transformation
rules, which represent a significant part of the CK specification.
Nonetheless, code assets also contain CK specification in the form
of tags. This explains why these two approaches got quite similar
values for CK scattering metrics in all MobileMedia releases. As
we see in Figure 1, the collected values for the CK scattering
metric were higher for the Captor and XVCL approaches.

The second metric, number of CK sentence expressions, analyzes
the conciseness and expressiveness of the CK in the different
approaches. It quantifies the amount of CK sentence expressions
needed to support the product derivation process. When the SPL
evolves, the concision of these expressions becomes even more
important. In some approaches, it enables adding new assets
without requiring the inclusion of a new expression. We count the
number of CK sentence expressions by quantifying the amount of
feature expressions specified in the CK artifacts. Note that this
counting is independent of the effort to build the expression or its
size. These are addressed by the number of tokens in CK sentence
expressions metric.
Stability. The stability metric is used to analyze the impact of
evolving the SPL on the derivation artifacts (CK). The metric was
computed in terms of CK sentence expressions added, changed or
removed during the SPL evolution. We measure the difference
between releases, it is inspired on Yau and Collofello study [23].
A CK sentence expression is considered new when there is a new
feature expression in the CK for that release. When a new code
asset is included in the SPL, this not necessarily imply in the
inclusion of a new CK feature expression. This depends on the
approach. In some cases, an existing expression can be modified
to address the new code assets. With this metric analysis we can
measure the effort needed to evolve the CK during SPL
maintenance.

Figure 1. Configuration Knowledge Scattering.
Figure 7 illustrates the product derivation artifacts specified for
five approaches that are responsible for the inclusion of the Photo
and Music features in the MobileMedia SPL. For example, XVCL
requires that each SPL asset that is processed to be a frame. In
order to transform an asset in a frame, we have to include basic
tags with some parameters, whether this frame has fine-grained
variability or not. In the right side of Figure 7 for example,
PhotoAndMusicAspect.aj.xvcl represents the correspondent
aspect specified as a frame. On the other hand, Captor also needs
to use XSL tags, and every variable asset has to be a template. The
right side of Figure 7 also shows PhotoAndMusicAspect.aj aspect
specified with a set of XSL tags used by Captor derivation
artifacts. The left side of Figure 7 illustrates the configuration files
of the Captor and XVCL approaches that are used to specify the
transformation rules mentioned above. The scattering of these
transformation rules and code tags along product derivation
artifacts and code was quantified by the degree of scattering
metric. Note that GenArch, MSVCM and pure::variants does not
contain CK information on the code asset. The CK is modularized
into a single file.

3. STUDY RESULTS
In this section, we present and discuss the collected results for the
modularity, complexity and stability metrics from our study. Our
analysis considers the specification of the derivation artifacts
considering 4 different releases of the Mobile Media SPL.

3.1 Modularity Analysis
The main goal of modularity analysis is to quantify the degree of
scattering and tangling of the CK over the SPL assets.
Configuration Knowledge Scattering. We measured the degree
of scattering of the configuration knowledge by quantifying all
SPL assets that have some sort of CK specification in them.
Source code, for example, might contain such information in the
form of a conditional compilation tag (#ifdef). Figure 1 shows the
results of the collected values for this metric considering the four
releases of MobileMedia specified using the different approaches.
We can observe that GenArch, pure::variants and MSVCM tools
presented more stable and lower values for this metric compared
to other approaches, even when new features and assets are added.
This happens mainly because these approaches provide a separate
model or configuration model to specify the configuration
knowledge with the mapping between features and code assets.
The CIDE, Captor, and XVCL approaches presented higher
values for the CK scattering, as shown in Figure 1. CIDE presents
a higher scattering because it does not provide dedicated support
to modularize the CK. In this approach, every colored element in
the code assets can be seen as a CK sentence expression that
relates the element to a feature. The Captor and XVCL
approaches also presented high values for the CK scattering

Configuration Knowledge Tangling inside Code Assets. Figure
2 shows the collected values for CK tangling metric. The Captor
and XVCL approaches presented higher values for the tangling
metric. This mainly occurs because both approaches must contain
specific headers and footers in any code asset associated with CK.
This information is used during the product derivation process of
each approach. Figure 7(right side) shows, for example, that the
PhotoAndMusicAspect.aj aspect needs to include configuration
tags for both Captor and XVCL approaches. All the code assets
associated with variabilities required the insertion of these same
configuration tags thus contributing to improve the CK scattering.
Precisely because GenArch, MSVCM and pure::variants, have the
CK properly insulated, there is no CK tangling inside code asset.
The CK tangling metric was quantified in CIDE by the
occurrence of color sentences spread along code assets. Because
of that, CIDE initially presented a low tangling considering the
MobileMedia release 4, but as the number of features increased,
values got higher compared to other approaches. It mainly
happens because with the increase of features to be managed,
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feature expressions also become more complex. GenArch,
pure::variants and MSVCM had equivalent and the best results for
the CK tangling metric considering all the releases. On the first
three releases investigated (releases 4 to 6), the CK tangling for
these approaches was zero. This occurred because the CK was
adequately modularized into a dedicated model.

values for the number of tokens in CK metric. This happens due
to the same reason of Captor, except that task definition and call is
specified directly in XVCL files. In MSVCM, values for this
metric are higher than GenArch since it is necessary to specify
asset names and mandatory associations as well.
Figure 7 shows how we count tokens in all approaches (except
CIDE), for the case of the PhotoAndMusicAspect asset. This
aspect is related to the joint selection of the Photo and Music
features. For this metric, in XVCL, Captor, GenArch, MSVCM
and pure::variants approaches, we count 94, 129, 3,3 and 15,
respectively. In the CIDE approach, since we just color code
elements with associated features, there is no textual CK
specification. Therefore, the metric values for all releases are zero.
GenArch, pure::variants and MSVCM have values much smaller
than other approaches. In GenArch, the architecture model that
abstracts all the code assets is built automatically by the tool.
Product line engineers only need to write feature expressions,
associating features to assets. So, metric values tend to be lower
for GenArch. This happens similarly in MSVCM.

Figure 2. CK Tangling inside Code Assets.
We can also observe that fine-grained variability increases CK
tangling in code assets. The fact that most of MobileMedia
variations are well modularized with aspects contributed for the
lower values of the scattering and tangling metrics in releases 4-6.
However, release 7 has a particular case where one asset
(OptionalFeatureAspect.aj) contains fine-grained variability that
cannot be handled using only the CK model. Figure 3 illustrates
this aspect, where the arguments passed on the declare precedence
clause are variabilities and depend on the selection of specific
features to be included in the aspect code. Because of that, this
file needs to be processed using conditional compilation tags
(MSVCM and pure::variants) or template processing (GenArch
and Captor). Both techniques are used during product derivation
to decide if part of this asset will be included or not. This kind of
fine-grained variability usually happens on legacy SPLs[14]. Note
that all the approaches and metrics from this study suffer
influence of this fine-grained variability. This fine-grained
variability was responsible for the light increase in the collected
results for the CK tangling metric considering the Captor and
XVCL for the release 7 of MobileMedia.

Figure 4. Number of Tokens in CK specification.

Figure 5. XVCL – Sentence Expression.
Figure 3. OptionalFeatureAspect.

3.2 Complexity Analysis
The main goal of the two metrics on this group is to measure the
complexity/size of the CK specification in each approach, and
furthermore analyze how they behave when evolving the SPL.
Number of tokens in CK specification. The number of tokens
metric allowed us to distinguish the size and complexity of CK
specification on the different derivation approaches. Figure 4
shows the collected values for this metric. Captor is the approach
that requires the higher number of tokens in CK specification.
Reasons for that include the need for creating several CK decision
expressions (task calls and definitions), and headers and footers
specified in the code templates. XVCL also presented higher

Figure 6. Sentence Expressions in CK Specification.
Sentence Expressions in CK specification. Figure 6 shows the
number of sentence expressions for the different MobileMedia
releases specified in the six approaches. Similarly to the tangling
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Figure 7. Approaches and Metrics.
different approaches.

metric, the CIDE approach presented a considerable increase
when adding new features. A sentence expression in CIDE is
considered as a colored element. Therefore, these metric values
are somewhat correspondent to the scattering metric values for the
CIDE approach. The XVCL and MSVCM approaches can group
many assets into a single sentence. A difference is that in
MSVCM, we also specify the mandatory relationships as
previously mentioned. Figure 6 illustrates this grouping
characteristic of XVCL. It shows that, in release 6, the Photo
feature is associated with 5 assets. In the next release, 3 new
assets are added to this expression, and no other sentence needs to
be created. In Captor, pure::variants and GenArch, we need to add
3 sentence expressions. This can be mitigated in pure::variants
and GenArch by associating higher level abstractions, such as
packages, with feature expressions. However, if feature
implementation is highly scattered, it might not be possible to do
so. In Figure 7 the sentence expressions are showed for the

3.3 Stability Analysis
This analysis looks at three different perspectives of sentence
expressions between releases: added, modified and removed.
Added. Figure 8 (a) shows the number of sentence expressions
added in the configuration knowledge of each approach between
releases. When adding code assets, GenArch, pure::variants,
Captor and CIDE treat assets individually, so they have larger
effort than MSVCM and XVCL, which can group these assets. In
GenArch and Captor, the inclusion of an asset represents a new
sentence expression added to the configuration knowledge.
Changed. Figure 8(b) shows the number of sentence expressions
changed in the configuration knowledge. The releases 4, 5 and 6
had many new assets and few expressions, or none in most cases,

Figure 8. Stability – Added (A), Modified (B) and Removed (C) .
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4. DISCUSSIONS

stability for the different approaches. Analysis of the
MobileMedia implementation using conditional compilation
(CC), for example, would find a large number of CC directives
(IFDEFs) spread and tangled along the different code assets. All
these CC directives can also contribute to the instability of the
product derivation artifacts during SPL evolution because they are
not adequately modularized. Although the adoption of aspectoriented programming in the MobileMedia implementation
brought advantages and benefits to the specification of the
product derivation artifacts, our study also illustrated that finegrained variabilities encountered inside code assets can lead to
difficult CK modularization scenarios, even for approaches that
provides a separate CK specification. This was illustrated in our
study by the OptionalFeatureAspect that establishes the
precedence between aspects (variabilities) that will be applied to
the SPL core.

In this section, we discuss interesting issues and lessons learned
related to the assessment of the product derivation approaches in
our preliminary evolution study.

5. RELATED WORK

that could be reused. Again, the approaches (GenArch, Captor and
pure::variants) that treat assets individually had larger effort than
the other ones. The CIDE approach has not changed items,
because when changes occur in an asset, you must remove its
color and then mark the new artifact with this color.
Removed. Figure 8(c) shows the numbers of sentence expressions
removed from the CK in each approach. This usually occurs when
code assets are removed. These metric results are very similar to
almost all approaches, variation happens only in cases that the
approach could reuse some expressions, reflecting on Figure 8(b).
The fact that CIDE cannot change the sentence expressions results
in the increase of the number of removed items.

To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of empirical
research on the assessment of different product derivation tools
used in the evolution context for SPLs. Many works evaluate a
single approach for SPL implementation used in a SPL evolution
scenario. The original MobileMedia study [12] compares the
negative and positive impact of using aspects for implementing
SPLs, instead of conditional compilation. There are some
similarities to our work, since we are using the same releases and
adapting some of the used metrics. So, instead of evaluating the
code only, in this work we focus on how different CK
representations provided by the product derivation tools behave in
a SPL evolution scenario.

General Analysis of the Study Results. The GenArch,
pure::variants and MSVCM approaches presented the best results
considering most of the modularity and complexity metrics. The
main reason that contributed to the good performance of these
approaches is the use of a separated CK specification. Captor and
XVCL obtained the less satisfactory results considering the
modularity and complexity metrics. This mainly occurred due to
the textual and complex nature of CK specification provided by
these approaches. Considering initial MobileMedia releases,
CIDE presented reasonable results for the modularity and
complexity metrics. However, it did not scale along the
subsequent ones in terms of CK scattering and tangling, because
of the increasing number of CK color sentences specified in the
code assets. Regarding the stability metrics, we have observed that
Captor, GenArch, MSVCM and XVCL required to add and
modify a small and stable number of CK sentence expressions
along the different releases. MSVCM was the approach that
presented the better stability for the CK expressions. On the other
hand, CIDE exhibited higher values for the number of removed
CK expressions due to the need to reassign new colors to CK
sentences that are changed in the code assets along the releases.

Mannisto et al. discuss the problem of managing configuration
knowledge evolution [17], describing key elements and presenting
an outline for future work. They present an approach based on the
Generic Product Structure Model and directions on how this
approach should be used. However, they do not evaluate its use in
a case study, as we focus on this work.
Dhungana et al. present a tool-supported approach for treating
evolution in Model-based Product Line Engineering [11]. The
approach decomposes large variability models into sets of
interrelated model fragments. Such fragments are merged to
provide full variability models. They report an experience of using
it in an industrial collaboration. Some of the approaches we
evaluate in this work (GenArch and pure::variants) are modelbased and provide similar functionality. A difference to our
evaluation is that due to model decomposition, they evaluate
multi-team support for creating and maintaining SPL variability
models. This is not something we investigated in this work, but it
could be targeted in future work.

Automated and Model-driven Tools. Our study has revealed that
the CK specification in a dedicated model or file can bring several
benefits to the modularization, complexity and stability attributes.
That was the case for GenArch, MSVCM and pure::variants
approaches. Captor and XVCL did not obtained better results in
most of the modularization and complexity metrics. These
approaches require manually written transformation rules related
to the product derivation process. It is interesting to notice that the
simple automated support to the specification and generation of
the transformation rules that represents CK in both Captor and
XVCL approaches could bring equivalent results to the other
approaches.

Many works compare product derivation tools in a systematic, but
general way, not specifically focusing the CK. Rabiser et al. aim
to identify and validate requirements for tool-supported product
derivation [18]. Requirements are identified in a high-level way
through a systematic literature review and validated through an
expert survey. Sinnema and Delstra classify six variability
modeling techniques [21] using a running example. They define a
classification framework that lists a number of aspects that a
variability modeling technique should possess. Lisboa et al.
present a systematic review of domain analysis tools [16]. They
focus on identifying (i) whether current available tools support a

CK Specification inside Code Assets. Another interesting issue
that our study has also revealed is the positive/negative impact of
the variability implementation technique in the modularization of
the product derivation artifacts. Most of the variabilities
implemented for MobileMedia releases were codified using
aspect-oriented programming. This contributed to the positive
values obtained for most of the modularity, complexity and
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specific or generic process; (ii) their main functionalities; and (iii)
the development context, and where it is being used --- academia
or industry. Functionalities identified are categorized in priority
levels: essential, important, and low. Khurum and Gorschek also
conducted a systematic review of domain analysis solutions, but
only for tools that focus on software product lines [15]. They
focus on the usability and usefulness of the existing solutions, in
terms of scalability of introduction and use, better alternative
investment, and effectiveness. These works focus on comparing
functionalities that existing product derivation tools provide. As
mentioned, they do not focus on the configuration knowledge, nor
evaluate tools in the evolution context. Khurum and Gorschek
findings [15] indicate an absence of qualitative and quantitative
results from empirical application of the approaches. Such
absence, they argue, complicates the task of evaluating usability
and usefulness of existing solutions. In this work, we attempt to
fill this gap, through a quantitative and qualitative assessment of
the configuration knowledge using different releases of the
MobileMedia SPL.

USA, 2009. ACM.
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

A lot of configurable software projects implement their
variability in the sources using a preprocessor, which includes or excludes annotated code blocks depending on a
given configuration. Preprocessor-based configuration is
supported by all major software product line tools (e.g.,
pure::variants [1], Gears [7], etc.) and is especially prevalent
in the domain of embedded systems and operating systems,
because preprocessor-based configuration causes no run-time
overhead. The matter of the fact, however, is that developers of systems such as Linux or eCos [11], an embedded
configurable operating system, have to face a myriad of preprocessor directives and optional code blocks in the sources,
even though they might only be working on the implementation of a single feature at a time. Thus, it has long been recognized that tool support is needed to cope with that complexity (colloquially termed #ifdef hell) to aid maintenance,
evolution, and testing of such configurable software [6, 14].
For instance, in a previous study, we have found feature implementations in eCos to be highly scattered across different
source files and to be tangled within the source files [9], rendering comprehension of certain files almost impossible.
Tools such as CIDE [6] or C-CLR [13] therefore each extend a special integrated development environment (IDE)
and provide preprocessed views on the configurable code
base depending on a given configuration. The main disadvantage of those approaches is that they force the developers
into using that special IDE to cope with preprocessor complexity. This is infeasible both in industry projects, where
toolchains are often fixed, and in open-source projects such
as Linux, where the personal freedom of the developers to
choose their editors and toolchains is of paramount importance1 . Embedded software product lines, for instance, are
developed in very heterogeneous setups: Engineers include
domain experts in operating systems, in the actual embedded application, or specialized in drivers. Oftentimes, those
engineers work in different companies supplying parts of the
code, and they make use of different, special-purpose tools
while developing and maintaining their subsystems, such as
network analysis or real-time analysis tools. Most of those
To put it bluntly: Kernel hackers hate Eclipse.
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tools are either unaware of—or even incapable of dealing
with—configurable source code.
Unaware tools include debuggers, for instance, which
show the complete configurable base code in a debug session although only one concrete variant is being debugged
at a time, possibly obfuscating program comprehension due
to #ifdef cluttering. Tools that are unaware of a source
code base being configurable simply do not work too well on
those code bases, or they do not work to their full potential.
Incapable tools, on the other hand, break when they are fed
configurable source code instead of stand-alone code. Such
incapable tools include many kinds of source analysis tools
such as for execution time analysis, call graph extraction,
deadlock detection, syntax validators, reverse engineering
tools that generate UML diagrams from source code, and
others. Liebig et al., for instance, report that existing tool
support for Java or C# is broken by CPP conditional compilation [8].
In order to better support configurable software projects
in industry and the open-source community, we therefore
propose to implement variant views at the filesystem level.
Our Leviathan filesystem is given a configurable software
base with existing annotated code blocks (e.g., via CPP
#ifdefs), and it can then mount views (i.e., it creates a
virtual disk volume) depending on a user-provided configuration. The mounted views provide virtual directories and
files, enabling the developer to use arbitrary file-based tools
on that variant. Additionally, we aim at providing writeback support in Leviathan, enabling the developer to directly edit the virtual variants; the changes are then automatically merged back into the configurable code base.
By providing generic, toolchain-independent, and languageindependent variant views, Leviathan can therefore ideally
support configurable software in industry and open-source
projects.
In this paper, we first describe Leviathan in an example
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work flow, complemented by a classification of use cases we
envision our system to be used in (see Section 2). Then,
we detail Leviathan’s architecture and implementation in
Section 3 before providing a comprehensive description of its
challenging write-back feature (see Section 4). After that,
we discuss our approach and related work in Section 5 before
concluding with Section 6.
Without loss of generality, for the remainder of the paper
we assume the preprocessor directives to be #ifdefs and the
preprocessor to be the subset of the C preprocessor CPP
that is used for conditional compilation. The Leviathan
architecture, however, incorporates a plug-in mechanism to
support arbitrary preprocessors (see Section 3).

2.

WORK FLOW AND USE CASES

Figure 1 shows an example work flow how a target developer would use Leviathan for software maintenance. First,
he localizes a given configurable code base that he wants to
reason about or work on (e.g., the Linux kernel sources) in
the base filesystem. Second, he defines one or more variants
as sets of enabled and disabled features (e.g., #define directives). Both of those pieces of information are fed into Leviathan as input (steps 1 and 2 in Figure 1). The developer
can then mount several variants simultaneously to different
mount points by specifying the variant names (steps 3 and
4). After that, the user can operate as usual on the virtual
directories and files, which are in fact slices of the original
configurable code base. Operation includes read-only tasks
such as reasoning about variants by viewing the differences
between them as well as editing the virtual files with arbitrary tools; Leviathan will merge back the changes into the
configurable code base transparently in the background.
The work flow just described is, however, only one possible setting in which Leviathan can come in handy. We
envisage four types of settings, differing in whether the actual user is human or a software tool, and whether read-only
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Figure 2: Leviathan Architecture and Data Flow.

or also write-back support is necessary. Each of the following
four use cases provides an example for such a usage setting:
• WCET analysis: A real-time analysis tool shall be
used to calculate the worst case execution time of a
specifically configured variant (user is a tool, read-only
access).
• Code reasoning: A software developer wants to get
an understanding of the source code; the code of features irrelevant for the main functionality shall be excluded to improve comprehensibility (user is human,
read-only access).
• Feature refactoring: A source code refactoring tool
(e.g., Coccinelle [12]) shall be applied to a certain subset of features within the code base (user is a tool,
write-back support required ).
• Maintenance changes: The software developer fixes
localized bugs in a configured variant and wants them
to be merged back to the original source code base
(user is human, write-back support required ).
The different settings result in different general requirements for Leviathan. First, if a human user is involved,
configurable display options help to comprehend the source
code independent of the capabilities of the employed editor.
In some cases, marking the beginning and end of each feature block with a dedicated marker may hinder readability,
whereas, in other cases, such markers are crucial to understand the prerequisites for a piece of code to be included.
Second, Leviathan’s write-back support must prevent or
handle cases of ambiguity when merging changes back to the
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configurable code base. Depending on the fact whether the
user is human or a software tool, one strategy or the other
will be more appropriate for disambiguation. We will discuss
the corresponding write-back approaches in Section 4.

3.

LEVIATHAN ARCHITECTURE AND
IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we will describe Leviathan’s architecture,
its implementation and present some preliminary evaluation
results.

3.1

Architecture and Implementation

Internally, Leviathan has a modular architecture and
several layers, as depicted in Figure 2.
The topmost filesystem layer communicates with applications such as editors via the standard Linux VFS filesystem interface, which includes system calls such as open(),
close(), read(), and write() to be called on files. This
layer is implemented as a driver for FUSE [4], a framework
that allows its actual drivers to run in user space; only a
very small FUSE kernel module is executed in privileged
mode. Thus, the Leviathan filesystem driver can link to
any third-party libraries built to support application development. FUSE supports various Unix variants as well as
Mac OS X. There are also projects aiming at porting FUSE
to Windows, making it the most portable framework for implementing filesystems.2
When processing a read() request, Leviathan first determines if the corresponding file needs to be preprocessed
2
See
http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/
fuse/index.php?title=OperatingSystems.

depending on its file type. Read requests on binaries, for
instance, are directly passed through to the base filesystem.
If a file does have to be preprocessed, Leviathan directs
that request to its cache, which holds contents and meta
data about files that have been processed before. An additional observer component monitors modification events on
the base filesystem (via the inotify Linux kernel subsystem) and invalidates the corresponding cache entry appropriately upon changes. This is needed to synchronize both
with changes made directly to the configurable code base on
the base filesystem and with indirect changes to that code
base via another mounted Leviathan variant (see also steps
6–8 in Figure 1). Only when a cache miss occurs does Leviathan direct the read() request to the corresponding
preprocessor component.
The preprocessor component itself has a well-defined interface concerning the block structure it has to output for
Leviathan to work on; it effectively encapsulates the syntax
parsing and expression evaluating for a concrete preprocessor, such as CPP or M4 [10]. When the content of a virtual
Leviathan file is requested for the first time or needs to be
recalculated, the preprocessor component reads the base file
from the base filesystem and uses its parsing subsystem to
delineate configuration blocks encapsulated by preprocessor
directives. The parser of our CPP preprocessor component,
for instance, uses the Boost::Wave lexer [2] for that purpose, and it will only resolve those macros that are used
for conditional compilation; that is, #defines used for definition of constants or #includes are not resolved in order
not to impair code comprehension of the mounted variant.
Each configuration block is bound to a preprocessor expression, which is stored together with the corresponding block.
An expression evaluator then accesses the configuration that
was handed to Leviathan at mount time and uses those
preprocessor variable definitions (e.g., #defines in the CPP
language) to evaluate if a given block is to be included in the
virtual file or not. Note that this configuration can in fact
be the output of an external feature modeling tool, which
assures correctness in terms of feature selection and met dependencies.
Our CPP component parses the CPP expression and evaluates them. It supports some basic arithmetical operations
as the original C preprocessor does. As a special feature,
logical expressions are evaluated using three-valued logic;
CPP variables and whole expressions can evaluate to true,
false, or undecided. True blocks are included in the virtual
file, false blocks are excluded, and undecided blocks are output together with their preprocessor annotations. As the
negation of undecided also evaluates to undecided, the #else
clause of an #if/#else statement evaluating to undecided is
also included. This way, the developer can explicitly express
partial configurations by setting features to undecided, besides being able to activate and deactivate features.
The data structure as output by the preprocessor component is then stored in Leviathan’s cache to serve future read
requests. Additionally, a serializer component computes the
plain data stream that the application that has issued the
read() call will be given as a result.

3.2

Preliminary Evaluation

Our preliminary evaluation of the Leviathan filesystem
has yielded promising results. We have tested its performance by measuring the time required to read, parse, and
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output the complete source tree of Linux (version 2.6.31) and
the eCos embedded operating system (CVS-version 2010-0329). The test system has an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q9550
processor clocked at 2.83GHz, equipped with 4GB of RAM.
For Linux, the time to read, preprocess, and output (to
/dev/null) its complete source tree of 408MB takes Leviathan 130 seconds. Directly reading and outputting the
source tree without employing Leviathan (and therefore
without preprocessing) took 14 seconds. Thus the slow down
factor as caused by Leviathan is about 10. As Leviathan
only parses the actually accessed files and we expect most
use cases for Leviathan to involve only a rather small number of files (a human user, for example, only can read one
file at a time), we do not consider this decrease to be a
show stopper. Furthermore, both the 130 and the 14 seconds were produced without caching to ensure comparable
figures. When using caching (the operating system’s file
system caching as well as Leviathan’s caching), the figures
decrease considerably, to 12 seconds for Leviathan and to
1 second for direct reading. The fact that Leviathan is still
notably slower is caused by its implementation as a FUSE
filesystem in user space, which by design causes expensive
additional context switching overhead between kernel and
user space.
When using Leviathan to read, preprocess, and output
the eCos embedded operating system, which has a code base
of only 1MB, all figures drop well below 1 second and no
noticeable disruptions occur in the work flow of a user. Although, in its current state of development, Leviathan is
not optimized for speed, we consider its performance sufficient for the aspired use cases described in Section 2.

4.

WRITE-BACK SUPPORT

In addition to offering read-only views for analysis tools
and tasks that work on a configured variant (e.g., code metric tools or execution time analysis tools), we want to enable the software developer and his tools to edit a mounted
variant. For instance, if he wants to perform maintenance
changes (see also the corresponding use case in Section 2),
this provides him with the ability to specify a configuration,
mount the variant, debug it, and modify the variant code
directly to get rid of the bug, eventually saving the changes
in his editor (step 5 in Figure 1). In the background, the
Leviathan filesystem will handle the write request by the
editor appropriately by directing it to its write-back engine
(step 6 in Figure 1; see also the corresponding architecture
part in Figure 2).
The actual write-back support is challenging. To this
end, Leviathan needs the additional information that the
preprocessor component has computed—the mapping from
source configuration blocks (source code blocks enclosed in
preprocessor directives) to variant blocks (those configuration blocks actually visible in a given configuration) including their positions. Note that in the mounted view, changes
in the configuration block structure are not supported. That
is, if additional #ifdef blocks need to be introduced, for instance, this has to be done directly in the configurable code
base.
Since Leviathan is editor-independent, it does not have
an actual edit protocol available that shows which lines were
changed in which manner. Instead, it needs to operate
on discrete file content snapshots provided only when the
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#endif
foo_cleanup();
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Figure 3: Example Ambiguity Problem During
Write-Back.

write() system call is issued (by saving the changes in an
editor, for instance). Such discrete snapshots make it impossible to know for certain what the user actually did and
semantically intended to express. Consider, for instance,
which block to assign a line to that was inserted exactly between two variant blocks (see Figure 3). This example is but
one of several edit scenarios that causes potential ambiguity in the write-back process. We have therefore found two
different ways to deal with write-back requests.

4.1

Write-Back Heuristics

Using heuristics to merge changes performed on a
mounted variant view back into the configurable code base
is feasible as long as two conditions hold:
1. The configuration blocks in the configurable code base
are rather large and therefore there are relatively few
edges between variant blocks and a lot of context for
merge algorithms to work with. A recent survey covering 40 software product lines suggests that this is a
valid assumption [8].
2. The changes in the mounted view are saved rather incrementally and therefore the change sets are relatively
small. Again, in that case, the merge algorithms have a
lot of unchanged lines serving as context to work with.
Maintenance changes would be a typical use case that
fulfills this property (see also Section 2).
If those assumptions hold, then Leviathan’s write-back
algorithm will provide proper merge results to be written
back to the configurable code base. If one of those conditions
does not hold, then it is Leviathan’s heuristics that will
make a decision in corner cases, such as which block to assign
an inserted line to, as described above and in Figure 3. In
any case, if the code base itself is checked into a revision
control system, then the merge results can still be doublechecked in a difference view before actually committing them
to see whether the changes have been applied by Leviathan
as intended.
The actual heuristics algorithm and, with it, the question
which decisions to make in critical corner cases, is currently
still work in progress. There are lots of different possibilities how to match context lines that are unchanged or that
changed only to a certain degree, and how to match altered
variant blocks back to source configuration blocks to apply
the write-back operation. In order to offer an algorithm that
proves to be valuable in practice, we are preparing an analysis of typical changesets in a couple of software product lines
to be able to make an informed decision about the heuristics
parameters.
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Marker-Based Write-Back

If the developer’s changes on a mounted view have to
be a hundred percent unambiguous, Leviathan offers an
additional, optional mechanism called markers. Markers
are language-dependent comment lines that delineate former configuration blocks in the variant views. If Leviathan is configured to generate marker lines at mount time,
those lines are generated by the serializer component when
presenting the virtual file contents to the applications (see
Figure 2). By leaving the marker lines in place and only
editing the lines between them, the Leviathan user can
fully convey what he intends to change and how.
Upon saving the changes, Leviathan’s write-back parsing component parses the altered virtual file for the marker
lines and maps the variant blocks in between to configuration blocks in the configurable code base (see Figure 2). The
merge component then updates the file block structure in
Leviathan’s cache for future read accesses; another serializer component writes back the altered file together with all
of its original preprocessor directives to the base filesystem.
With its marker mechanism, Leviathan’s write-back support is completely unambiguous at the cost of slightly increased clutter through the introduced marker lines. However, the mounted variant will still be a lot more maintainable than the original configurable code base, since nonactive configuration blocks and the corresponding directives
are not visible in it; only active blocks and their markers are
displayed in the view.
Optionally, editors can implement light-weight plug-ins to
interpret Leviathan’s markers and highlight the information in an editor-specific way, for example using vim’s folds
or CIDE’s colors. This means that those tools can be used
complementary to Leviathan. In that way, those tools can
be seen as the independent view parts of a model–view–
controller architecture; the actual preprocessing part is provided by Leviathan.

5.

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss how Leviathan compares to
existing tooling and how integration with those tools may
be achieved. Additionally, we discuss current limitations of
our approach and how to overcome them.

5.1

Using and Integrating Other Tools

Some of the use cases identified in Section 2 can also be
addressed with existing tooling. However, our approach is
the only one that is toolchain-independent and, thus, allows
to work on a variant with arbitrary file-based tools. In the
following, we will address each of the four use cases identified
in Section 2.
When a tool works on a variant file read-only (e.g., for
WCET analysis), a separate preprocessor tool could be applied to the code base before analysis. Integrating the preprocessor with the filesystem may be more convenient than
manually executing an external preprocessor, but basically
both perform the same task equally well. Variability-aware
code reasoning up to now has required dedicated viewers
and editors such as CIDE [6] or C-CLR [13]. Our solution is
generic and can be used both with the developer’s favorite
open source editor as well as prescribed fixed editors in industrial settings. In case of feature-local refactorings, some
refactorings might be done with semantic patch tools such as

Coccinelle [12]. However, Coccinelle detects semantic contexts based on matching normalized source code strings only.
As the expressions are not evaluated, more complex Boolean
conditions might be matched erroneously, resulting in patching the wrong set of code blocks. Furthermore, the patch
transformations must be formulated in the Coccinelle language, whereas, with the Leviathan filesystem, arbitrary
tools, such as sed, Perl, or source code transformation languages such as TXL [3] may be used. Maintenance changes
as well can be performed on a specific variant and be written
back to the source code base using the developer’s editor of
choice.
Although Leviathan’s toolchain independence allows developers to use arbitrary editors and IDEs to work on
mounted variants, even in scenarios where a developer employs variability-enabled editors such as CIDE [6] or FeatureMapper [5], Leviathan may come in handy. As both
have their own means for internally dealing with variability, Leviathan could be used to transparently supply them
with the variability file format they require, while the actual
source code variability is managed with a preprocessor such
as CPP. This means that those tools can be used complementary to Leviathan. In that way, those tools can be seen
as the independent view parts of a model–view–controller
architecture; the actual preprocessing part is provided by
Leviathan. For this purpose, the expression evaluator (see
also Figure 2) would be dispensable, as these tools do not
work on variant files, but on unconfigured code bases. Furthermore, to actually integrate such tools, our serialization
and parsing mechanisms need to be adapted accordingly in
order to be able to write and read the variability file formats
of tools such as CIDE and FeatureMapper.

5.2

Limitations of the Approach

One current limitation of our approach is that it does not
support changing the structure of conditional blocks in a
mounted view. This means that it is not possible to add,
remove, or change the inclusion condition of such a block
when working on the mounted view. This limitation is unproblematic for such use cases as feature-local refactorings
and incremental maintenance changes (as described in Section 2), which do not affect the conditional structure. If,
however, changes to the conditional structure are necessary,
those changes can be performed directly on the configurable
code base. By means of its internal notification mechanism
(see also Section 3), Leviathan will be able to update all
of its mounted views where needed.
As mentioned before, Leviathan’s CPP component only
evaluates the subset of CPP constructs used for conditional
compilation such as #if, #ifdef, and #ifndef; it leaves out
#include or #define statements. As a drawback we currently cannot definitely evaluate expressions containing CPP
macros. However, only 2 of the 27,569 conditional expressions used for feature-based configuration in Linux3 call
a macro function (e.g., #if LINUX_VERSION_CODE >=
KERNEL_VERSION(2,2,0) to query the kernel version).
We deal with such cases by simply setting such expressions
to undecided, which results in the inclusion of the corresponding block including its CPP annotations into the preprocessed file.
One very general concern about any tool that provides
3
Each preprocessor variable used for configuration starts
with the prefix CONFIG_.
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views on configurable code bases (such as Leviathan) is
the effect of a local feature change that was performed in
a view on other features that are not visible in the current
view. Consider, for instance, renaming a variable that is also
used in a hidden feature block; this refactoring will make
any variant that uses that feature stop from even compiling.
If such problems are to be avoided, either the write-back
results can be double-checked in the configurable code base,
or the change can be performed directly in the code base
itself, thereby effectively avoiding Leviathan’s advantage of
taming #ifdef clutter. This has to be decided on a case-bycase basis, and some of the analyzed use cases (see Section 2)
will be more susceptible to that problem than others.

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown a way to deal with the complexity of
preprocessor-configured software—by using views as provided by our Leviathan filesystem. Our approach improves
on those based on special IDEs since it enables the use of
arbitrary toolchains that work directly on files. This is crucial both in industry settings with fixed toolchains as well as
in open-source projects, where very heterogeneous tools and
development environments are used. Although some tools
may in fact be #ifdef-aware, Leviathan modularizes preprocessor functionality by implementing it on the filesystem
level, providing true separation of concerns.
We still need to fully evaluate our Leviathan approach
and especially its write-back engine and approaches to be
able to exactly state its benefits and disadvantages; the
evaluation targets will be Linux and eCos, as well as a
department-internal operating system product line that is
used in classes. In future work, we additionally want to
tackle read and write support for code bases that implement optional features with patch sets, which are, for example, prevalent for freshly implemented and experimental
features in Linux. Furthermore, we are working on a formalization of our two write-back approaches to be able to grasp
their respective advantages and boundaries—and, therefore,
their applicability to different use cases.

7.
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ABSTRACT
Software product lines have gained momentum as an approach to
generate many variants of a program, each tailored to a speciﬁc
use case, from a common code base. However, the implementation
of product lines raises new challenges, as potentially millions of
program variants are developed in parallel. In prior work, we and
others have developed product-line–aware type systems to detect
type errors in a product line, without generating all variants. With
TypeChef, we build a similar type checker for product lines written in C that implements variability with #ifdef directives of the
C preprocessor. However, a product-line–aware type system for C
is more difﬁcult than expected due to several peculiarities of the
preprocessor, including lexical macros and unrestricted use of #ifdef
directives. In this paper, we describe the problems faced and our
progress to solve them with TypeChef. Although TypeChef is still
under development and cannot yet process arbitrary C code, we
demonstrate its capabilities so far with a case study: By type checking the open-source web server Boa with potentially 2110 variants,
we found type errors in several variants.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features; D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—Preprocessors; D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software

General Terms
Languages, Reliability, Theory

Keywords
Type system, conditional compilation, C, cpp, #ifdef, partial preprocessor, disciplined annotations

1.

INTRODUCTION

Software product line engineering is an efﬁcient means to implement
variable software. By selecting from a set of features, a developer
can generate different program variants from a common product-line
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implementation. However, variability comes at a price of increased
complexity. Instead of developing and testing a single variant, developers deal with potentially millions of variants in parallel. Already
with a few features, we quickly reach a point at which it is no longer
possible to compile and run every possible variant in isolation, due
to the vast number of variants (up to 2n variants for n features).
To address this problem, researchers have developed mechanisms that check certain criteria for the entire product line, instead of checking each variant in isolation. This ranges from simple guarantees of syntactic correctness [22], to dead-code detection [34, 35], to type checks and similar referential-consistency
checks [1, 2, 8, 16, 21, 36], and to behavioral checks using, among
others, model checking [7, 14, 24, 31]. Usually, the idea is to analyze source code before variant generation when it still includes its
variability mechanisms; the approaches check implemented variability against the variability model, which describes all valid feature
combinations.
Especially, product-line–aware type checking (or reference checking, or safe composition) has shown to scale [8, 20, 36]; type checking an entire software product line with millions of variants is usually
as fast as checking a handful of variants in isolation. Product-line–
aware type checking has been explored for different variability implementations, most prominently for AHEAD-style feature modules
and class reﬁnements [1, 36] and for annotation-based implementations (typically using some form of conditional compilation, also
known as negative variability) [2,8,16,21]. However, corresponding
type systems were usually targeted at dialects of Java (or Featherweight Java) which limited their applicability to industrial software
product lines.
A typical setting to implement variability in industrial software
product lines is to use C as programming language [17] and use
conditional-compilation directives (#ifdef, #if, #elif, #else, #endif )
of the C preprocessor cpp to implement variability (despite broad
criticism on the C preprocessor, which is out of scope here). Although we are unaware of any statistics or surveys on industrial
product-line implementation, our personal communication with tool
providers and developers indicates that actually a majority of industrial software product lines are implemented with the C preprocessor.
For example, HP’s product line Owen for printer ﬁrmware with over
2000 features implements variability entirely with cpp [29, 32];
so do many open source programs [25], of which the Linux kernel with over 8000 features is probably the most prominent example [25, 33, 35]. Three more examples of industrial product lines
presented at last year’s Software Product Line Conference that implement variability at least partially with preprocessors are Danfoss’
product line of frequency converters [18], Wikon’s product line
of remote control systems [30], and NASA’s product line of ﬂight
control systems [11].

Our overall goal is to type check an entire product line written in
C and cpp with all its variants. To this end, we construct a productline–aware type checker called TypeChef (type checking #ifdefs).
Unfortunately, the transfer from a conﬁned research setting in the
Java environment to industrial C code turned out much harder than
expected. Even though C’s type system is rather simple, the C preprocessor cpp makes analysis difﬁcult. In a nutshell, cpp works on
token level; it can be (and is) used at ﬁne granularity and in patterns
that are very hard to understand by analysis tools. Additionally, ﬁle
inclusion and lexical macro substitution (which were not present in
previous Java settings) interfere with our analysis, especially when
macros are conditionally deﬁned or have alternative expansions. Finally, also presence conditions for code are more complex; cpp does
not only allow propositional formulas after #if directives, but also
integer constants (which may be deﬁned, redeﬁned, or undeﬁned
during preprocessing) and various operations on them.
In this paper, we describe the problems of type checking a product
line implemented with C and cpp and describe our solution with
TypeChef so far. Speciﬁcally, we designed a partial preprocessor
to tame cpp directives to a disciplined level; and we designed and
implemented a type checker that understands #ifdef directives and
checks them in a way similar to previous product-line–aware type
systems. TypeChef is work in progress; we cannot parse arbitrary
C code, yet; we do not support alternatives and some manual code
preparation is still necessary. Nevertheless, we have already applied
TypeChef to a small open-source implementation of the Boa web
server with 110 features and found several inconsistencies.
In summary, we make the following contributions: (1) We outline
the difﬁculties of product-line–aware type checking for C code.
(2) We present and implement an initial solution with TypeChef.
(3) In that context, we propose the concept of a partial preprocessor
to handle ﬁle inclusion and macro substitution. (4) We demonstrate
how TypeChef can detect inconsistencies in a small case study.

2.

PRODUCT-LINE–AWARE TYPE CHECKING

Let’s start by revisiting the basic idea behind product-line–aware
type systems, without considering the particularities of cpp, yet.
Consider the trivial code fragment in Figure 1. It does nothing
more than output a single line of text. However, which text this is
depends on preprocessor ﬂags (or features in a product-line context).
Lines 4 and 7 are only compiled if the corresponding features are
selected; otherwise cpp removes the code before compilation. To
describe when a code fragment is included, we speak of a presence
condition pc; a code fragment is only included when its presence
condition evaluates to true for the given feature selection. Line 4
has the presence condition pc(line4) = WORLD, i.e., it is only
included when feature WORLD is selected.1 This small program,
which we can consider as product line, has two features (WORLD
and BYE) and can generate four possible variants (with neither
feature, with both features, or with either feature). Only two of these
four variants will compile though. The compiler will issue an error
for the second deﬁnition of variable msg (“Line 7: redeﬁnition of
msg”) when both features are selected and will issue an error about
a dangling reference (“Line 11: msg undeclared”) when neither
feature is selected.
With a product-line–aware type system, we want to guarantee
that all potential variants of a product line are well-typed, without
1
Deriving presence condition from #ifdef, #elif, and #else directives (including nesting) is straightforward; for a formal deﬁnition
see [34]. A code fragment that is not nested in #ifdef directives has
the presence condition true, i.e., it is included in all variants.
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#include <stdio.h>
#ifdef
char *
#endif
#ifdef
char *
#endif

WORLD
msg = "Hello World\n";
BYE
msg = "Bye bye!\n";

main() {
printf(msg);
}

Figure 1: Example C program
generating all variants. That is, we want to check types before
running the preprocessor with a speciﬁc feature combination but
still guarantee that all variants compile after generation.
In a nutshell, we resolve references and compare annotations
in the original code, typically based on an underlying abstractsyntax-tree representation. In Figure 1, printf references a function
that is declared in the included stdio.h ﬁle and msg references the
declarations in Line 4 or 7. Based on these reference pairs, we
compare the annotated features. The function call printf in Line 11
is not annotated by a feature, neither is the function declaration in
stdio.h; hence, both call and declaration are included in all variants
and do not cause type errors. However, variable msg is only declared
when feature WORLD or feature BYE is included, but referenced
in all variants, so we can predict that some variants will not compile.
Similarly, we can identify that there are variants in which both
variable declarations are included at the same time and issue an
error.
In most cases, checking annotations regarding all possible feature combination is too strict though. Typically, domain experts
restrict possible feature combinations in a product line, for example, by specifying that either feature WORLD or BYE has to be
selected in every variant. In product-line engineering, it is best practice to document such domain knowledge in variability models. A
variability model describes the intended variability of the program.
Typical forms of variability models are feature models and their
graphical representation as feature diagrams [19], but some projects,
such as the Linux kernel, have their own variability-modeling languages [35].
A product-line–aware type system can use a variability model
as input and type check only variants allowed by the variability
model, instead of all feature combinations. Mathematically, checking only allowed variants is expressed as VM → (pc(caller) →
pc(target)); that is, the presence condition of the caller must imply
the presence condition of the target in all variants allowed by the
variability model VM. Similarly, we can check for redeﬁnitions of
variables or functions with VM → ¬(pc(def1)∧pc(def2)). If the
formula is not a tautology (determinable by a SAT solver or other
solvers), we issue an error message and can provide an example of
a feature selection that causes a type error. For reasoning in a type
system, most kinds of variability models can be translated directly
into logics [4, 36], and reasoning about them is tractable for even
very large models [27]. Our experience shows that the time spent by
SAT solvers to determine tautologies is negligible compared to the
remaining lookup processes [20].
Given a feature model VM = (WORLD∨BYE)∧¬(WORLD∧
BYE) that deﬁnes that exactly one feature must be selected in all
variants, we can statically guarantee that the code from Figure 1 is
well-typed in all variants: the check regarding printf is trivially a
tautology (VM → true → true), the reference check regarding

msg is a tautology (VM → true → (WORLD ∨ BYE)), and
also the condition to prevent redeﬁnition is a tautology (VM →
¬(WORLD ∧ BYE)).
Checked Properties. Our aim is to ﬁnd type errors. That is, we
want to ﬁnd the same errors for the entire software product line that
a compiler would ﬁnd for a speciﬁc variant. We neither address
dynamic properties nor further static properties beyond the type
system, such as single assignment. That is, we ensure that each
variant compiles, but not that it has meaningful runtime semantics.
Adopting static analysis and behavioral checks to software product
lines are interesting but separate research challenges [7, 14, 24, 31].
The type system of C is considered as weak, because of implicit
type conversion, and unsafe, mainly because of casts between pointers. Chandra and Reps [6] summarize “In C, a pointer of a given
type can be cast into any other pointer type. Because of this, a
programmer can interpret any region of memory to be of any type.
Traditional type checking for C cannot enforce that such reinterpretation of memory is done in a meaningful way, because the C
standard allows arbitrary type conversions between pointer types.
For this reason, C compilers and tools such as lint do not provide
any warnings against potential runtime errors arising from the use
of casts.”
Still, there are many kinds of errors that the C type system detects, including dangling variable references (as in Figure 1), dangling function calls, function calls with an incorrect number of
parameters, redeﬁnitions of functions and variables, references to
undeﬁned types, and type mismatch for assignments and function
arguments [17]. Our long-term goal is to cover the entire type system of C as speciﬁed in the standard [17]. Nevertheless, we start
by checking references (to variables, functions, type declarations),
because they are most problematic in a product-line setting, in our
experience.

3.

PARSING PRE-CPP CODE IS HARD

The main challenge in type checking C code is to parse C code
that still contains cpp directives (pre-cpp code) into a representation that allows us to look up presence conditions and references
between elements. Already parsing preprocessed C code is difﬁcult
in practice [5], but parsing pre-cpp code is a difﬁcult challenge,
a challenge already faced by many refactoring and code-analysis
tools [3, 9, 10, 13, 26, 28, 37]. Solution strategies either use heuristics [13, 28]—which is not suitable for type checking, since we
want to give guarantees—or parse only a subset of possible input
programs [3, 26].
A common subset strategy is to build a parser that understands
C code with preprocessor directives at certain locations only. For
example, #ifdef directives may only wrap entire functions or statements, but not arbitrary tokens. We call such restricted use of #ifdef
directives disciplined annotations. Given disciplined annotations,
we can create an abstract syntax tree and assign presence conditions
to subtrees. Unfortunately, enforcing disciplined annotations may be
realistic when writing new code; but an earlier large-scale analysis
of 40 cpp-based product lines with a total of 30 million lines of
code [20] has shown that on average 11 % of all #ifdef directives
are not in a disciplined form. Consequently, without manual preparation or further tool support, hardly any ﬁle can be parsed with this
approach.
Additional difﬁculties come from macro substitution and ﬁle
inclusion. To parse C code (even when all conditional compilation
directives are disciplined), #include directives and macros must be
expanded. That is, although we want to parse pre-cpp code, we
need to handle ﬁle inclusion and macro substitution during parsing
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1 #define P(msg) \
2
printf(msg);
3
4 main() {
5
P("Hello\n")
6
P("World\n")
7 }

(a) Macro-deﬁned
syntactic structure

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

#ifdef BIGINT
#define SIZE 64
#else
#define SIZE 32
#endif
allocate(SIZE);

(b)
Alternative
macro expansions

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

#ifdef SIZE==64
#define BIGINT
#endif
#ifdef BIGINT
//...
#endif

(c) Conditionally
deﬁned features

Figure 2: Difﬁculties in parsing C code
nevertheless. For example, we can only check the reference of the
function call printf in Figure 1, if we include and parse stdio.h ﬁrst
(and recursively the ﬁles it includes). To parse the statements in
Figure 2a, we need to expand the macro ﬁrst, which inserts the
semicolon necessary to parse the body as two statements. To make
matters worse, a macro can have alternative expansions as shown
in Figure 2b, and we might need deﬁnitions of macros (which may
depend on other macros) in future presence conditions as illustrated
in Figure 2c.
Parsing pre-cpp code is the main challenge for type checking C
code, whereas detecting references on an abstract syntax tree and
checking presence conditions against a feature model is a straightforward adaptation. Undisciplined annotations, macro substitution, and
include directives were all not problems in prior approaches based
on Java and its restricted preprocessors or language extensions. In
the next section, we describe how we tackle these problems and
present a ﬁrst solution with our tool TypeChef.

4.

AN OVERVIEW OF TYPECHEF

TypeChef addresses the problem of analyzing pre-cpp code in multiple steps—partial preprocessor, expansion to disciplined annotations, parsing, reference analysis, and solving—as illustrated in
Figure 3. We discuss each step and its challenges and solutions in
isolation.

4.1

Partial Preprocessor

First, we are interested in pre-cpp code because of its variability.
Nevertheless, we have to expand macros and ﬁle inclusions to be
able to parse the source code at all. To this end, we contribute a
partial preprocessor: We pursue the strategy to process macros and
ﬁle inclusion without affecting variability of conditional compilation
constructs. In the example of Figure 3, we recursively include all
code from stdio.h (for brevity we show only the declaration of
method printf ) and replace all occurrences of the macro T by its
expansion char *. Note that the #ifdef directives are not changed.
Technically, we currently use a simple hack to implement the
partial preprocessor. With a script, we comment out all #ifdef directives (except include guards, see below) as illustrated in Figure 4,
then run the original preprocessor (which now sees only #include
and #deﬁne directives and processes them as usual), and ﬁnally
remove the comments to restore the #ifdef directives. Regarding
ﬁle inclusion, the preprocessor already provides #line directives to
maintain information where code came from; this is important to
display error messages at the correct location later on. Regarding
macro expansion, we do not store information about expansion, yet.
Include guards deserve special attention. An include guard is a
standard pattern in C to prevent multiple or recursive inclusions of a
ﬁle; it uses the same #ifdef or #ifndef directives as feature code, but
follows the pattern illustrated in Figure 5. The partial preprocessor
must process include guards, because otherwise indeﬁnite loops can
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#include <stdio.h>
#define T char *
main(){
T msg =
#ifdef WORLD
"Hello World\n";
#else
"Bye Bye!\n";
#endif
printf(msg);
}

(1) Partial Preprocessor ⇓
1
2
3
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Figure 4: Intermediate step of the partial preprocessor: Commenting out conditional compilation directions

...
int printf(const char *, ...);
...
main(){
char * msg =
#ifdef WORLD
"Hello World\n";
#else
"Bye Bye!\n";
#endif
printf(msg);
}

1
2
3
4

occur. Hence, we do not comment out preprocessor directives that
belong to include guards. Fortunately, we do not need to consider
include guards as variability in our type system; it is acceptable
to not have them in presence conditions. To distinguish between
include guards and #ifdef directives that implement variability, we
currently use a pattern matching mechanism: TypeChef recognizes
#ifndef and #deﬁne directives at the beginning of a ﬁle and #endif
at the end of a ﬁle as include guard. Alternatively, we could rely on
naming conventions, such as “ﬂags for include guards start with an
underscore”, which are used in most projects anyway.
This simple partial preprocessor, based on comments, works
reasonably well. However, it has two limitations, which we currently
address in ongoing work. First, and most importantly, we cannot
support alternative macro deﬁnitions as illustrated in Figure 2b.
Second, we cannot use previously deﬁned macros in the condition
of an #if directive as shown in Figure 2c. In ongoing work, we
are developing a more sophisticated partial preprocessor, which
can handle alternative macro deﬁnitions (by introducing additional
#ifdef directives at expansion) and conditionally deﬁned feature
ﬂags (roughly based on prior work on symbolic execution of cpp
directives [15, 23]).

...
int printf(const char *, ...);
...
main(){
#ifdef WORLD
char * msg = "Hello World\n";
#else
char * msg = "Bye Bye!\n";
#endif
printf(msg);
}

(3) Parsing ⇓
greet.c
(1-11: file)
printf
(2: f. decl)

#ifndef _FLAG
#define _FLAG
...
#endif

Figure 5: Include-guard pattern

(2) Expansion to Disciplined Annotations ⇓
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#include <stdio.h>
#define T char *
main(){
T msg =
//#ifdef WORLD
"Hello World\n";
//#else
"Bye Bye!\n";
//#endif
printf(msg);
}

pc: true

main
(4-11: f. def)

pc: true

pc: true

msg
(6: v. decl)

msg
(8: v. decl)

pc: WORLD

pc: ¬WORLD

printf
(10: f. call)

4.2

pc: true

Expansion to Disciplined Annotations

In a second step, we enforce disciplined annotations. As disciplined
annotations, TypeChef currently allows #ifdef directives that wrap
one or more entire top-level declarations and deﬁnitions (i.e., declarations or deﬁnitions of function, structures, unions, and global
variables) and directives that wrap one or more statements inside a
function, or ﬁelds inside a structure or union. In contrast, TypeChef
considers conditional compilation directives at ﬁner granularity or
around partial elements as undisciplined.
In general it is always possible to expand undisciplined annotations to disciplined ones (not all of these expansions are necessarily
parseable or well-typed, of course). In the worst case, we can use
a brute-force mechanism which replicates the entire code for every
possible feature combination. To prevent the exponential complexity,
expansions at ﬁner granularity are useful. For example, in Figure 3,
we replicate the statement and have two alternative statements instead. In many cases, it might also be possible to manually rewrite
to code into a disciplined form, often by introducing additional
variables.

msg
(10: param.)
pc: true

(4) Reference Analysis ⇓
VM → (true → true)
VM → (true → (WORLD ∨ ¬WORLD))
VM → ¬(WORLD ∧ ¬WORLD)
(5) Solving ⇓
“all variants are well-typed”
Figure 3: TypeChef steps
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We check references to ﬁelds in structures and unions in a similar
way; the only difference is that we need to look up the type of
a local variable ﬁrst. That is, right now, we can guarantee that
compilation will not fail due to dangling function invocations, and
dangling references to variables, ﬁelds, or types. In ongoing work,
we additionally add checks to ensure consistency between function
declarations and functions deﬁnitions, and to ensure matching types
for assignments, function arguments, and so on; so far, we check
only simple references. Also matching signatures in different object
ﬁles, as checked by the linker, will be addressed.

compilation_unit: external_declaration*;
external_declaration:
function_def |
variable_def |
’#if’ cppexp ’\n’ external_declaration ’\n’ cppthenfunc;
cppthenfunc:
’#endif’ ’\n’ |
’#else’ ’\n’ external_declaration ’\n’ ’#endif’ ’\n’ |
’#elif’ cppexp ’\n’ external_declaration ’\n’ cppthenfunc;
function_def ...

Figure 6: Extended C grammar
Name

Type

Scope

Presence Condition

printf
msg
msg

char * → int
char *
char *

0
0
0

true
WORLD
¬WORLD

4.5

Figure 7: Extended symbol table for the example from Fig. 3
Currently, TypeChef does not yet automate this step, but a developer has to manually expand undisciplined annotations. In related
work, Garridio has implemented such expansion for refactoring C
code [12]; we plan a similar tool to automate the task.

4.3

Parsing

Once we have included all ﬁles, substituted all macros, and enforced
disciplined annotations, the remaining parsing is straightforward.
We take a standard C grammar and extend it with productions of
#ifdef directives as illustrated in Figure 6 (Lines 7–11 are added to
detect #ifdef directives around top-level declarations). From such
grammar, we generate a parser for TypeChef, which produces an
abstract syntax tree. Parsed #ifdef directives are either part of this
tree or can be reduced to presence conditions that are annotated at
every structural element as shown in Figure 3. For TypeChef, we
have implemented such parser with the parser generator ANTLR,
based on an existing GNU C grammar.

4.4

References Analysis

Based on the abstract syntax tree with presence conditions, TypeChef now looks up references that should be checked. As a result of
this step, TypeChef creates a set of formulas (one for each reference
or one conjunct formula for all references) that we can later feed
into a solver.
Reference lookup in C is mostly straightforward by iterating
once over the abstract syntax tree.2 A simple symbol table, as in
Figure 7, is sufﬁcient to store all declared types, variables, and
functions, and their respective type, scope,3 and presence condition.
Whenever, we reach a declaration, we add a corresponding entry
in the symbol table; in case already an entry with the same name
is present
 (or even multiple), we produce a formula in the form
VM → i ¬(pc(newDecl) ∧ pc(prevDecli )) to check that all
declarations are mutually exclusive. When we ﬁnd a function call
(or variable access or reference to a type), we look up the function’s
(variable’s, type’s) name in the symbol table and retrieve the corresponding presence condition(s). We
 then produce a corresponding
formula VM → (pc(caller) → i pc(decli )).
2
Technically, we implemented two iterations, which, however, could
be merged.
3
A scope is necessary for variables to distinguish between variables
deﬁned globally or in a function. The distinction is not relevant in
our small examples in this paper.

Finally, we need to solve the formulas produced during reference
analysis. Throughout this paper, we used propositional formulas
for presence conditions and variability models. Actually, the C
preprocessor supports more than that: It additionally supports numeric constants and various operations, such as sum, comparison,
and bitwise shifting [17]. Therefore, TypeChef encodes presence
conditions and feature models as constraint satisfaction problem as
described by Benavides et al. [4], instead of using a propositional
formula. Technically, TypeChef uses the constraint-satisfactionproblem solver Choco4 to check for tautologies. We check the
formula for each reference in isolation (instead of building one big
formula), so that we can trace an error directly to the reference
which causes it.
In case a formula is not a tautology, Choco ﬁnds a counter example representing a speciﬁc variant which will not compile. We can
present the counter example to the user for further debugging. We
can produce an error message that mimics the style of a C compiler
(ﬁle, line, reason) and that additional provides information about
problematic variants.

5.

CASE STUDY: BOA WEBSERVER

We implemented TypeChef as outlined above. As discussed, TypeChef is still work in progress, and there are still signiﬁcant limitations which prevent applying it to a large-scale industrial C project.
Especially, the manual expansion of undisciplined annotations is a
severe restriction. Still, we want to demonstrate TypeChef at this
stage with a (favorable) case study.
As subject of our case study, we selected the open-source web
server Boa, version 0.94.13.5 Boa is a lightweight, single-threaded,
and fast implementation of a web server, used mostly in embedded
systems and for fast delivery of static content (e.g., slashdot.org
uses it to deliver image ﬁles). It is written in C (6 200 LOC; 38
ﬁles) and contains some variability implemented with cpp’s #ifdef
directives. Together, there are 110 different #ifdef ﬂags. Some of
these ﬂags deal with low-level portability issues, but several can be
considered as features in the sense of a product line, for example
GUNZIP to support packed HTML ﬁles, USE_LOCALT IME to
switch between local time and GMT, INET 6 to switch between
IPv4 and IPv6, three alternative hashing algorithms, and several
debug options (logging levels, extra supervision for hash tables,
and others). Unfortunately, features and their dependencies are not
documented. In theory, there are up to 2110 variants of Boa. Even
if we consider only some #ifdef ﬂags that correspond to end-user
variability in a product-line sense (see examples above), we estimate
about a thousand possible variants. Hence, generating and checking
all variants in isolation does not scale.
We selected Boa because of its manageable size and because almost all of its #ifdef directives are in a disciplined form already. Af4
5
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1 #ifdef YYPARSE_PARAM
2 int yyparse (void
3
4
5
6
7
8

*YYPARSE_PARAM)

#else
int yyparse (void)
#endif
{
//method body
}

(a) Original undisciplined implementation

1 struct mmap_entry *find_mmap(int data_fd, struct stat *s)
2 {
3
char *m;
4
int i, start;
5
...
6 #ifdef DEBUG
7
fprintf(stderr, "New mmap_list entry %d (hash was %d)\n",

1 #ifdef YYPARSE_PARAM
2 int yyparse (void
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

{

*YYPARSE_PARAM)

//method body
}
#else
int yyparse (void)
{
//method body
}
#endif

i, h);

8 #endif

(b) Expanded disciplined implementation

Figure 8: Alternative method signatures in Boa

ter applying the partial preprocessor, we only needed to expand eight
undisciplined annotations, such as the alternative method signatures
in Boa’s internal (generated) parser shown in Figure 8. Furthermore,
neither alternative macros nor conditional feature deﬁnitions (cf.
Sec. 4.1) cause serious complications in Boa. Boa is a favorable
case study that is not signiﬁcantly affected by the limitations of our
current implementation. Nevertheless it is valuable to demonstrate
feasibility of our approach and to encourage further improvements
toward accepting more and larger C implementations.
With reference analysis, TypeChef detects 38 671 references
within the entire implementation of Boa (including references within
the included header ﬁles). These are 2 008 function calls, 7 250 references to variables, 21 934 references to types, and 7 479 references
to ﬁelds of structures or unions. Of the 38 671 references, 35 478
(92 %) are obviously correct because the target code fragment is
not wrapped by #ifdef directives or because both elements have the
same presence condition. This left us with 3 193 references, which
we handed to the solver. Of these, 2 171 (68 %) were tautologies,
the remaining 1 022 references are potentially indicators of errors.
Additionally, there were 138 potential references for which we did
not ﬁnd a target, which indicate dead or unmaintained code (or
incorrect header ﬁles in our environment).
We have to be careful with interpreting the solver’s results though.
To the best of our knowledge, Boa does not have a variability model,
neither explicitly nor implicit in some developer documentation. The
build environment (conﬁgure script) does not help either. Nevertheless, domain knowledge that might have been obvious to the original
developers might dictate certain dependencies between features,
which we were not aware of. Even a single missing dependency
in the feature model can lead to many error reports. Finally, there
are some false positives caused by limitations of TypeChef’s current
implementation. Hence, we manually inspected the reported errors.
With manual inspection, we could conﬁrm a small number of
bugs or undocumented dependencies (we are not familiar enough
with the source code to make that judgment). Here, we show two
of them with a small code excerpt. First, as illustrated in Figure 9,
the ﬂag DEBUG must never be included in any variant, otherwise
there will be a dangling reference to h in mmap_cache.c. Second, as
illustrated in Figure 10, the ﬂag HAVE_SYS_FCNT L_H must be
included in all variants, otherwise there will be a compilation error
due to unknown types in included headers of alphasort.c.
TypeChef needs about one minute to check all variants (parsing,
reference analysis, and solving), whereas compiling a single variant
requires about four seconds on the same system. Solving all equations for the 3 193 non-trivial references takes six seconds with the
solver Choco. Hence, already with 20 variants, TypeChef is faster
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Figure 9: Detected bug or undocumented dependency in includes of ﬁle mmap_cache.c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

#ifdef HAVE_SYS_FCNTL_H
...
typedef __darwin_off_t off_t;
typedef __darwin_pid_t pid_t;
...
#endif
int sendfile(int, int, off_t, off_t *, struct sf_hdtr *, int);
...
pid_t fork(void);

Figure 10: Detected bug or undocumented dependency in includes of ﬁle alphasort.c
than the brute-force strategy of compiling all variants in isolation,
which is in line with prior experience in product-line–aware type
systems for Java [20].

6.

RELATED WORK

There have been many approaches to analyze pre-cpp code for
various purposes. One driving factor were refactorings, which—
compared to Java or Smalltalk—are very difﬁcult to implement for
pre-cpp C code. For example, Vittek used a brute-force-expansion
mechanism as sketched in Section 4.2 [37] and Garridio developed
a sophisticated mechanism to expand undisciplined annotations at
ﬁne granularity [12, 13]. With some heuristics, Garridio’s tool was
also able to deal with macro expansion and ﬁle inclusion, and it
could propagate changes back to the original pre-cpp code. Similarly, Padioleau uses a sophisticated mechanism based on heuristics
(including a signiﬁcant amount of per-project heuristics) to parse
pre-cpp code [28]. However, for type checking, we do not want
to rely on heuristics; hence, we decided to use a simpler but more
accurate mechanism of a partial preprocessor, which is sufﬁcient
for type analysis (but would not have been sufﬁcient for refactoring
because it cannot propagate changes back).
Additionally, there are several approaches that analyze cpp without looking at the underlying code. For example, Tartler et al.
analyze C code (including the Linux kernel) for dead code, which
cannot be included in any variant [35] and extract presence condition
for every code fragment [34]. With a related goal, Hu et al. and
Latendresse used symbolic execution to determine presence conditions for all code fragments, also for cases in which features are
deﬁned or undeﬁned within the source code as in Figure 2c [15, 23].
Favre extracts the exact semantics of cpp for further analysis [10].
These approaches work on lines of arbitrary source code, whereas
TypeChef looks in between preprocessor directives and analyzes the
underlying C code regarding references.
Aversano et al. were the ﬁrst to suggest to type check a C program including its #ifdef variability [2]. They primarily addressed
alternative declarations with different types, in contrast to our focus

on references. Their focus was low-level portability of C programs
instead of variability in a product line setting, but the solutions and
even proposed architectures are similar. In their work, they already
proposed an extended symbol table as we used in Figure 7, but,
unfortunately, this project was neither implemented nor continued.
The approach to parse pre-cpp C code by an extended grammar
after manual preparation toward disciplined annotations is often
credited to Baxter and Mehlicher [3], who also discussed their experience that 85 % of all #ifdef directives are disciplined and the
remaining directives received manual attention. In addition, there
are several suggestions to replace text-based preprocessors such
as cpp with a more restricted preprocessor that know the underlying structure [22, 26, 38]. Such approaches restrict conditional
compilation constructs to entire language fragments (as we do with
disciplined annotations) and either abandon macros or propose syntax macros that are easier to handle. McCloskey and Brewer even
provide a semi-automatic migration tool for their disciplined preprocessor ASTEC [26]. Unfortunately, we do not expect that we can
force developers to switch to a different preprocessor (especially
when huge amounts of legacy code are involved) or to manually
change their implementations toward disciplined annotations. Therefore, in future work, TypeChef aims at preparing the source code
automatically during analysis by partial preprocessing and (in the
future) automatic expansion of undisciplined annotations.
Finally, in the context of more restricted languages (Java, Featherweight Java, UML), there have been many approaches to check
for type errors, reference errors, and other kinds of errors in entire
software product lines, e.g., [1, 7, 8, 16, 21, 31, 36]. Their details
are beyond the scope of this paper, but the general idea, as outlined
in Section 2, is similar in most of them. For a detailed discussion
see [20].

7.

CONCLUSION

The variability in software product lines provides many opportunities but also complicates development and testing, because a whole
family of related variants is developed in parallel. Our goal is to
detect implementation errors as early during product-line development and without compiling and testing every variant in isolation.
With TypeChef, we transfer prior advances in type checking entire
software product lines to industrial C code, in which variability is
implemented with the C preprocessor cpp. Unfortunately, cpp has
several characteristics that make analysis of unpreprocessed code
very difﬁcult. As we have described, to parse C code, we need to
expand macros and ﬁle inclusion directives and we have to deal with
preprocessor directives at every level of granularity and in many
undisciplined forms that are difﬁcult to handle.
TypeChef makes ﬁrst steps toward making C code accessible
for product-line–aware type checking. It combines several prior
approaches to analyze pre-cpp code. With a partial preprocessor,
we resolve macros and inclusion directives. With a specialized
parser, we can subsequently parse disciplined #ifdef directives, analyze references and types within the source code, and detect errors
with an off-the-shelf solver. TypeChef is work in progress, and in
ongoing work, we address limitations, such as alternative macro
expansions and undisciplined annotations. Nevertheless, we could
already demonstrate the feasibility of TypeChef in a favorable case
study, which is encouraging for further attempts to type check larger
code bases of industrial C code. Our long-term goal is to soundly
type check the entire Linux kernel with over 8 000 features and a
well-speciﬁed variability model.
Acknowledgments. Käster’s work is supported by the European
Research Council (grant ScalPL #203099).
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ABSTRACT
Software product line engineering is one approach to implement sets of related programs efficiently. Software product
lines (SPLs) can be implemented using code transformations
which are combined in order to generate a program. A code
transformation may add functionality to a program or may
alter its structure. Though implemented with less effort, a
single malfunctioning SPL program is harder to patch because patches must effect the SPL transformations which
the program was generated from. In this paper, we present
a new approach to patch programs of a transformation-based
SPL. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach using
a prototype.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging—
Debugging aids

General Terms
Algorithms, Design

1. INTRODUCTION
A software product line (SPL) is a set of related programs
which are generated from a shared code base [6]. SPL programs are defined using features (user-visible program characteristics [17]) and programs of an SPL differ in features.
Features can be implemented by program transformations,
which add functionality to a program or alter the structure
of a program. An SPL program then is generated by selecting features and executing code transformations which implement those features. Reusing transformations across SPL
programs reduces the overall effort to implement the SPL
∗This paper summarizes and extends the Master’s Thesis
of Martin Sturm [31]. An extended version of this paper
with more technical details has been published before as a
technical report [21]. The authors thank Christian Kästner,
Don Batory, and Marko Rosenmüller for helpful comments.
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programs. In prior studies on transformation-based SPLs,
however, we and others observed that errors were hard to
track and remove [2, 20, 33]. The solutions presented accordingly concentrate on syntactic correctness but semantic
correctness is not discussed, i.e., patching SPL programs is
not discussed.
As a first contribution of this paper, we provide an analysis on how SPL programs can be patched (manually edited).
In particular, we compare the patching of SPL transformations with the patching of generated programs. As sample
transformations used in SPLs, we concentrate on superimpositions and refactorings. From our analysis we argue that
patching the transformations of an SPL can be inappropriate – we need techniques to also patch the generated code.
As a second contribution, we present and demonstrate a
new approach for propagating patches from generated SPL
programs to SPL transformations. That is, after the developer stepped through and patched the generated program, a
propagation tool identifies and propagates the patches to the
SPL transformations. In this approach, we combine an index
data structure with a transformation history data structure
to optimize patch propagation. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach with our prototype.

2.

TRANSFORMATIONS IN SPLS

Superimposition. A number of approaches use superimposition transformations to implement SPLs, e.g., [2, 4, 25].
A superimposition creates classes in its input program and
executes class refinements on this input program. A class refinement creates members in input-program classes and executes method refinements. Method refinements create statements in input-program methods. We use feature-oriented
programming to represent SPL techniques that use superimposition transformations; further, we use Jak as a sample
feature-oriented language [4]. Jak extends Java by superimposition mechanisms.
In Figure 1a, we sample code which is similar to code of
an SPL from prior work where we integrated programs of a
compression-library SPL with environments, i.e., we bridged
incompatible structures between them [19]. A superimposition transformation Base is defined to transform a possibly empty input program by creating a class ZipArchive,
i.e., Base encapsulates ZipArchive. Superimposition Stats
encapsulates a class refinement of ZipArchive which extends
ZipArchive in the input program of Stats. This class refinement encapsulates members (Lines 4-7) and a method refinement (Lines 8-10). The method refinement ZipArchive.getID

Transformation Base

1 class ZipArchive{
2 int getID(){return 1;} }
Transformation Stats

3 refines class ZipArchive{
4 int counter=0;
5 void count(){
6 counter = counter/1;
7 System.out.print(counter); }
8 int getID(){
9 count();
10 return Super.getID(); } }
Transformation MakeCompatible

11 Rename method: ZipArchive.getID() 7→id
(a) SPL transformations.
1 class ZipArchive{
2 int counter=0;
3 void count(){
4 counter = counter/1;
5 System.out.print(counter);}
6 int getID(){
7 count();
8 return 1;} }
(b) SPL product generated
from Stats, Base.

1 class ZipArchive{
2 int counter=0;
3 void count(){
4 counter = counter/1;
5 System.out.print(counter);}
6 int id(){
7 count();
8 return 1;} }
(c) SPL product generated
from MakeCompatible,
Stats, Base.

Figure 1: Superimpositions and their composition
result.
of Stats extends method ZipArchive.getID in the input program of Stats (method created by Base) and creates statements in this method. The extended method is called with
Super (Line 10). The result of executing Base and Stats
from Figure 1a is shown in Figure 1b. A class ZipArchive
there encapsulates the members of both ZipArchive class
fragments it was generated from (members getID, counter,
count). Method getID encapsulates the code generated from
getID of Base and of Stats.

Refactoring. Program generation may involve configuring
the program’s structure using selectable refactorings. Refactorings are transformations which alter the structure of a
program but do not alter its functionality [13]. For example,
renaming a method of a program and updating all method
calls is a Rename-Method refactoring [13]. We use refactoring feature modules (RFMs) [19] to represent SPL techniques
which use refactoring transformations.
We introduced RFMs to allow configuring the structure
of SPL programs [19]. RFMs allowed us to reuse SPL programs in different incompatible environments in which they
could not have been reused as is before. One selection of
refactorings then allowed us to reuse SPL programs in one
environment and another selection allowed us to reuse the
same programs in another environment.
In Figure 1a, we defined an RFM MakeCompatible in the
SPL code base. Executing Base, Stats and MakeCompatible
generates a class ZipArchive with members id, count, and
counter but no member getID, see Figure 1c.
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Refactoring transformations have preconditions that specify which properties a piece of code must fulfill such that the
executed transformation does not alter the piece’s functionality [28]. The above refactoring of MakeCompatible (Rename Method: ZipArchive.getID 7→ id) requires that method
ZipArchive.getID exists and that no method ZipArchive.id exists in the code to refactor. (Further preconditions exist, but
are not important for now.)
Refactorings can replace pieces of code one-by-one, can
merge code, can multiplex code, and can create code in their
respective input programs. Since transformations with these
abilities are considered non-trivial [1, 8, 12, 38], refactorings
are non-trivial transformations in SPL technology. For example, a Rename-Class refactoring inside an RFM replaces
(renames) a class of an input program one-by-one by a class
in the according output program [13]. A Pull-Up-Method
refactoring inside an RFM merges multiple methods of an
input program into one method in the according output program.1 A Push-Down-Field refactoring inside an RFM multiplexes a single field of an input program in the according
output program.2 An Encapsulate-Field refactoring inside
an RFM creates a get and a set method for a field and no
code is removed for that [13].

3.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

A generated SPL program may work incorrectly due to
bugs. As an example, we placed a bug in the code of Figure 1. The program in Figure 1c should print the operation count (consecutive numbers) but it prints zeros instead. The reason is that the code in Line 4 is incorrect
and should be patched to “counter=counter+1;”. Finally,
however, this patch must affect Line 6 of the SPL transformations (Fig. 1a). To patch SPL programs, we can (a) patch
the transformations (Fig. 1a) and then regenerate the program, or (b) patch the generated program (Fig. 1c) and later
possibly propagate the patches to the transformations. We
now discuss strengths and weaknesses of both approaches.

3.1

Mapping Problem

SPL transformations like superimpositions and refactorings are executed one after the other such that the overall mapping of code in the generated program to code in
transformations is complex [12, 36]. A piece of code in the
generated program might be the result of merging, multiplexing, and replacing code during program generation, so
we should hide this complex mapping from the developer.
Additionally, the code shown to the developer should be in
a language which she is familiar with.
When patching generated programs, a patch must
be propagated to an SPL transformation T (we call this
transformation target). For that, all SPL transformations
T that follow T must be inverted (undone) in the generated
program. To invert a refinement we can instantiate a remove
operation; for a refactoring A, we can instantiate a refactoring of which the type is hard-coded to invert A. Patches may
prevent a transformation of T being inverted. For example,
adding a method ZipArchive.getID to the code of Figure 1c
prevents inverting the transformation MakeCompatible (Re1
Pull-Up Method moves a subclass method to a superclass
and removes equivalent methods of other subclasses [13].
2
Push-Down Field generates a copy of the pushed field in
multiple subclasses and removes the superclass field [13].

merged to be presented as one value for the single (pushed)
field in the transformations. However, this is not possible
generally. Variable values then cannot be analyzed.
The code shown to the developer is in the language the
developer used to write the SPL, i.e., she should be familiar
with it. (Solutions exist for problems similar to the problems above [1, 14, 38]. However, approaches are limited to
languages for which conditional breakpoints and path analyses can be compiled into binaries.)

Pull-Up Method
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
ZipArchive

ZipArchive

g

getID()g

△

△

SubArchive1 SubArchive2

SubArchive1 SubArchive2

getID()g

g

getID()g

g

Figure 2: Pull-Up Method refactoring merges code.

name Method: ZipArchive.getID 7→ id) because otherwise
ZipArchive.getID would be generated twice in SPL programs
(which is an error in most languages). Approaches to patch
generated programs, thus, need a fallback strategy. The code
shown to the developer is in a language (Java) which is very
similar to the language the developer used to implement the
SPL (Jak+RFM), i.e., she should be familiar with it.
When patching SPL transformations and the code
executed in the generated program was created by a refactoring (code did not exist before), there is no code on the
level of the transformations to show to a developer accordingly [38]. Showing transformation definitions instead is not
an option as they might not show the code they generate,
either. For example, RFMs define properties of code to generate but RFMs do not include this code [19], e.g., they
define which field to encapsulate but do not include get and
set methods. However, skipping this code is error prone [12].
If an executed method was merged by a refactoring from
multiple methods, each of these methods in the transformations is a valid (with respect to the generated program)
mapping value from the executed, generated method [38].
Showing the wrong method with respect to the transformations, however, causes confusion. In the example of Figure 2,
a Pull-Up-Method refactoring merges SubArchive1.getID and
SubArchive2.getID to ZipArchive.getID. Assume, the patch
tool defines SubArchive1.getID to represent the executed,
merged method ZipArchive.getID on the level of the transformations. But if SubArchive2.getID was called on the level
of transformations the developer is confused seeing SubArchive1.getID.
If executed code was merged by a refactoring from multiple methods, then breakpoints set in the transformations
to one of the original methods can match too often or too
rarely [1]. For example, methods SubArchive1.getID and SubArchive2.getID in Figure 2 are merged by a Pull-Up-Method
refactoring. Assume, the patch tool maps the executed,
merged method ZipArchive.getID to SubArchive1.getID which
hosts a breakpoint in the transformations, then this breakpoint will match for SubArchive2.getID, too incorrectly. A
breakpoint set to SubArchive2.getID (not referenced from the
generated program) will never match. This nondeterminism
hampers stepping through the program.
If executed code was generated by a refactoring which
multiplexes code, multiple values of variables from the generated program might need to be merged on the level of
transformations – this, however, might be impossible. As
an example, consider a Push-Down-Field refactoring on a
static field which generates multiple static fields in the generated program; these generated fields can expose different
values in the executed program but can only expose one
on the level of transformations. According values must be
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3.2

Scattering Program Code

During patching an SPL program a developer should concentrate on this program’s bug in the first place. Just in the
second place other SPL programs should be considered.
When patching generated programs, code of other
SPL programs, i.e., code that does not contribute to the
patched program, is hidden and errors in these other programs are postponed until finishing program patching. Nevertheless, the patches can be checked automatically against
all SPL programs, e.g., during propagation, and an error can
be reported when a patch introduces a program in error [33].
When patching transformations, code that contributes to one SPL program is scattered across transformations.
For that, the developer must execute the transformations
in-mind in order to foresee the code actually executed when
stepping over it, e.g., when stepping over a method call. The
developer needs similar knowledge to decide which methods
she can call in a patch of a transformation (“How do input
programs of a transformation-to-patch look like?”). Note,
if tools would visualize generated code they switch to the
patch-generated-programs approach.
As an example of in-mind transformation execution, reconsider Figure 1a. In these SPL transformations, a developer may want to add to superimposition Base a method
that calls Element.id (not depicted). As Element.id is undefined in Base the developer must generate the patched program in-mind to verify that she is able to call this method in
Base. Transformations in the SPL code base which do not
contribute to the patched program distract the developer
from the bug to repair.
Code in unpatched superimpositions might be replaced or
overridden by a patch, accidentally, in the currently patched
SPL program or others. For example, when a developer applies a patch (not depicted) in Figure 1a such that she adds a
new superimposition AfterStats which follows Stats and such
that she adds a method ZipArchive.count to AfterStats, then
this AfterStats method replaces ZipArchive.count of Stats. It
can get worse. If Stats would not contribute to the patched
program but to a different program, the patch could replace
count in this other program, unnoticed. Current approaches
which validate the whole SPL [33] may help but executing them during patching hampers implementing the patch.
When a method created in a patch overrides a method in a
different SPL program accidentally current mechanisms do
not help; especially, when the developer intended to override
some different method.

3.3

Bounded Quantification Problem

Bounded quantification is a guideline to reduce complexity
in transformation systems [23, 26]. Bounded quantification
restricts code generated by a transformation to only access
code which exists in the transformation’s input program,
i.e., which has been generated by preceding transformations.

SPL

Propagation
Tool
3

①=select SPL program
②=patch SPL program
③=propagate patches

1 Generation

Index Key

Index Value

ZipArchive.id

[Base::ZipArchive.getID,
Stats::ZipArchive.getID]
[Base::ZipArchive,
Stats::ZipArchive]
[Base::ZipArchive.counter]
[Stats::ZipArchive.count]

ZipArchive

Tool

ZipArchive.counter
ZipArchive.count

2
Figure 3: Use case for patching SPL programs.

Table 1: Sample index for code of Figure 1c.

Bounded quantification should hold before patching and after, e.g., no developer/tool should patch a class in a transformation A to subtype a class which is generated by a follower
transformation of A.3 Developers should be advised in which
transformation and how to implement a patch.
When patching generated programs, a patch is detected and propagated automatically. Thereby, the tool can
advise in choosing a transformation to host the patch (target). The tool can further check that bounded quantification
is not broken with this advice, even in other SPL programs.
When patching transformations, the developer may
realize during patching that with the patch just implemented
she breaks bounded quantification. Then she might have
to move the patch (manually) into another transformation.
Additional complexity is put upon the developer when patches break subsequent transformations (maybe in other SPL
programs). In the example of Figure 1a, a developer, who
aims to patch superimposition Base and, for that, adds a
method ZipArchive.id, breaks the follower RFM MakeCompatible because this RFM requires ZipArchive.id not to exist
in its input program. With a growing number of superimposition and refactoring transformations, the restrictions
imposed by transformations, which follow a transformation
to patch, become opaque and unmanageable [12].

Find and link patches. At first, the propagation tool should

3.4 Summary
Patching SPL transformations may present incorrect or no
code to the developer (cf. Sec. 3.1), may show scattered code
(cf. Sec 3.2), and may require to re-implement patches (cf.
Sec. 3.3). Patching generated programs may “just” require a
fallback strategy when transformations cannot be inverted.

4. PATCHING THE TRANSFORMATIONS
Some researchers argue to step through code and to patch
it on the level of transformations (there: high-level code),
e.g., [7, 15, 37]. From our analysis and in line with others [1, 8, 12, 36] we argue that stepping through code can be
meaningful at every level of abstraction. We show now how
code generated from transformations can be patched, too.

4.1 Conceptual Process
We propose to let the developer step through and patch
the generated program, and to propagate automatically each
patch to the best SPL transformation; this use case is depicted abstractly in Figure 3. The propagation tool is proposed to find and link patches, prepare the propagation, perform the propagation, and to save the propagation.
3
Some languages used for SPLs, e.g., Jak or AspectJ, do not
enforce bounded quantification. Patches to SPLs written in
these languages can break bounded quantification.
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compare the patched program with an unpatched version of
this program to find patches. To ease propagation later, the
tool should link each patch to a qname (abbreviation for
fully-qualified name) which encapsulates the patch. In our
example of Figure 1, the propagation tool should find the
patch in Line 4 of Figure 1c and should link it to qname
ZipArchive.count.

Prepare propagation. To advise where, i.e., to which SPL
transformation, to propagate a patch best later (we call such
transformation target), the propagation tool should calculate the origins of generated members and classes. For that,
it should analyze the executed superimposition transformations and refactoring transformations in execution order.
The propagation tool should record in an index structure
for every generated qname a (list of) qname from the transformations of which the code includes the generated code. If
there is no such qname in the transformations, i.e., when an
RFM creates code, then an empty list is recorded as index
value for the qname of this code.
An index for the SPL program of Figure 1c is given in
Table 1. The index key is a qname from the generated program and the index value is a list of qnames from code of the
transformations, prefixed with these transformations. For
example, ZipArchive.id is indexed to be generated from ZipArchive.getID in transformations Base and Stats.
To advise how a patch should be implemented in the target later, the propagation tool should record all code transformations which executed in a transformation history. In
the transformation history of Figure 1c, MakeCompatible is
recorded to affect Base and Stats.
Perform propagation. To perform patch propagation, the
propagation tool first should calculate a good target and
then invert all transformations on the patch which executed
after the target during program generation. The tool should
calculate a good target in three steps: First, the tool analyzes the qnames which the patch relates/references to, e.g.,
qnames of called method and hosting classes – the origin of
these qnames is the best target for hosting the patch. Second, to avoid that an inverted transformation cannot be reperformed after propagation, the propagation tool should,
for every transformation to invert, analyze the qnames and
their relations in the respective transformation’s input program. That is, the described index should also keep qnames
deleted during program generation and tag them. If qname
relations required by a transformation conflict a patch (disallow to invert a transformation), then we apply a fallback
strategy. Third, the propagation tool should check whether
bounded quantification is broken when the patch is propa-

gated to its target – if so, the propagation tool should adapt
the target to be the follower of all transformations which
introduce code the patch references (required condition for
bounded quantification).
The fallback strategy we propose (there might be more):
When inverting a transformation fails, the propagation tool
creates a transformation which follows the non-invertible
transformation; a transformation which will replace the erroneous code in future SPL programs.
We want to exemplify patch propagation with the priorly discussed patch for Figure 1c (“counter=counter/1;”
7→ “counter=counter+1;”). The patch is found and linked
to ZipArchive.count. In the index shown in Table 1, ZipArchive.count is recorded to be generated in Stats, so Stats
is calculated as target for the patch. The patch does not reference other qnames (bounded quantification cannot break)
and so the target remains Stats. The propagation tool finally
inverts MakeCompatible on the patch (nothing changes) and
provides this propagated patch as advice to the developer.
If MakeCompatible could not be inverted in the presence of
patched ZipArchive.count, the tool should advise our fallback
strategy, i.e., it should insert a new transformation as a follower of MakeCompatible with patched ZipArchive.count.
When a qname exists in the index but maps to an empty
list of value qnames (the piece of code got created by a refactoring), then the tool should propagate the patch along the
reverse global sequence of program transformations. Thereby,
it should invert SPL transformations until one transformation identifies the patched piece of code as “self-generated”
and provides a target. As an example, assume the patched
ZipArchive.count would have been created by MakeCompatible (e.g., when MakeCompatible is an Encapsulate Field
refactoring) – then ZipArchive.count would occur in the index
but would map to an empty list. In this case, the transformations from MakeCompatible to Base would be inverted.
The inversion process of MakeCompatible would stop this
target-less propagation because at first it defines a new target for the patch. In this special case of MakeCompatible
creating count, the target would be a new follower of MakeCompatible because RFM MakeCompatible does not encapsulate code to patch. If MakeCompatible would have merged
ZipArchive.count from multiple pieces of code, then the inversion algorithm for MakeCompatible would generate multiple
targets and propagation continues.

Save propagation. We use metrics (origins of referenced
code) to identify the best target for a patch and so this
target might be suboptimal semantically though meaningful
and correct syntactically. A propagation tool, thus, should
advise a mapping to the developer but should ask the developer to confirm. For instance, the tool could save the
patched SPL transformations separately such that the developer can decide whether to accept the propagation. If
she accepts, the original SPL transformations are replaced.

transformation which created the constructor. If they cannot be propagated, we emphasize the advice from the Jak
documentation to extract constructors into initialization
methods [29]; methods which then can be replaced with our
fallback strategy.4
As a second example, code removed from the generated
program might not be allowed to be removed in the transformations, accordingly. If the deletion in the generated
program prevents to invert a transformation, a propagation
tool cannot propagate the patch but also cannot delete the
qname by adding a superimposition (because superimpositions can only generate code) nor by adding a refactoring
(because refactorings can only change code structure).
Refactorings (e.g., of RFMs), refinements (e.g., of Jak) as
well as aspects [18] and rewrites [35] can be inverted such
that patch propagation is possible, but this is not the general case. Higher-order rewrites (where pieces of code are
matched by incomplete patterns) [34] can only be inverted
when code matched with wildcards can be reconstructed. If
a transformation cannot be inverted, we propose to apply
our fallback strategy.
The mapping from the generated program towards the
transformations is specific to tools. If different tools translate the same set of transformations differently, the index
creation tool must be parameterized with the transformation tool used. For example, for Jak at least 2 different
tools with 2 different translations into Java exist [3]. (Note,
this situation adds effort in every solution approach.)

5.

PROTOTYPE & DEMONSTRATION

We demonstrate that stepping through and patching the
generated program and that propagating patches afterwards
is feasible for superimposition- and refactoring-based SPLs.
That is, we implemented the above concepts prototypically
and used the tool in a demonstrating example.
Our prototype finds patches and links them to qnames
(Phase 2 in Sec. 4.1), calculates the best target for every
patch (Phase 3), and stores the propagation advice separately (Phase 4). To do this, for every superimposition
(analyzed in composition order), the prototype collects the
qnames of code which is generated in these superimpositions
as index keys and as index values. Recorded transformations are executed on index keys but not on index values.
Thus, the index in the end maps qnames of the generated
program to qnames of the transformations. Our prototype
currently supports one transformation tool for Jak and one
for refactoring feature modules (RFMs) – error detection
based on qname relations during program generation is not
yet implemented (keeping and tagging deleted qnames). For
more implementation details, simplifications, and for more
demonstrating examples please consult [21, 31] – they are
omitted for readability.

Demonstrating example. We demonstrate the propaga-

4.2 Unsupported Patches & Transformations
The transformations available for program generation limit
the patches which can be propagated from the generated
program to the transformations. Depending on the transformation language, no fallback strategy seems available.
As a first example, superimpositions in Jak cannot replace
constructors generated by preceding transformations [29].
Patches in constructor bodies must be propagated to the
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tion approach using the Graph Product Line (GPL) which
has been proposed to be a standard benchmark for SPL technology [22]. Specifically, we use a version from prior work
in which we added RFMs to GPL in order to integrate GPL
4
For patched field initializations (fields also cannot be replaced in Jak superimpositions) we envision to encapsulate
their initialization in methods, too, which can be replaced.

Transformation (Superimp.)

Directed

1 class Graph{ ...
2 public void addEdge(Edge the edge){
3 Vertex start = the edge.start;
4 Vertex end = the edge.end;
5 edges.add( the edge );
6 start.addNeighbor(new Neighbor(end,the edge)); }}
Transformation (Superimp.) Weighted
Transformation (Superimp.) Shortest
Transformation (Superimp.) Benchmark
Transformation (Superimp.) adaptToClient
Transformation (RFM) VertexVerteximpl

7 Rename class: Vertex 7→VertexImpl
Transformation (RFM) GraphWgraph

8 Rename class: Graph 7→WeightedGraphImpl
Transformation (RFM) AddvertexAdd

9 Rename method:˜˜˜˜˜˜˜˜
WeightedGraphImpl.addVertex(VertexImpl) 7→add

Transformation (Superimp.) Directed

1 class Graph{ ...
2 public void addEdge(Edge the edge) {
3 if(the edge != null){
4
Vertex start = the edge.start;
5
Vertex end = the edge.end;
6
edges.add(the edge);
7
start.addNeighbor(new Neighbor(end, the edge));
8 }else{
9
System.out.println(”Param the edge was null!”); } }}
Transformation (Superimp.) notInvertibleFor ShortestSmall

Transformation (RFM) ShortestSmall

10 Rename method:
WeightedGraphImpl.ShortestPath(VertexImpl) 7→shortestPath

10 refines class WeightedGraphImpl{
11 public WeightedGraphImpl ShortestPath(VertexImpl s){
12 return shortestPath(s); }}

(a) Original SPL transformations

(d) Propagation advice (patched SPL transformations)

⇓

⇑

1 class WeightedGraphImpl{ ...
2 public void addEdge(Edge the edge) {
3 if (the edge != null) {
4
VertexImpl start = the edge.start;
5
VertexImpl end = the edge.end;
6
edges.add(the edge);
7
start.addNeighbor(new Neighbor(end, the edge));
8 }else{
9
System.out.println(”Param the edge was null!”); } }
10 public WeightedGraphImpl ShortestPath(VertexImpl s) {
11 return shortestPath(s); }}

1 class WeightedGraphImpl{ ...
2 public void addEdge(Edge the edge) {
3 VertexImpl start = the edge.start;
4 VertexImpl end = the edge.end;
5 edges.add(the edge);
6 start.addNeighbor(new Neighbor(end, the edge)); }}

⇒

(b) Generated SPL program

(c) Patched, generated SPL program

Figure 4: Stepping through and patching the code of the GPL class Graph/WeightedGraphImpl.
programs with incompatible environments [19].5 The refactorings we apply, Rename-Class and Rename-Method, pose
an important fraction when integrating programs [19].
We selected 9 features from GPL which correspond to program transformations which in turn generate a compilable
program; 5 superimpositions and 4 RFMs. In Figure 4a, we
list the transformation names in execution order (top-down)
and show relevant code snippets from these transformations.
The superimpositions generate and refine the classes Edge,
Graph, Neighbor, and Vertex. The RFMs rename class Vertex into VertexImpl, class Graph into WeightedGraphImpl,
method WeightedGraphImpl.addVertex(VertexImpl) into add,
and method WeightedGraphImpl.ShortestPath(VertexImpl)
into shortestPath. With these RFMs, the GPL program of
the 4 superimpositions can be configured to be reusable as
a library in a program with which this GPL program was
incompatible before [19]. As we did not find bugs in the
5
We pruned the GPL version according to the current limitations of our prototype.
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GPL program, we patched this generated program at will to
cover interesting cases.
Using Figure 4, we want to demonstrate the proposed process in a practical scenario for patching class Graph. At first
the developer executes the SPL transformations (Fig. 4a) to
generate the SPL program (Fig. 4b). Later, this program
is observed to not work properly, is stepped through, and
is patched (Fig. 4c). By comparing the generated program
(Fig. 4b) and the generated, patched code (Fig. 4c), the
propagation tool finds three patches applied to class WeightedGraphImpl – we underline them in Figure 4c. The tool
links these patches to qnames, e.g., it links the patch in
Line 3 to WeightedGraphImpl.addEdge(Edge). The method
addEdge(Edge) is found to be patched (not created) because
an index key exists. As a result, the tool computes from
its index that addEdge was generated lastly in the superimposition Directed which becomes target (cf. Fig. 4a). The
propagation tool detects that code in the patch does not reference qnames others than the hosting method addEdge did

or field would break bounded quantification. For that, the
patches to methods assignName and display are advised to
be propagated to Shortest, too. In Shortest they replace the
methods created in Directed. Summarizing, our tool advised
well where and how to propagate patches which we made to
an SPL program.

1 class VertexImpl{ ...
2 private boolean displayed = false;
3 public void display() {
4 System.out.print(”Pred ” + predecessor + ” DWeight ” +
dweight + ” ”);
5 display$$eval$outWeighted$GG();
6 this.displayed = true;}
7 public boolean wasDisplayed(){
8 return displayed; }
9 public VertexImpl assignName(String name) {
10 this.name = name;
11 if(this.wasDisplayed()){
12
System.out.println(”was already displayed!”); }
13 return (VertexImpl)this; }}

6.

Figure 5: Patches to Vertex/VertexImpl.

before, so Directed remains target. The propagation tool
inverts the 4 RFMs, which executed after target Directed,
on the patch and advises the developer to replace method
addEdge in transformation Directed (Fig. 4d, Lines 2-9).
The second patch (Fig. 4c, Lines 8-9) is linked to the same
qname WeightedGraphImpl.addEdge and is propagated together with the first one.
The third patch (Fig. 4c, Lines 10-11) requires the fallback strategy. The patch concerns a method ShortestPath,
which was created during patching (no index key exists).
The tool analyzes that ShortestPath solely references shortestPath (generated in Shortest) and thus the tool uses Shortest as target for ShortestPath. Next, the target Shortest
is validated whether all RFMs that executed after Shortest can be inverted with ShortestPath.6 The propagation
tool cannot invert RFM ShortestSmall (Rename Method:
WeightedGraphImpl.ShortestPath(VertexImpl) 7→ shortestPath)
because this would make SPL transformations, which execute before ShortestSmall, generate two methods WeightedGraphImpl.ShortestPath(VertexImpl) in products – this is
an error in most product languages. Following our fallback strategy, the propagation tool adds a superimposition
notInvertibleFor ShortestSmall as a follower of ShortestSmall
(cf. Fig. 4d), a superimposition which then adds the patch
ShortestPath to future programs. Note in Figure 4d, as
ShortestSmall is not inverted, the tool advises to refine class
WeightedGraphImpl (exists after ShortestSmall) instead of
Graph.
In a final analyzed case, we added references towards
qnames in a patch. In Figure 5, we underline the patches
applied to class VertexImpl.7 The field displayed and the
method wasDisplayed got added, and methods display and assignName got patched to access the added field and method.
Our propagation tool detects those accesses and for that advises to use superimposition Shortest (refines display lastly)
as target for displayed. As wasDisplayed got added and solely
accesses displayed, the propagation tool advises to propagate wasDisplayed to Shortest (target of displayed), too. If
we would patch display and assignName in Directed (creates
display and assignName), the reference to a Shortest method
6
Superimpositions are invertible in Jak naturally due to the
Jak composer implementation. In other languages local variables might need to be transformed into fields.
7
Line 5 of Fig. 5 shows a possible translation for Super.display(); inlining this call would remove the statement.
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RELATED WORK

There is much work on how to relate generated and transformation code, e.g., for stepping through code [12, 27, 30,
32,34,35,37]. In addition to this work, we propagate patches
from generated SPL programs to the code base of an SPL.
There is further work on how to propagate patches from
generated programs to the code of a superimposition-based
SPL [3]. In addition to this work, we support SPLs which
are implemented by superimpositions and refactorings.
Compilers execute refactoring-like transformations (optimizations) on code which keep functionality. Patching these
(one-of-a-kind) programs poses similar problems as we faced
for SPLs [1, 7, 14, 15, 36, 38]. In contrast to according work,
the transformations we considered (superimpositions and
refactorings) cannot only change code structure but also add
functionality. As a result, executed code exists in the generated program but has no origin in the (possibly empty)
initial input program.
MolhadoRef inverts refactorings to reduce human interaction when integrating a patched program with a former
revision of this program [10,11]. Lynagh provides ideas similar to MolhadoRef for edits [24]. While both approaches
propagate patches of a program toward a single program (an
earlier revision), we propagate patches of a program toward
the code base of a transformation-based SPL.
Bidirectional transformations (a.k.a. lenses) synchronize
multiple related representations of elements where patches
can be propagated in any representation [9,16]. In the patch
propagation problem we focused on, edits to the generated
program may prevent the execution of inverse RFMs (we,
thus, discussed a fallback strategy) – such situation may
not occur for bidirectional transformations.
Design maintenance systems execute transformations in
order to generate a program [5]. In design maintenance
systems, maintenance deltas are transformations which are
added to a transformation history during maintenance of
the generated program [5]. Baxter indicates patch propagation toward an old abstraction (specification) [5], but this
old abstraction is no code base of an SPL (instrumenting
superimpositions and refactorings). Baxter did not explore
backward integration mechanisms though.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we discussed a number of problems which
occur when stepping through and patching a program generated from a transformation-based software product line
(SPL). Specifically, we discussed problems of complex mappings of code between the transformations and the generated program, problems of scattered SPL program code, and
problems of patches that increase complexity. We found that
for SPLs implemented with transformations of superimpositions and refactorings, the generated code is a beneficial
option for stepping and patching. We automated the propagation of patches from the generated program to the SPL
transformations and demonstrated its feasibility.

For our approach, we combined index techniques and transformation histories (both known from other contexts) to aid
patching in transformation-based SPLs. Our propagation
tool links detected patches to fully-qualified names of the
generated program. It calculates the best SPL transformation to host a patch. The tool finally advises how to integrate the patch with the SPL transformations.
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Abstract
1.
Product line engineering deals with managing and implementing
the variability among a set of related products. We distinguish
between two kinds of variability: configuration and customization. Customization variability can be described using programming language code or creative construction DSLs, whereas
configuration variability is described using configuration based
approaches, such as feature models. Many product lines have both
kinds of variability, and they need to be integrated efficiently.
This paper describes an approach for product line engineering
using projectional language workbenches. These represent code
and models with the same fundamental technology, enabling the
mixing of models and code. They make the tight integration between several domain-specific languages possible and simple.
Since they can store arbitrary information in models, it is possible
to overlay configuration variability over customization variability
(i.e. apply feature model-based configuration to code and models).
Because of the projectional approach to editing, programs can be
shown with or without the dependencies on feature models, they
can even be rendered (and edited) for a specific variant. This approach leads to highly integrated and productive tools for product
line development. The paper explains the approach, outlines the
implementation of a prototype tool based on Jetbrains MPS and
illustrates the benefits using a small product line for embedded
systems.

Introduction

The technical implementation of product line engineering focuses
on two main issues: a mapping from the problem space to the
solution space as well as the management and implementation of
variability. In both contexts, domain specific languages (DSLs),
i.e. languages that are custom-built to express specific, limited
aspects of a (software) system, can help.
When configuring a product, all variation points defined in the
product line have to be bound to a variant. Variation points can be
bound at different times (for example, when writing the code,
during system initialization, or at runtime). A variation point can
also vary in the degree to which it can be configured. Two fundamental kinds of variability can be distinguished: customization
and configuration.
When binding a configuration variation point, one among several alternatives is chosen. Feature models [11] are a way to describe the configuration options for a set of variation points as
well as the constraints between them (such as "feature A cannot be
selected together with feature B"). The number of alternative configurations may be large, but it is bounded, because only a limited
number of valid feature combinations exists.
Customization variability is unbounded. A customization variation point is bound by writing a (potentially very small) program
in a (perhaps very specific) language. For example, in a framework, a variation point may require the implementation of a class
that implements an interface supplied by the framework, or in a
data management application, a variation point may expect a regular expression that validates some data. The regular expression
example suggests that it may be a good idea to define a domainspecific language (DSL) to be used to bind the variation point.
DSLs usually allow the specification of an unlimited number of
programs ("you can always add one more box "), but the nature of
the programs is defined by the DSL.
In this paper I show how projectional language workbenches
(explained in the next section) can be used for product line development, representing configuration and customization variability
in the same environmnet. I argue the benefits of using DSLs to
bind customization variability and will briefly show how to define
DSLs and how configuration variability can be overlaid over arbitrary languages, general-purpose and domain-specific. I also show
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how we can layer several languages on top of each other to enable
an effective problem space to solution space mapping. An embedded systems product line will be used as the example, and the
tooling will be based on JetBrains MPS [21], an Open Source
projectional language workbench.
Section 2 describes the basics of projectional language workbenches in general, and MPS specifically work. Section 3 explains a feature called language annotation that is very useful for
configuration variability. Section 4 shows our proof-of-concept,
section 5 takes a look at future work. Section 6 puts our contribution in relationship to others', and section 7 contains a brief conclusion.

ways simply by providing several projections. Different
viewpoints [23] of the overall program can be stored in one
model; editing can be viewpoint or aspect specific. It is also
possible to store out-of-band data, i.e. annotations on the
core model/program. Examples of this include documentation, pointers to requirements (traceability) [5] or feature dependencies [6] - as we will describe below.
As a side effect, language workbenches deliver on the promise
of removing the distinction between what is traditionally called
programming and what is traditionally called modeling. This distinction is arbitrary: developers want to express different concerns
of software systems with abstractions and notations suitable to
that particular concern, formally enough for automatic processing
or translation, and with good IDE support. Projectional language
workbenches deliver on this goal in an integrated, consistent and
productive way. They do this by applying the technology known
from modeling tools (projection) to editing any notation.

2. Projectional Language Workbenches and MPS
The term Language Workbench has been coined by Martin Fowler in 2005 [1]. In this article he characterizes it as a tool with the
following properties:
x
Users can freely define languages which are fully integrated
with each other.
x
The primary source of information is a persistent abstract
representation.
x
A DSL is defined in three main parts: schema, editor(s), and
generator(s).
x
Language users manipulate a DSL through a projectional
editor.
x
A language workbench can persist incomplete or contradictory information.
Projectional editing implies that all text, symbols, and graphics
are projected, well-known from graphical modeling tools (UML,
ER, State Charts): the model is stored independent of its concrete
syntax, only the model structure is persisted, often using XML or
a database. For editing purposes this abstract syntax is projected
using graphical shapes. Users perform mouse and keyboard actions tailored to graphical editing to modify the abstract model
structure directly. While the concrete syntax of the model does not
have to be stored because it is specified as part of language definition and hence known by the projection engine, graphical modeling tools usually also store information about the visual layout.
Projectional editing can also be used for a syntax that is textual
or semi-graphical (mathematical notations, for example). However, since the projection looks like text, users expect interaction
patterns and gestures known from "real text" to work (such as
cursor movements, inserting/deleting characters, rearranging text,
selection). A projectional editor has to "simulate" these interaction
patterns to be usable.
The following list shows the benefits of the approach:
x
In projectional editing, no grammar or parser is used. Editing
directly changes the program structure (AST). Thus, projectional editors can handle unparseable code. Language composition is easily possible, because composed languages
cannot result in ambiguous grammars, a significant issue in
classical parser-based systems.
x
Notations are more flexible than ASCII/ANSI/Unicode.
Graphical, semi-graphical and textual notations can be mixed
and combined. For example, a graphical tool for editing state
machines can embed a textual expression language for editing the guard conditions on transitions.
x
Projectional languages by definition need an IDE for editing
(it has to do the projection!), so language definition and extension always implies IDE definition and extension. The
IDE will provide code completion, error checking and syntax
highlighting for all languages, even when they are combined.
x
Because the model is stored independent of its concrete notation, it is possible to represent the same model in different

The Jetbrains Meta Programming System
JetBrains’ Meta Programming System is an open source projectional language workbench [21]. Defining a language starts by
defining the abstract syntax, the editor for the language concepts
is specified in a second step. Lastly the generator is defined. It
outputs text (for a low-level language) or it transforms higherlevel code into code expressed in lower level languages. The
higher-level to lower-level generators are not text generators, they
transform abstract syntax trees.
Editing the tree as opposed to “real text” needs some accustomization. Without specific adaptations, every program element
has to be selected from a drop-down list and "instantiated". However, MPS provides editor customizations to enable editing that
resembles modern IDEs that use automatically expanding code
templates. In some cases though, the tree shines through: Consider changing a statement like int i = j+k; to int i = (j+k)*2; you
cannot simply move the cursor to the left of j and insert a left
parenthesis. Rather, you have to select the + operator (the root
node of the expression on the right) and use a Surround with Parens refactoring. Using ( as the hotkey for this refactoring creates
an editing experience very similar to "real" text).
Language Definition with MPS
I have described language creation, extension and composition in
MPS in a separate paper [22]. This section shows an example as a
short summary. MPS, like other language workbenches, comes
with a set of DSLs for language definition, a separate DSL for
each language aspect. Language aspects include structure, editor,
type system, generator as well as support for features such as
quick fixes or refactorings.
Defining a new language starts by defining the language structure (aka meta model). This is very much like object oriented
programming as language elements are represented as concepts
that have properties, children and references to other concepts.
The second step is the editor for the language concepts. An editor
defines how the syntax for the concepts should look like - it constitutes the projection rules. Figure 1 is an example.

Figure 1. Defining an editor for a local variable declaration statement (as in int i = 2*2;)
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Next is the definition of the type system. For example, the type
property of a LocalVariableDeclaration must be compatible with
the type of its init expression.
At this point, the definition of the language and the basic editor, as well as the type system are finished. However, to use the
new LocalVariableDeclaration statement, the user has to bring up
the code completion menu in the editor, select the concept LocalVariableDeclaration and use tab or the mouse to fill in the various properties (type, name, init). A couple of editor
customizations are necessary to make sure users can "just type"
the declaration. I refer to [22] for details on how this works.

concept A

+

concept A

=

wrap r: R

child x: X
child y: Y
child r: R

concept R
...

Figure 2. Annotations can add properties to concepts
without invasive modification

Language Modularization and Extension

It is, however, not enough to add the additional property to the
program elements. It also has to be rendered in the editor, so the
editor needs to be adapted as well. For example, if a program
element has a feature dependency annotation, the actual feature
expression must be shown near the element. Figure 3 shows an
example of three variables that are annotated with a dependency
to the sonar feature.

I referred above to the ability to modularize and compose languages as a way of breaking down monolithic languages into manageable modules that can be combined as needed. I also already
alluded to the relationship between object oriented programming
and language definition in MPS. This analogy also holds for language extension and specialization. Concepts can extend other
concepts, and subconcepts can be used polymorphically. Languages can extend other languages, too, and the sublanguage can
contain subconcepts of concepts in the base language or can override the translation rules (generators) of concepts defined in the
base language. Concept interfaces are also available. Using the
Adapter pattern [29], unrelated concepts can be made to fit together. To use a B in places where an A (or subtypes) is expected,
an adapter BAdapter that extends A and contains or references a B
is necessary. As shown in [22], this approach supports embedding
of completely unrelated languages.
Languages also define translation rules to lower-level languages or to text. MPS includes an incremental translation engine that
reduces program code as long as translation rules are available for
the program elements. At the end, text generators output regular
program text that can be fed into a compiler.
The language modularization and composition features are extremely useful for handling customization variability, because
DSLs that describe a specific aspect of the overall system can be
easily integrated with the languages used to implement the rest of
the system.

3.

annotation Q
targets A

child x: X
child y: Y

Figure 3. Feature dependencies annotated to variable declarations
This is a placeholder cell which, at runtime, is replaced with the
editor of the node to which the annotation has been added. So, in
essence, it means that the editor of the annotation element R
wraps around and embeds the editor to which the annotation has
been added.
concept A
child x: X
child y: Y

Language Annotations

A’s editor
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concept R

R’s editor

...
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With MPS it is possible to add additional data to program elements that has not been "planned for" when designing the original
language. It is possible for language X to contribute properties to
elements of language Y without invasively changing language Y.
This is a little bit like introductions in aspect oriented programming [2]. It is an extremely interesting feature for adding feature
dependencies, i.e. as a way of implement configuration variability.
Section 4 shows how this feature is used in the context of embedded systems development.

A’s editor

… -]

R’s editor
[- … annotatedNode … -]

Figure 4. The editor of the annotation "wraps around" the
editor of the annotated element
Figure 4 shows how editor annotation works in principle. In
the definition of the editor for the element that is "added" to the
target, you can use a special editor cell type (annotatedNode).
Returning to the example for feature dependencies, figure 5 is
the definition of the annotation. It contributes a child named featureDependencyAnnotation of type FeatureClause to BaseConcept and its subtypes (all language element extend BaseConcept,
at least indirectly. It is like java.lang.Object).

Defining an annotation for feature dependencies
As figure 2 shows, an annotation declares which elements it targets (A in the example). As a consequence, this element (and all
its subtypes) appears to possess the additional child r declared by
the annotation. The child can be used like any other child of A.
The annotation can reside in a different language than the target
elements, supporting external, a-posteriori non-invasive extension
of languages.
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Also, in the projection mode that shows a program variant, we
want to make sure that the program element (e.g. a procedure, or
an if statement) to which a feature expression is annotated is not
shown, if the feature expression is false. This is achieved by the
outer conditional cell in figure 6 that surrounds the expression
and the attributed node. The condition is shown in figure 8.
Figure 5. Definition of an Annotation that adds
FeatureClause instances to instances of any subtype of
BaseConcept

4. The Proof of Concept
Together with Bernhard Merkle, the author is currently working
on a modular language for embedded development based on C
(MEL - Modular Embedded Language). It is described in detail in
another paper [3]. Among other things it contains support for
product line variability as described in the previous section. This
section is a brief overview of the language.

In terms of the editor, this means that the editor of FeatureClause has to "wrap around" the editor of whichever other element it is contributed to. Figure 6 shows the definition of the editor for FeatureClause: it first includes the feature expression
(such as car && !pedestrian) and then delegates to the node to
which it has been annotated using the attributedNode element.

Embedded Software Development Language
Embedded systems are becoming more and more software intensive. Consequently, software development plays an increasingly
important part in embedded system development, and the software
becomes bigger and more complex. Traditional embedded system
development approaches use a variety of tools for various aspects
of the system, making tool integration a major headache. Some of
the specific problems of embedded software development include
the limited capability for meaningful abstraction in C, some of C's
"dangerous" features (leading to various coding conventions such
as Misra-C [4]), the proprietary and closed nature of modeling
tools, the integration of models and code, traceability to requirements [5], long build times as well as the consistent implementation of product line variability [6].
To address these issues, we propose a modular modeling and
programming language and IDE that supports higher-level abstractions and system-specific extensions based on a projectional
language workbench and to use code generation to C as a way of
integrating with existing compilers and platforms. The proposed
language uses C as its core and adds several useful extensions,
including a module system with visibility rules, physical quantities (as opposed to just ints and floats), first-class state machines,
dataflow ports, mathematical notations, memory mapping and bit
fields, as well as first-class support for various inter-process
communication approaches (shared memory, message passing,
bus communication).
As a proof of concept, we are currently building a first cut of
this modular embedded language (MEL) based on JetBrains MPS.
We use Lego Mindstorms [7] as the target platform together with
the OSEK [30, 8] operating system. C and OSEK are widely used
in automotive systems, so the technologies used in the prototype
are relevant in real systems. The current baseline showcase is a
simple line follower robot. It uses a single light sensor to follow a
thick black line. It keeps track of the curving line by changing the
speed of motors that drive the two wheels. The current state of the
prototype contains language modules for components, tasks, state
machines, bit-level data structures, physical quantities, documentation annotations, basically all of C as well as support for product
line variability and requirements traces.

Figure 6. Definition of the annotation's editor. Note the
delegation to the editor of the annotated node
Evaluating the feature expression during projection
With the facilities described above it is possible to annotate arbitrary program elements with feature clauses. These contain a boolean expression over a set of features. Because the language that is
used to define the feature expression is formally defined, it is
possible to evaluate the expression in the IDE and show the program in a variant-specific way. This is done by not projecting
those elements whose feature clause evaluates to false considering
the current feature selection. The projection rules in the editor
definition contain the respective if statements. Conditional projection is supported by the cells with a leading question mark (see
figure 6). These are conditional cells, i.e. they are only shown in
the editor at runtime if their associated condition is true. For the
feature-aware code editor, the feature annotations themselves (i.e.
the {car && !pedestrian}) are only shown if a global configuration flag Show Feature Annotations is true. So the condition in
the conditional cell directly before the {expression} in the editor
definition in figure 6 contains the following expression shown in
figure 7:

Figure 7. Expression that makes sure the feature clause is
only shown if the configuration allows it

Configuration Variability - Feature Annotations
Lego is a good way of showing product line variability because it
is easy to clip on variant specific hardware. The following two
optional hardware elements are available:
x
a bumper at the front of the robot that stops it if the bumper
is pressed. Essentially, this is a collision sensor.
x
a sonar sensor, that temporarily stops the robot if something
steps into its way. This is a collision prevention system.

Figure 8. Expression that makes sure the whole annotated
element is only shown if the configuration allows it
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In Figure 9, configuration A shows the robot in its basic setup
(bumper = false and sonar = false), B shows the configuration
with the bumper and C shows bumper and sonar.

Figure 9. Three different variants of the robot
Feature dependencies are a way to implement configuration
variability in programs. Handling configuration variability requires two ingredients. First, a set of variation points (aka features
in the feature modeling approach [11]) and the constraints among
them have to be defined. Second, program elements have to be
annotated with expressions over these features. These expressions
determine whether a piece of program is in a variant or not.
In a real-life system, feature management happens in an external tool (such as pure::variants [12]). In the proof-of-concept, just
like with the requirements, features are managed in a simple list.
Features can be selected (see figure 9) to determine whether they
are in the system or not (which will become relevant later).
The second ingredient are feature annotations, i.e. annotations
on program elements that contain an expression that determines
which features it depends on, and how. As described above, programs can be projected in a way that shows the feature annotations directly on the element it is attached to (Figure 10).
Although the figure contains only dependencies on single features, we can use boolean expressions in the feature annotation
such as {bumper && sonar && !debugOutput}. This is actually a
small sublanguage for boolean expressions (again with code completion into the feature model, error checking etc.).

Figure 10. A piece of the overall linefollower program
projected with feature annotations
Note that these projections still contain the grey highlight for
parts that are feature dependent. This can be turned off, too. Also,
the feature dependency expressions can be shown in this view if
requested. It is important to point out that this is not a read-only
projection! Rather, the program can still be edited while shown in
the variant-specific way.
As mentioned above, for compilation the program is generated
into plain C and then compiled with the existing legacy compiler
infrastructure. When generating C, the current feature configuration is taken into account. A simple transformation script is run as
part of the incremental reduction process that removes all program
elements whose feature clause evaluates to false, making sure they
are not part of the resulting C text.

Figure 9. The dummy feature model for the line follower
robot (also contains true/false switches to define a variant)
As can be seen from Figure 10, feature dependency expressions can be annotated to any program element. Annotated elements have a grey background and the feature annotation
expression is given on the left of the element. Alternatively it
would also be possible to assign a specific color to each feature
and then use the respective color as the background for the elements annotated with this feature (as done by CIDE [19]).
By flipping a switch in the overall projection settings it is
possible to show the program in a variant-specific way. For example, if we switch off the debugOutput and the bumper feature, the
code in Figure 11 will result.

Static Validation of Feature Dependencies
Making parts of models or code optional runs the risk of producing structurally or semantically broken programs after "cutting
away" all the stuff that is not configured to be in a certain variant.
Detecting semantic errors in turing-complete programs is impossible in general, of course. But static correctness can be verified.
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Figure 12. A simple robot routing script
Figure 11. A part of the program with debugOutput and
bumper switched off (pls compare with Figure 10)

Customization Variability - a DSL on top
Consider now a robot vendor who sells Lego robots with two
wheels that can follow a predefined route. Of course, each customer wants a different predefined route. The vendor has to develop a different route-driving program for each customer. Of
course this can be achieved with tasks, state machines, variables
and procedures, or in other words, the general-purpose MEL. But
it would be better if a domain specific language for defining
routes was available. In PLE terminology, the DSL would be used
to express the problem domain and a transformation would map
this to a solution domain implementation.
The program in figure 12 is an example expressed with such as
route definition DSL, it uses native route-definition constructs.
Since the robot routing language extends the core language, it can
be embedded in a module - like the general purpose MEL constructs. The robot script can even call procedures. The robot
routing language is executed by transformation into the following
MEL constructs:
x
a state machine that keeps track of the current command/step
x
module variables that remember the current speeds for the
two motors
x
module variables that store the current deltas for the speeds
of both motors to be able to "ramp up" the speeds in accelerate and decelerate commands
x
a cyclic tasks that updates motor speeds based on the currently selected deltas.
Figure 13 shows a robot script together with the lower-level
program that results from the transformation.

Consider that in MPS (and in projectional editors in general)
every element is a node with a unique identity. Relationships between elements are expressed with actual references to these
unique identities. A structurally broken program is one where a
referencing element is in the code for a given variant, but the reference target is not. Static validation of feature dependencies requires showing that for any (valid) feature combination, no such
"dangling pointer" will result. The following is a simple approach
to verify this:
x Calculate all combinations of all features (i.e. all variants)
x For each referencing element R, collect all feature combinations CR for which this element will be in the variant code
x For each reference target element T of R, collect all combinations CT for which this element will be in the variant code
x If CR is not a subset of CT, an error has been detected
This algorithm has been implemented in the prototype and it
works well in principle. The fact that all references can be followed easily, and the fact that feature dependencies are expressed
as expressions based on a formal expression language makes implementing this algorithm simple - and it does work for small sets
of configuration features. But of course the set of possible feature
combinations grows exponentially over the number of features, so
for real-world sized systems it will not work. The following steps
could be taken to address this:
x In real systems, the set of features is not unrestricted, they
have constraints among each other. This limits the size of the
set of valid feature combinations (i.e. variants)
x Feature macros can be introduced, i.e. features that encapsulate a set of other features and their constraints (e.g. fast :=
!small && !dynamic). If feature dependencies refer to the macro features, they can be seen as one combination and the
combinatorics behind them can be ignored.
x If only a part of a program needs to be validated, only the feature combinations involving the features referenced from the
respective part of the program need to be calculated.
x Finally, using a solver instead of the try-all-combinations
brute force approach may yield even more scalable results.
We will explore these alternatives as part of our in the future work
(see below).

Combining the DSL and Feature Annotations
It useful to combine customization and confguration variability.
In the example this would mean that we can attach feature expressions to robot script programs. This is of course also possible. The
feature annotations are completely generic and make no assumption about the language to which they are attached. Consequently,
they can be used with the robot DSL in the same way as with the
lower level programs.
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The approach is often called negative variability. The other alternative is to conditionally add to a minimal core - positive variability. The advantage is that the minimal core remains small, quite in
contrast to negative variability where the overall program that
includes all variants can grow quite large. Like in AOP [2], positive variability requires pointcuts to define where to add the additional program elements to the core. Future work will focus on
positive variability MEL as a means of implementing variability.

Figure 13. A simple robot script (top right, grey) and the
lower level MEL program it is transformed into
Figure 14. A DSL snippet in a feature model

5.

Future Work

Future work will progress in three main directions: additional
language concepts, real world-validation and integration of existing feature modeling tools.

As mentioned above, the current approach to feature validation
is brute force and does not at all scale. One aspect of our future
work will address this issue. We've already started collaborating
with a university who has experience in this regard.

Feature Modeling Tools

Real-World validation

Currently we use a flat list of features (each basically boolean
switches) as our feature model. We chose this approach because it
is trivial to implement, and the point we wanted to make with our
work was not to implement a new feature modeling tool.
However, to make our approach more useful in practice, integration with tools such as pure-variants [12]. We will simply import the list of features as well as the constraints among them.
This will allow us to refer to these features from within feature
expressions, and it will allow us to exploit the constraints between
the features when we calculate whether a program is structurally
valid.

The other main avenue of future work is real world validation. We
are currently in the process of starting up a project to do a real
prototype - something more realistic than the Lego Mindstorms
example we are currently building. The connection to real requirements management systems and to variant management tools
will be a part of this prototype.

6.

Related Work

The idea of using DSLs to describe variability in product lines is
not new. Various authors have published about this [13,14,15]
and the approach is used in practice. The approach described in
this paper is different since the various DSLs can be mixed and
integrated. Language composition for textual languages is not
easily possible with non-projectional editors, although progress is
being made, as exemplified by [18, 28].
Overlaying configuration variability over customization variability has been done before, too. The C preprocessor can be used
to this effect using #ifdefs. The approach can also be used on
models. For example, Krzysztof Czarnecki and his group have
overlaid feature-based variability over UML diagrams [16].The
approach described in this paper is different in that configurative
variability can be overlaid over models and code in the same way
- there is no difference between the two in the first place. Since
the feature expressions are also a formal language, the expressions
can be formally checked and interpreted. The ability to show the
program/model code with feature clauses enabled or not, and to
show the (and edit!) the model in a variant-specific way is also
radically different from these tools. CIDE, a specific solution for
C code is described in [19]. However, the approach described in
this paper is different since it works for any language within MPS.
Also, the approach described in this paper supports the combination of the annotation-based approach with language composition
and DSLs. VML [17] is another tool (based on Eclipse EMF) that

Additional Language Concepts
An alternative to overlaying configuration over program or model
code is to make the feature model the main configuration tool and
add DSL code to it. In most feature management tools (for example, pure::variants [12]) features can have parameters. For example, when selecting a buffered feature for a communication
protocol product line, a buffer size parameter can be specified.
Generalizing this approach leads to the following:
x
each feature may define any number of parameters. These
cannot just be simple types (int, string, boolean) but can include DSLs.
x
When a feature is selected, a value for the parameter that
complies to the parameter's type has to be supplied. For
DSL-typed parameters, this means that a model that conforms to the DSL must be supplied.
Because projectional language workbenches can integrate
models using any combination of DSLs, this approach is feasible.
Figure 14 shows a very early prototype of this; a retry algorithm is
used as the value for the retry parameter of the polling feature.
Optionally taking away program elements if they are not included in the variant is only one way of implementing variability.
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can map configurative variability to arbitrary models. However,
since source code (C, Java) is not represented with EMF in Eclipse, a special solution had to be created to "adapt" VML to
source code.
Showing statically that every valid variant of the feature model
will result in a structurally valid program has been done before by
[27] for the case of UML models and OCL constraints. Also the
tool developed by Czarnecki et al. [16] has static validation to
make sure that every variant of the UML model is structurally
correct. Another approach for the same problem is described as
part of the AHEAD methodology in [20]. Verifying that only
"correct" programs are synthesized by program synthesis is a popular resarch topic [25, 26, 27,31]. We will use the approaches
described in these papers in our future work, since the focus of
our work is not primarily on this kind of verification.
Krzysztof Czarnecki and his group are currently working on a
very interesing language: Clafer [24], a combination of structural
class modeling and feature modeling. Krzysztof and his group are
planning to integrate Clafer into the MPS prototype. One area
where the approach described in this paper is more flexible is that
we can use arbitrary DSLs and syntax to describe structural variability, whereas Clafer is essentially limited to class (or meta-)
modeling.

[5]

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]

[14]

[15]

7.

Evaluation & Conclusion

As we continue to build Mindstorms applications with our language, it turned out that it is useful to extend plain C with embedded-specific concepts. Programs can be read and analyzed more
easily: the more the language constructs resemble the intent of the
programmer, the more meaningful analyses can be.
It is feasible to package the various aspects into separate language modules and make incremental extension possible. It is also
surprisingly little effort to build language extensions: developing
the basic C implementation has taken us about 3 weeks. Adding
the statemachine facilities has been done in one afternoon. Creating the robot routing DSL on top was a matter of 4 hours, including the mapping down to tasks and state machines. Consequently,
the concept of building DSLs to express some aspect of a product
line is absolutely feasible.
Adding variability annotations to program elements is not fundamentally new. #ifdefs in C programs can be used for a similar
approach. However, the ability to reliably evaluate the expressions, show and edit the programs in variant-specific ways as well
as the static validation of feature dependencies has proven useful
even in our simple examples.
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Abstract

duce new classes or refine existing ones by adding fields and methods or by overriding existing methods. In delta-oriented programming (DOP) [29], feature modules are generalized to delta modules
that additionally allow the removal of classes, fields and methods
and that can refer to any combination of features. DOP requires selecting one particular product as designated core product. The core
product is implemented in the core module. From this core module,
all other products are generated by delta module application. However, the requirement of the core product makes it difficult to deal
with product line evolution, for instance, if the product line evolves
such that the original core product is no longer a valid product.
Furthermore, the uniquely determined core product prevents a true
generalization of FOP by DOP, since feature module composition
in FOP may start from several different base feature modules that
may not correspond to valid products.
In this paper, we propose pure delta-oriented programming
(Pure DOP) as a conceptual simplification of traditional DOP [29],
which we will call Core DOP in the following. In Pure DOP, the
requirement to chose one product as core product is dropped. Instead, only delta modules are used for product generation. Thus,
we call the approach Pure DOP. A delta module can specify additions, removals classes or modifications of classes. In order to
define a product line over a set of delta modules, each delta module
is attached an application condition determining for which feature
configurations the modifications of the delta module have to be applied. This creates the connection between the modifications of the
delta modules and the product features [16]. Additionally, the delta
modules can be partially ordered to ensure that for every feature
configuration a uniquely defined product is generated.
The contribution of this work is twofold. First, Pure DOP relaxes the requirement of a single valid core product. This makes
Pure DOP more flexible than Core DOP [29]. Pure DOP is a true
generalization of FOP since every FOP product line can be understood as a Pure DOP product line which is not obvious for Core
DOP. Further, Pure DOP supports proactive, reactive and extractive product line development [22] by allowing program generation
from any set of existing legacy product implementations which is
not directly possible with Core DOP. Second, in the presentation of
(Pure) DOP given in this paper, the application conditions for delta
modules, as well as the delta module ordering, are only defined
when a product line is specified. In contrast, in the traditional presentation of (Core) DOP [29], application conditions and ordering
are fixed for each delta module. The separation of application conditions and application ordering from the specification of the modifications in a delta module increases the reusability of delta modules and allows developing different product lines over the same set
of delta modules.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present
Pure DOP of JAVA programs and show its formalization LP∆J
using LJ (L IGHTWEIGHT JAVA) [32] as base language for the
generated products in Section 3. We show that Pure DOP is a

Delta-oriented programming (DOP) is a modular approach for implementing software product lines. Delta modules generalize feature modules by allowing removal of functionality. However, DOP
requires to select one particular product as core product from which
all products are generated. In this paper, we propose pure deltaoriented programming (Pure DOP) that is a conceptual simplification of traditional DOP. In Pure DOP, the requirement of one designated core product is dropped. Instead, program generation only relies on delta modules comprising program modifications such that
Pure DOP is more flexible than traditional DOP. Furthermore, we
show that Pure DOP is a true generalization of FOP and supports
proactive, reactive and extractive product line engineering.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.5 [Programming Techniques]: Object-oriented Programming; D.3.3 [Programming
Languages]: Language Constructs and Features
General Terms Design, Languages, Theory
Keywords Software Product Line, Feature-oriented Programming, Delta-oriented Programming, Program Generation

1.

Introduction

A software product line (SPL) is a set of software systems with
well-defined commonalities and variabilities [12, 27]. The approaches to implementing SPL in the object-oriented paradigm can
be classified into two main directions [19]. First, annotative approaches (e.g., [4, 17]) mark the source code of all products with
respect to product features and remove marked code for particular feature configurations. Second, compositional approaches [23],
associate code fragments to product features that are assembled to
implement a given feature configuration.
Feature-oriented programming (FOP) [7] is a prominent approach for implementing SPLs by composition of feature modules.
A feature module directly corresponds to a product feature. In the
context of object-oriented programming, feature modules can intro∗ Work partially supported by the German-Italian University Centre (Vigoni
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Expression Product Line
Data
Lit

Add

delta DLit{
adds interface Exp {
}
adds class Lit implements Exp {
int value;
Lit(int n) { value = n; }
}
}

Operations
Neg

Print

Eval

Figure 1. Feature model for Expression Product Line

Listing 1: Delta module for Lit feature

true generalization of FOP by providing an embedding of LFJ
(L IGHTWEIGHT F EATURE JAVA) [13] into LP∆J in Section 4.
We demonstrate that Pure DOP supports proactive, extractive and
reactive SPLE in Section 5. We show that Pure DOP is a conceptual
simplification of Core DOP in Section 6.

2.

delta DLitPrint{
modifies interface Exp {
void print();
}
modifies class Lit implements Exp {
adds void print() { System.out.println(value); }
}
}

Pure Delta-oriented Programming

In order to illustrate the main concepts of Pure DOP, we use the
expression product line (EPL) as described in [23]. The EPL is
based on the expression problem [35], an extensibility problem, that
has been proposed as a benchmark for data abstractions capable to
support new data representations and operations. We consider the
following grammar:

delta DLitEval{
modifies interface Exp {
adds eval();
}
modifies class Lit {
adds int eval() { return value; }
}
}

Exp ::= Lit | Add | Neg
Lit ::= <non−negative integers>
Add ::= Exp "+" Exp
Neg ::= "-" Exp

Listing 2: Delta modules for Print and Eval features

Two different operations can be performed on the expressions described by this grammar: printing, which returns the expression as a
string, and evaluation, which computes the value of the expression.
The products in the EPL can be described by two feature sets, the
ones concerned with data Lit, Add, Neg and the ones concerned
with operations Print and Eval. Lit and Print are mandatory features. The features Add, Neg and Eval are optional. Figure 1 shows
the feature model [16] of the EPL.

delta DAdd {
adds class Add implements Exp {
Exp expr1;
Exp expr2;
Add(Exp a, Exp b) { expr1 = a; expr2 = b; }
}
}
delta DAddPrint {
modifies class Add {
adds void print() { expr1.print(); System.out.print(" + "); expr2.print(); }
}
}

Pure Delta Modules The main concept of pure DOP are delta
modules which are containers of modifications to an objectoriented program. The modifications inside a delta module act on
the class level by adding, removing and modifying classes. A class
can be modified by changing the super class, by adding and removing fields and methods and by modifying methods. The modification of a method can either replace the method body by another implementation, or wrap the existing method using the original construct. The original construct expresses a call to the method with
the same name before the modifications and is bound at the time the
product is generated. Before or after the original construct, other
statements can be introduced wrapping the existing method implementation. The original construct (similar to the Super() call in
AHEAD [7]) avoids a combinatorial explosion of the number of
delta modules in case the original method has to be wrapped differently for a set of optional features. Listing 1 contains the delta
module for introducing the Lit feature. Listing 2 contains the delta
modules for incorporating the Print and Eval features by modification of the class Lit.

delta DAddEval {
modifies class Add {
adds int eval() { return expr1.eval() + expr2.eval(); }
}
}

Listing 3: Delta modules for Add, Print and Eval features
delta DNeg {
adds class Neg implements Exp {
Exp expr;
Neg(Exp a) { expr1 = a; }
}
}
delta DNegPrint {
modifies class Neg {
adds void print() { System.out.print("-("); expr.print(); System.out.print(")");}
}
}

Pure Delta-oriented Product Lines The delta-oriented specification of a product line comprises the set of product features, the set
of valid feature configurations and the set of delta modules necessary to implement all valid products. Furthermore, the specification
of a product line in Pure DOP associates each delta module with
the set of features configurations in which the delta modules has to
be applied by attaching an application condition in a when clause.
The application condition is a propositional constraint over the set

delta DNegEval{
modifies class Neg {
adds int eval() { return (−1) ∗ expr.eval(); }
}
}
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Listing 4: Delta modules for Neg, Print and Eval features

features Lit, Add, Neg, Print, Eval
configurations Lit & Print
deltas
[ DLit,
DAdd when Add,
DNeg when Neg ]
[ DPrint,
DEval when Eval,
DAddPrint when Add,
DAddEval when (Add & Eval),
DNegPrint when Neg,
DNegEval when (Neg & Eval) ]

DMD
DC

::=
::=

DS

::=

wmd

::=

delta δ {DC}
delta module
adds cd |
delta clause
modifies C [extending C] { DS } |
removes C
adds fd |
delta subclause
adds md |
modifies md |
modifies wmd |
removes a
ms {s; original(); s; return y; } method wrapper

Listing 5: Pure DOP specification of the EPL

Figure 2. LP∆J: syntax of delta modules

of features. Since only feature configurations which are valid according to the feature model are used for program generation, the
application conditions attached to delta modules have to be understood as a conjunction with the formula describing the set of valid
feature configurations.1 The application condition creates the link
from the features in the feature model to the delta modules. In this
way, we can specify delta modules for combinations of features to
solve the optional feature problem [20].
In order to obtain a product for a particular feature configuration, the modifications specified in the delta modules with valid
application conditions are applied incrementally to the previously
generated product. The first delta module is applied to the empty
product. All other delta modules are applied to the respective intermediate product. The modifications of a delta model are applicable
to a (possibly empty) product if each class to be removed or modified exists and, for every modified class, if each method or field to
be removed exists, if each method to be modified exists and has the
same header as the modified method, and if each class, method or
field to be added does not exist. During product generation, every
delta module must be applicable. Otherwise, the resulting product
is undefined. In particular, the first delta module that is applied can
only contain additions.
In order to ensure that each delta module is applicable during
product generation, the delta modules are ordered in the specification of a pure delta-oriented product line. The order of delta module application is defined by a total order on a partition of the set
of delta modules. Deltas in the same partition can be applied in
any order to the previous product, but the order of the partitions
is fixed. The ordering captures semantic requires relations that are
necessary for the applicability of the delta modules.
Listing 5 shows a delta-oriented specification of the EPL. In
this specification, application conditions are attached to the delta
modules that are required to implement the different products of the
EPL. The used delta modules are depicted in Listings 1, 2, 3 and 4.
The order of delta module application is defined by an ordered list
of the delta module sets which are enclosed by [ .. ].

essential to guarantee that for every valid feature configuration exactly one product is generated. This property is called unambiguity
of the product line. For unambiguity, the delta modules in each partition must be compatible. This means that if one delta module in a
partition adds or removes a class, no other delta module in the same
partition may add, remove or modify the same class, and the modifications of the same class in different delta modules in the same
partition have to be disjoint. Defining the order of delta module application by a total ordering on a delta module partition provides an
efficient way to ensure unambiguity, since only the compatibility of
each partition has to be checked.

3.

A Kernel Calculus for Pure Delta Modules

In this section, we introduce the syntax and the semantics of LP∆J
(L IGHTWEIGHT P URE D ELTA JAVA), a kernel calculus for Pure
DOP of product lines of JAVA programs. LP∆J is based on LJ
(L IGHTWEIGHT JAVA) [32]. Thus, it is particularly suitable for
comparison with the formalization of FOP in LFJ (L IGHTWEIGHT
F EATURE JAVA) [13].
LP∆J Syntax The syntax of LP∆J, as an extensions to LJ, is
given in Figure 2. Following [15], we use the overline notation
for possibly empty sequences. For instance, we write “s;” as short
for a possibly empty sequence of statements “s1 ; . . . sn ;” and “DC”
as short for a possibly empty sequence of delta clause definitions
“DC1 . . . DCn ”. Sequences of named elements (like delta clause or
delta subclause definitions) are assumed to contain no duplicate
names (that is, the names of the elements of the sequence must
be distinct). The constructs for class definitions cd, field definitions
fd, method definitions md, method signatures ms and statement s
are those of LJ [32] (and of LFJ [13]). The metavariable δ ranges
over delta module names.
A delta module definition DMD for a delta module with the
name δ can be understood as a mapping from class names to delta
clause definitions. A delta clause definition DC can specify the
addition, removal or modification of a class. The adds-domain,
the removes-domain and the modifies-domain of a delta module
definition DMD are defined as follows:

Product Generation The generation of a product for a given feature configuration consists of two steps, performed automatically:

addsDom(DMD)
removesDom(DMD)
modifiesDom(DMD)

1. Find all delta modules with a valid application condition; and
2. Apply the selected delta modules to the empty product in any
linear ordering that is consistent with the total order on the
partitioning of the delta modules.

=
=
=

{C | DMD(C) = adds class C · · · }
{C | DMD(C) = removes C}
{C | DMD(C) = modifies C · · · }

The modification of a class is defined by possibly changing the super class and by listing a sequence of delta subclauses DS defining modifications of methods and additions/removals of fields and
methods. A delta modifies clause DC can be understood as a mapping from the keyword extending to an either empty or singleton
set of class names and from field/method names to delta subclauses.
The adds-, removes- and modifies-domain of a delta modifiesclause DC are defined as follows:

If two delta modules add, remove or modify the same class, the
ordering in which the delta modules are applied can influence the
resulting product. However, for a product line implementation, it is
1 In

the examples the valid feature configurations are represented by a
propositional formula over the set of features. Other representations are
possible (see, e.g., [5] for a discussion of possible representations).
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addsDom(DC)
removesDom(DC)
modifiesDom(DC)

=
=
=

feature module
FMD ::= feature ϕ {cd rcd}
rcd
::= refines class C extending C { fd; md rmd } class refinement
rmd ::= refines ms {s; Super(); s; return y; }
method refinement

{a | DMT(a) = adds · · · a · · · }
{a | DMT(a) = removes a}
{m | DMT(m) = modifies · · · m · · · }

Figure 3. LFJ: syntax of feature modules

The modification of a method, defined by a delta modifies subclause, can either replace the method body by another implementation, or wrap the existing method using the original() call. In both
cases, the modified method must have the same header as the unmodified method. The original() call may only occur in the body of
the method provided by a delta modifies subclause modifies wmd.
The occurrence of original() represents a call to the unmodified
method where the formal parameters of the modified method are
passed implicitly as arguments. In LFJ [13], the Super() construct
of AHEAD [7] is modeled in the same way.
After we have defined the notion of delta modules over LJ,
we can formalize LP∆J product lines. We use the metavariables
ϕ and ψ to range over feature names. We write ψ as short for
the set {ψ}, i.e., the feature configuration containing the features
ψ. A delta module table DMT is a mapping from delta module
names to delta module definitions. A LP∆J SPL is a 5-tuple L =
(ϕ, Φ, DMT, Γ, <DMT ) consisting of:


 CT(C)
CD
CT (C) =
 APPLY(δ (C), CT(C))
0

where APPLY(δ (C), CT(C)), the application of the delta clause
δ (C) = DC = modifies C · · · {· · · } to the class definition CT(C) =
CD, is the class definition CD0 defined as follows:

CD(extends) if DC(extending) = 0/
CD0 (extends) =
C0
if DC(extending) = {C0 }

CD(a)
if a 6∈ dom(DC)


AD
if DC(a) = adds AD
CD0 (a) =

 MD[s/original()] if DC(a) = modifies MD
and CD(a) = · · · a(· · · ){s; return y; }

The semantics of the original() call is captured by replacing the occurrence of original() in the method body specified by the modifies
subclause with the body of the unmodified method.
For any given total order of delta module application, a LP∆J
SPL defines a product generation mapping. That is, a partial mapping from each feature configuration ψ in Φ to the class table of the
product that is obtained by applying the delta modules ∆(ψ) to the
empty class table according to the given order. The product generation mapping can be partial since a non-applicable delta module
may be encountered during product generation such that the resulting product is undefined.

1. the features ϕ of the SPL,
2. the set of the valid feature configurations

if C 6∈ dom(DMT(δ ))
if δ (C) = adds CD
if C ∈ modifiesDom(δ )

Φ ⊆ P(ϕ),2

3. a delta module table DMT containing the delta modules,
4. a mapping Γ : dom(DMT) → Φ determining for which feature
configurations a delta module must be applied (which is denoted by the when clause in the concrete examples),
5. a total order <DMT on a partition of dom(DMT), called the
application partial order, determining the order of delta module
application.
To simplify notation, in the following we always assume a fixed
SPL L = (ϕ, Φ, DMT, Γ, <DMT ). We further assume that the SPL
L satisfies the following sanity conditions.

Unambiguous and Type-Safe LP∆J Product Lines A LP∆J
SPL is unambiguous if all total orders of delta modules that are
compatible with the application partial order define the same product generation mapping. In an unambiguous SPL, for every feature
configuration at most one product implementation is generated.
In order to find a criterion for unambiguity, we define the notion
of compatibility of a set of delta modules. A set of delta modules is
called compatible if no class added or removed in one delta module
is added, removed or modified in another delta module contained
in the same set, and for every class modified in more than one
delta module, its direct superclass is changed at most by one delta
clause and the fields and methods added, modified or removed are
distinct. For a set of compatible delta modules, any order of delta
module application yields the same class table since the alterations
in compatible delta modules do not interfere with each other.
A SPL is locally unambiguous if every set S of delta modules
in the partition of dom(DMT) provided by the application partial
order <DMT is compatible. If the SPL L is locally unambiguous,
then it is unambiguous. Local unambiguity can be checked by
inspecting the delta modules in each partition only once.
A LP∆J SPL is type-safe if the following conditions hold: (i) its
product generation mapping is total, (ii) it is locally unambiguous,
and (iii) all generated products are well-typed LJ programs.

(i) For every class name C (except Object) appearing in DMT,
we have C ∈ (∪δ ∈dom(DMT) addsDom(DMT(δ ))), meaning that
every class is added at least once.
(ii) The mapping ∆ : Φ → P(dom(DMT)), such that ∆(ψ), the set
of names of delta modules whose application condition is satisfied by the feature configuration ψ, is injective and such that
(∪ψ∈Φ ∆(ψ)) = dom(DMT), i.e., for every feature configuration a different set of delta modules is applied and every delta
module is applied for at least one feature configuration.
In the following, we write dom(δ ) as short for dom(DMT(δ )), and
we write δ (C) as short for DMT(δ )(C).
LP∆J Product Generation A LJ program can be represented by
a class table. A class table CT is a mapping from class names
to class definitions. A delta module is applicable to a class table
CT if each class to be removed or modified exists and, for every
delta modifies clause, if each method or field to be removed exists,
if each method to be modified exists and has the same header
specified in method modifies subclause, and if each class, method
or field to be added does not exist.
Given a delta module δ and a class table CT such that δ is applicable to CT, the application of δ to CT, denoted by APPLY(δ , CT),
is the class table CT0 defined as follows:

4.

Generalization of FOP

In this section, we show that Pure DOP is generalization of FOP [7]
by providing a mapping from LFJ [13] into LP∆J.

2 The

calculus abstracts from the concrete representation of the feature
model.

4.1

Recalling LFJ

The syntax of the LFJ extensions to LJ is given in Figure 3. It is
taken from [13]. A feature module definition FMD contains the
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Jfeature ϕ {cd rcd}K =
delta ϕ { adds cd JrcdK }
Jrefines class C extending C { fd; md rmd }K =
modifies C extending C { adds fd adds md JrmdK }
Jrefines ms {s; Super(); s; return y; }K =
modifies ms {s; original(); s; return y; }

Expression Product Line
Data
Lit

Figure 4. Translation of a feature module to a delta module

Print

Eval

is because a feature-oriented SPL may have several base feature
modules, while Core DOP requires exactly one core module as
starting point for product generation.

5.

Pure DOP for Product Line Development

Pure DOP supports proactive, extractive and reactive product line
development [22]. In the proactive approach, the scope of the product line, i.e., the set of products to be developed, is analyzed beforehand. All reusable artifacts are planned and developed in advance.
The example for Pure DOP presented in Section 2 can be seen as
proactive product line development, since we start from the feature
model defining the scope of the product line and develop delta modules and a Pure DOP SPL for these products. However, proactive
development requires a high upfront investment to define the scope
of the product line and to develop reusable artifacts.
Hence, in order to reduce the adoption barrier for product line
engineering, Krueger [22] proposes the usage of reactive and extractive approaches. In reactive product line engineering, only a basic set of products is developed. When new customer requirements
arise, the existing product line is evolved. The extractive approach
allows turning a set of existing legacy application into a product
line. Development starts with the existing products from which the
other products of the product line are derived.
FOP [7, 13] supports proactive product line development well.
However, since feature modules are restricted to add or refine
existing classes, FOP does not support extractive development and
only partially supports reactive development. It is not possible to
start from an existing legacy application comprising a larger set
of features and to remove features. Moreover, in order to deal with
new requirements following the reactive approach, feature modules
might have to be refactored to remove functionalities. Also, in Core
DOP, extractive product line development is not straight forward,
since one product has to be chosen as designated core product. In
contrast, Pure DOP is flexible and expressive enough to cover all
three product line engineering approaches directly.

1. a feature module table FMT with a feature module for each
feature of the SPL,
2. the set of the valid feature configurations Φ ⊆ P(dom(FMT)),
3. a total order <FMT on the set of features dom(FMT).

The product associated to a feature configuration ψ is generated by composing (see Section 3.1 of [13]) the feature modules
associated to the features in ψ according to the total order <FMT .
During feature module composition, newly defined classes, fields
and methods are added and class and method refinements are carried out. According to [13], a LFJ product line is type-safe if all
generated products are well-typed LJ programs.
4.2 Mapping LFJ into LP∆J
A product line in FOP can be represented as a product line in Pure
DOP. The set of features and the set of valid feature configurations
in both product lines is the same. Every feature module in a LFJ
product line is mapped to a delta module where additions are
translated to adds clauses and refinements to modifies clauses. The
application condition of the delta module denotes all configurations
in which the respective feature is contained. The ordering of delta
module application is the total ordering of the feature modules.
Formally, the mapping from LFJ product lines to LP∆J product lines is defined as follows: for a LFJ product line L =
(FMT, Φ, <FMT ), JLK denotes the corresponding LP∆J product
line (ϕ, Φ, DMT, Γ, <DMT ) where
• ϕ = dom(FMT) = dom(DMT),

5.1

• The delta module table DMT is obtained by translating each

feature module in FMT to a delta module with the same name,
according to the clauses in Figure 4,

Reactive Product Line Engineering

In reactive product line engineering, development starts with an
initial product line that is evolved in order to deal with changing
customer requirements. Consider as initial product line the example
depicted in Listing 5. Assume now that a new feature Sub should
be introduced for representing subtraction expressions. In the new
EPL, the Sub feature should be an alternative to the Neg feature.
Additionally, the Print feature should become optional and the Eval
feature mandatory. The feature diagram for the evolved product line
is given in Figure 5.
In order to realize the new Sub feature, we have to add delta
modules that introduce the corresponding data structure for subtraction and the associated print and the evaluation functionalities.
The respective delta modules are shown in Listing 6. The specification for the evolved SPL is shown in Listing 7, where the operator choose1(P1 , . . . , Pn ) means at most one of the propositions
P1 , . . . , Pn is true (see [5]).

• Γ : dom(DMT) → Φ, where Γ(ϕ) = {ψ | ψ ∈ Φ and ϕ ∈ ψ},

• <DMT is the total order on {{ϕ} | ϕ ∈ ϕ} defined by:

{ϕ1 } <DMT {ϕ2 } if and only if ϕ1 <FMT ϕ2 .

The following theorem states that the LP∆J product lines generates the same products as the LFJ product line. Hence, Pure DOP
is a true generalization of FOP.

Although it is possible in principle to encode FOP in Core DOP,
a straightforward embedding as for Pure DOP is not possible. This

Neg Sub

Figure 5. Feature model for evolved Expression Product Line

feature ϕ and a set of class definitions cd and class refinement
definitions rcd. Class definitions are given according to the syntax
of LJ. A class refinement definition can change the superclass, add
fields fd, provide new method definitions md and refine existing
method definitions rmd. A method refinement can wrap the existing
method body using the Super() construct.
A feature module table FMT is a mapping from feature names
to feature module definitions. A LFJ product line can be described
by a 3-tuple L = (FMT, Φ, <FMT ) consisting of:

T HEOREM 4.1. If L is a type safe LFJ product line, then JLK is
a type safe LP∆J product line such that, for every valid feature
configuration ψ, the product for ψ generated by L is the same as
the product for ψ generated by JLK.

Add

Operations
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delta DSub {
adds class Sub implements Exp {
Exp expr1;
Exp expr 2:
Sub(Exp a, Exp b) { expr1 = a; expr2= b; }
}
}

delta DLitNegPrint{
adds interface Exp {
void print();
}
adds class Lit implements Exp {
int value;
Lit(int n) { value = n; }
void print() { System.out.println(value); }
}
adds class Neg implements Exp {
Exp expr;
Neg(Exp a) { expr1 = a; }
void print() { System.out.print("-("); expr.print(); System.out.print(")");}
}
}

delta DSubPrint {
modifies Sub {
adds void print() { expr1.print(); System.out.print("-"); expr2.print();}
}
}
delta DSubEval{
modifies class Sub {
adds int eval() { return expr1.eval() − expr2.eval(); }
}
}

delta DLitAddPrint{
adds interface Exp {
void print();
}
adds class Lit implements Exp {
int value;
Lit(int n) { value = n; }
void print() { System.out.println(value); }
}
adds class Add implements Exp {
Exp expr1;
Exp expr2;
Add(Exp a, Exp b) { expr1 = a; expr2 = b; }
void print() { expr1.print(); System.out.print(" + "); expr2.print(); }
}
}

Listing 6: Delta modules for Sub feature

features Lit, Add, Neg, Sub, Print, Eval
configurations Lit & Eval & choose1(Neg,Sub)
deltas
[ DLit,
DAdd when Add,
DNeg when Neg,
DSub when Sub ]
[ DLitPrint when Print,
DLitEval,
DAddPrint when (Add & Print),
DAddEval when Add,
DNegPrint when (Neg & Print),
DNegEval when Neg,
DSubPrint when (Sub & Print),
DSubEval when Sub ]

Listing 8: Delta modules introducing the two legacy products

delta DremAdd {
remove Add
}

Listing 7: Pure DOP specification of the evolved EPL

Listing 9: Delta module removing the Add feature
As we can see in this example, Pure DOP supports reactive
product line development, first, by adding new delta modules to
implement new product features or to deal with new feature combinations, and, second, by reconfiguring the application conditions
and the delta module order in the product line configuration to capture changes in the feature model.
5.2

features Lit, Add, Neg, Print, Eval
configurations Lit & Print
deltas
[ DLitNegPrint when (!Add & Neg) ]
[ DLitAddPrint when (Add | !Neg) ]

Extractive Product Line Engineering

Extractive product line engineering starts with a set of existing
legacy applications from which the other products of the product
line are generated. Assume that we have already developed a product containing the Lit, Neg and Print features and a product containing the Lit, Add and Print features. Now, we want to transform
these existing legacy applications into a product line according to
the feature model in Figure 1.
First, the existing applications have to be transformed into delta
modules that are applied initially. Listing 8 shows two delta modules adding the implementation of the two existing products, respectively. Second, in order to provide product implementations
with less features, delta modules have to be specified that remove
functionality from the existing products. Listing 9 shows the delta
module that removes the feature Add.
Listing 10 shows the extractive implementation of the product
line described by the feature model in Figure 1 starting from a product with features Lit, Neg and Print and a product with features Lit,
Add, and Print introduced by the delta modules DLitNegPrint
and DLitAddPrint in the first and second partitions, respectively.
Their application conditions are exclusive such that for any feature
configuration product generation starts with one of them. If the Add

[ DNeg when (Add & Neg),
DremAdd when (!Add & !Neg) ]
[ DNegPrint when (Add & Neg),
DLitEval when Eval,
DAddEval when (Add & Eval),
DNegEval when (Neg & Eval) ]

Listing 10: Pure DOP specification of the extractive EPL
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feature is not selected and the Neg feature is selected, we start with
the existing product in delta module DLitNegPrint. Otherwise,
we start with the existing product in delta module DLitAddPrint.
If both features Add and Neg are selected, we add the Neg feature
by the delta modules DNeg and DNegPrint of Listing 4. If both the
Add feature and the Neg feature are not selected, we remove the
Add feature by the delta module DremAdd of Listing 9. Finally, we
add the evaluation functionality if the feature Eval is selected.
This example shows that Pure DOP supports extractive product
line engineering by introducing the existing products in initial delta
modules, by delta modules removing functionality, and by specifying the product line to generate the products from the existing
products by suitable delta module application.

where γ is a propositional constraint specifying the feature
configurations in which the delta module has to be applied, and

delta DremPrintLit {
modifies interface Exp { removes print }
modifies class Lit { removes print }
}

• the application partial order for the delta modules is specified

in the code of the delta modules using a clause of the form
“after δ ”, which specifies that the delta module must be applied
after all applicable delta modules in δ have been applied.

delta DremPrintAdd {
modifies class Add { removes print }
}

Pure DOP and Core DOP are indeed equivalent:

delta DremPrintNeg {
modifies class Neg { removes print }
}

• A Pure DOP product line can be expressed as a Core DOP

product line by adding an empty product to the product line and
choosing it as the product implemented by the core module.

Listing 11: Delta modules removing the Print feature

• A Core DOP product line can be expressed as a Pure DOP prod-

uct line by transforming the core module into a delta module
that has to be applied before any other delta module for all the
valid feature configurations.

features Lit, Add, Neg, Sub, Print, Eval
configurations Lit & Eval & choose1(Neg,Sub)
deltas
[ DLitNegPrint when (!Add & Neg),
DSub when Sub ]

Pure DOP is a conceptual simplification of Core DOP dropping
the notion of the core module and separating the specification of
the application conditions and of the application ordering from the
delta modules. This presents the following advantages:

[ DLitAddPrint when (Add | !Neg) ]
[ DNeg when (Add & Neg),
DremAdd when (!Add & !Neg)]

• Pure DOP allows reusing delta modules for implementing dif-

[ DNegPrint when (Add & Neg & Print),
DLitEval,
DAddEval when Add,
DNegEval when Neg,
DremPrintLit when !Print,
DremPrintAdd when (!Print & Add),
DremPrintNeg when (!Print & Neg),
DSubPrint when (Sub & Print),
DSubEval when Sub ]

• Every delta module in Pure DOP containing only adds clauses

ferent product lines (cf. Sections 2 and 5).

can play the role of the core module. Thus, product lines with
multiple base modules, that may not correspond to valid products, are possible. As a consequence, Pure DOP is a true generalization of FOP (cf. Section 4).

• Pure DOP supports the evolution of product lines. If a product

line evolves such that the core product of a Core DOP product
line is no longer a valid product, the core module and potentially
all delta modules have to be refactored. In contrast, in pure
DOP, existing delta modules can be reused for the specification
of the evolved product line (cf. Section 5).

Listing 12: Pure DOP specification of the evolved extractive EPL
5.3

Combining Extractive and Reactive PL Engineering

Extractive and reactive product line engineering can be combined.
An initial product line is developed from a set of existing legacy
applications and evolved when new requirements arise. Consider,
the product line developed using the extractive approach in Listing 10. Assume, that now the Sub feature should be added and the
product line should be changed to implement the feature diagram
in Figure 5. Since in this product line, the feature Print is optional,
we have to provide delta modules that remove the printing functionality from the Lit, Add and Neg classes. These delta modules
are depicted in Listing 11.
Listing 12 shows the specification of the evolved product line
depicted in Listing 10. The generation starts again from the two
delta modules DLitNegPrint and DLitAddPrint introducing the
existing products. Additionally, the product line contains delta
modules for adding the Sub feature (cf. Listing 6) and delta modules for removing the Print feature (cf. Listing 11).

6.

7.

The notion of program deltas is introduced in [23] to describe the
modifications of object-oriented programs. In [30], delta-oriented
modeling is used to develop product line artifacts suitable for automated product derivation and implemented with frame technology [36]. This approach is extended in [28] to a seamless deltaoriented model-based development approach for SPLs. In [11],
an algebraic representation of delta-oriented product lines is presented. The main focus in [11] is to reason about conflicting modifications and to devise a general criterion to guarantee the unambiguity of product lines using conflict-resolving deltas. The unambiguity property presented in this work is an instance of the criterion
presented in [11], but it is more restrictive since it requires to order all potential conflicts. Delta modules are one possibility to implement arrows in the category-theoretical framework for program
generation proposed by Batory in [6].
Feature-oriented programming (FOP) [2, 7, 13, 34], Core
DOP [29] and Pure DOP are compositional approaches [19] for
implementing SPLs. For a detailed comparison between FOP and
Core DOP, the reader is referred to [29]. Other compositional approaches used to implement product lines rely on aspects [18],
framed aspects [24], combinations of feature modules and aspects [3, 25], mixins [31], hyperslices [33] or traits [8, 14]. In
[23], several of these modern program modularization techniques
are compared with respect to their ability to represent featurebased variability. Furthermore, the modularity concepts of recent
languages, such as S CALA [26] or N EW S PEAK [10], can be used
to represent product features.

Comparison with Core DOP

In the traditional presentation of DOP [29], which we refer to as
Core DOP, program generation always starts from a core module
containing the implementation of a selected valid product of the
product line. Then, delta modules specify the changes to the core
module in order to implement the other products. Moreover, in the
presentation of Core DOP given in [29]:
• the feature configuration corresponding to the product imple-

mented by the core module is specified in the code of the core
module,

• the application condition of a delta module is specified in the

code of the delta module by a clause of the form “when γ”,
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implementation of MPLs with feature-oriented programming
(FOP) [19, 3]. FOP and other approaches for SPL development do not allow a programmer to use diﬀerent variants of
a component in the same program. The reason is that we
cannot distinguish two variants of a component from each
other since they are derived from the same code base and
use the same names (e.g., for classes). For example, in the
customizable DBMS Berkeley DB1 , programmers use the C
preprocessor to implement variability. Since a function has
the same name in all Berkeley DB variants, we cannot use
diﬀerent variants of the DBMS in the same program (e.g.,
one for stream processing and one for persistent storage).
As another example consider an SPL for container data
structures. We can implement it with FOP to derive diﬀerent kinds of data structures (e.g., a sorted list and a synchronized list). A client developer should be able to use diﬀerent
variants of the SPL in the same program. Ideally, the data
structures should span a type hierarchy to simplify development of generic client code. For example, a sorted list and
a synchronized list should be subtypes of a basic list to use
them polymorphically. OOP concepts, such as inheritance
(e.g., creating a subclass for each kind of list), cannot solve
the problem because a programmer has to create subclasses
for every class of each component variant [4]. Finally, most
FOP approaches completely replicate the code when generating diﬀerent variants of a component. We summarize the
observed problems as follows:

Feature-oriented software development (FOSD) enables developers to generate families of similar components. However, current FOSD approaches degrade component reuse
because they do not allow a developer to combine multiple
components of the same family in a larger program. This is
because individual family members cannot be distinguished
from each other. We present an approach to model and
generate component hierarchies that allow a programmer to
combine multiple component variants. A component hierarchy structures the components of a family according to their
functionality. Due to subtyping between the components of
a hierarchy, client developers can write generic code that
works with diﬀerent component variants.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.3 [Software Engineering]: Coding Tools and Techniques; D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software—Domain engineering, Reusable libraries

General Terms
Design, Languages
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Martin Kuhlemann
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University of Magdeburg,
Germany

INTRODUCTION

Scalable software reuse can be achieved by developing components, libraries, and frameworks (in the following referred to as components) as software product lines
(SPLs) [4]. From a component SPL, programmers can derive a family of similar components that can be distinguished
in terms of features [6]. Features represent characteristics of
a component that are of interest to some stakeholder. A developer can build more complex SPLs by combining multiple component SPLs. This results in a set of interdependent
SPLs which we call a multi product line (MPL) [21].
In previous work, we presented an approach to model
MPLs and to automate their conﬁguration [21]. In this
paper, we extend the modeling approach and address the

Naming Conﬂicts. When deriving diﬀerent variants of a
component from an SPL, the names of classes in diﬀerent variants are the same. Hence, a programmer (and
a compiler) cannot distinguish the diﬀerent variants
(e.g., to create objects).
Missing Subtyping. Even though diﬀerent SPL instances provide a similar interface there is no subtyping relationship between them. This hampers development of generic code in client applications.
Code Replication. Diﬀerent variants of the same SPL
share functionality but there is no code reuse: features
that are used in two variants are completely replicated.
We observe these problems when components are embedded in a program (e.g., as statically linked libraries) and
used via an API. Hence, we focus on components that are
represented in the programming language (e.g., as a set of
classes). We deﬁne three requirements to enable reuse of
diﬀerent variants of a component within the same program:
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Figure 1: Feature diagram of an SPL for list data
structures.

«SPL»

«SPL»
ListPL

«SPL»

MailPL

ListPL

-syncList

2. Subtyping: SPL instances should span a type hierarchy to be used polymorphically.

-sortList

«SPL»
SyncListPL

3. Code Reuse: code should be reused between instances
of the same SPL.

«SPL»
SortListPL

-SYNC
-STATISTICS

Requirement (1) is mandatory for using diﬀerent component variants in the same program. Requirements (2) and
(3) are optional: Requirement (2) simpliﬁes client development because it allows a programmer to write generic code;
Requirement (3) is an optimization.
To address the problems already at a conceptual,
implementation-independent level, we extend our approach
for modeling MPLs. We use SPL specialization [7] to deﬁne
component hierarchies and deﬁne a subtype relationship between component variants. We then demonstrate how component hierarchies can be generated from FOP code.

«SPL»
QSSyncListPL

-SORTED

«SPL»
QuickSortListPL

«SPL»
MergeSortListPL

-QUICKSORT

-MERGESORT

Figure 3: Specialization hierarchy of SPL ListPL.
MailPL uses two specializations of ListPL.
only a partial conﬁguration that still provides some variability. In Figure 3, we show an extended ListPL model.
We use inheritance to denote specializations of ListPL,
which results in an specialization hierarchy. For example,
SortListPL and SyncListPL are specializations of ListPL,
each representing a subset of the variants. Feature Sort is
included in all instances of SortListPL. Hence, we can only
derive sorted lists from it. QuickSortListPL and MergeSortListPL are specializations of SortListPL that implement diﬀerent sorting algorithms. A specialization step does
not necessarily add features to an SPL. For example, it may
explicitly exclude a feature.
In general, arbitrary constraints can be used to create a specialized SPL by reducing
the number of valid conﬁgurations.
A fully specialized SPL represents only a single conﬁguration [7]. We can use it to directly derive the corresponding
SPL instance. In contrast, when creating an instance from
an incompletely specialized SPL, we have to bind remaining
variability ﬁrst. For example, we can create an instance from
SortListPL by selecting feature QuickSort and excluding
feature Sync.

COMPONENT SPLS

A component SPL allows a programmer to derive a component tailored to her needs. As a running example, consider an SPL for list data structures (ListPL). We can use
it to derive diﬀerent kinds of linked lists such as sorted and
synchronized lists. In Figure 1, we show the ListPL feature
diagram [11, 6], a hierarchical representation of the features.
A feature diagram includes relations between features (such
as an XOR relation between alternative features) to avoid
invalid feature combinations in a concrete SPL instance. For
example, feature Sort in Figure 1 represents the functionality for sorting list elements. It has three alternative subfeatures that implement diﬀerent sort algorithms.
A programmer can use the ListPL to implement a mail
client SPL (MailPL). The mail client may also use other
SPLs such as a DBMS for mail storage. We call the whole
set of interdependent SPLs a multi product line (MPL) [21].
The product of an MPL is a set of interacting products of
the underlying SPLs. With an MPL composition model we
describe which SPL instances are used within an MPL. An
example for the mail client is shown in Figure 2: MailPL
uses an instance of DbmsPL and two diﬀerent instances of
ListPL, which we describe with a composition relationship.
SPL instance names (e.g., sortList) are used to identify
diﬀerent instances of the same SPL on the model level.

2.1

-syncList

Figure 2: Modeling product lines with UML: A mail
client SPL (MailPL) using a DBMS and List SPL.

1. Instance identiﬁcation: programmers must be able to
distinguish two instances of the same SPL.

2.

-sortList

2.2

Subtyping and SPL Interfaces

The specialization hierarchy deﬁnes a subtype relationship between SPLs: A specialized SPL D is a subtype of
a less specialized SPL B. If an SPL is a specialization of
another SPL, and thus a subtype, can be checked with a
SAT solver [23]. Subtyping between SPLs allows us to use
them polymorphically. For example, MailPL in Figure 3 uses
SortListPL, but also accepts every subtype thereof such as
an instance of QuickSortListPL. Hence, an SPL instance
can be used at places where its super type is required.
To describe the interaction between SPLs, we introduce
the notion of an SPL interface. We distinguish an SPL’s semantic interface from its programming interface (which we
introduce in Section 3.3). We deﬁne the semantic interface
of a (specialized) SPL as the set of features that are present

SPL Specialization Hierarchies

In order to specify which functionality an SPL instance
(e.g., sortList in Fig. 2) must provide, we use SPL specializations. A specialization of an SPL is a conﬁguration step
that eliminates conﬁguration choices [7]. Usually, a specialization does not specify an SPL instance completely; it is
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Feature Base

in all valid instances of the SPL (i.e., the minimally required
features). These are mandatory features, features selected
via specialization, and features required due to constraints.
By adding features in specialization steps we extend the interface of an SPL. However, not every specialization step
extends the interface. For example, the interface does usually not change when we add a constraint that excludes a
feature. Hence, when the semantic interface of an SPL D
(i.e., the set of features) is a superset of the the interface of
an SPL B then D is a subytpe of B. On the other hand, when
D is a subtype of B then the interface of D is a superset of
the interface of B, but not necessarily a proper superset.
The expected and required semantic interfaces (i.e., the
set of expected and required features) can be used to check
whether one component provides the functionality required
by another component. For example, we can check whether
an instance of ListPL provides all features an instance of
MailPL expects. This is a kind of semantic compatibility
which is in contrast to the syntactic compatibility that is
checked with programming interfaces.

2.3

3

refines class List {
void add ( T elem ) { ... /∗ sorted i n s e r t ∗/ }
};
Feature Sync
refines class List {
SyncObject sync ;
void add ( T elem ) {
LockObject lock ( sync );
super:: Add ( m );
}
};

// syncronize access
//add element

Figure 4: FeatureC++ code of class List decomposed along the features Sort and Sync.

Summary
support static composition of classes. This means that according to the feature selection, the code of all reﬁnements
is composed into a single class at compile time.

3.2

Component Hierarchies

We map the modeling concepts (i.e., named SPL instances, SPL specialization, and subtyping) to the implementation of SPLs by generating component hierarchies.
Before we present implementation techniques, we review the
requirements deﬁned in Section 1 with respect to FOP.

Instance Identiﬁcation. Indentifying diﬀerent instances of
the same SPL means to distinguish diﬀerent variants of an
implementation class 4 of these instances. For example, generating a sorted and a synchronized instance of ListPL results in diﬀerent variants of class List (e.g., a sorted list in
one instance and a synchronized list in the other instance;
cf. Fig. 4). When using static composition mechanisms such
as Jak, FeatureC++, or the C/C++ preprocessor, all variants of class List have the same name. This makes it impossible to identify the diﬀerent variants of a class (e.g., for
creating objects). Hence, the component generation process
must create unique names for implementation classes of different SPL instances.

GENERATING COMPONENTS

Feature-oriented Programming

FOP allows a programmer to implement the features of an
SPL as separate feature modules. [19, 3]. Feature modules
decompose a class into a base class and class reﬁnements. In
Figure 4, we depict the FeatureC++ code of the base implementation of a class List (Lines 1–6) of the ListPL, and two
reﬁnements of the class (Lines 7–16). Elements are added to
the list via method add. The reﬁnements in features Sort
and Sync extend the base implementation. They override
method add to implement sorted insertion (Line 8) and synchronization (Line 12). Feature Sync also adds a new ﬁeld
sync to synchronize access to the list. Overridden methods
are called with super as shown for feature Sync (Line 14).
A user deﬁnes an SPL instance by selecting a set of features that satisfy her requirements. A generator composes
the corresponding feature modules to yield a concrete list
instance. Using the feature modules of Figure 4, we can generate a simple list using the base implementation only, but
we can also use diﬀerent combinations of the features (e.g.,
to derive a sorted synchronized list). Jak and FeatureC++
2

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

We demonstrate how the concepts can be applied to SPL
implementation for the programming languages Jak 2 and
FeatureC++ 3 , which are FOP extensions for Java and C++.

3.1

//Basic implementation o f c l a s s L i s t
template < class T >
class List {
Node <T >* head ;
void add ( T elem ) { ... /∗ append at end ∗/ }
};
Feature Sort

Composition models and specialization hierarchies provide means to model MPLs and to distinguish diﬀerent variants of an SPL at a conceptual level. The requirement to
distinguish diﬀerent instances of an SPL (Req. 1 in Sec. 1)
is satisﬁed by using named SPL instances. The subtype
relationship between SPL specializations allows us to use
diﬀerent instances polymorhically (Req. 2). Requirement
3 (Code Reuse) does not apply to the model level. Nevertheless, we can reuse SPL instances (i.e., an SPL’s conﬁguration) at diﬀerent places in an MPL model and thus
avoid redeﬁnitions. In the next Section, we show how these
concepts can be mapped to the implementation of an SPL.

3.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Subtyping. Mapping the specialization hierarchy to the implementation of an SPL means that generated components
(i.e., the SPL instances) have to follow this hierarchy too.
Hence, when an SPL Base is a super type of an SPL Derived then the whole set of implementation classes in Base
should be a super type of the corresponding classes in Derived. This is also known as Family Polymorphism [8]. The
resulting subtype relationship is needed to simplify client
development and must be available in the client language.
For example, FeatureC++ generates plain C++ code and
we should be able to use a generated component in C++
clients. This requires a subtype relationship between implementation classes of diﬀerent component variants in the
generated C++ code. Since we can have diﬀerent SPL spe4
We refer to the classes that are used to implement an SPL
as implementation classes.

http://userweb.cs.utexas.edu/users/schwartz/
http://fosd.de/fcc/
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can deﬁne a client method that creates sorted lists:

cializations for diﬀerent application scenarios, the specialization hierarchy and thus the subtype relationship may be
diﬀerent for diﬀerent client programs.

class MailClient {
sortList.List createList() {
return new sortList.List();
}
}

Code Reuse. Generating diﬀerent variants of an SPL usually means code replication because the code of shared features is repeated for each instance. As a result, we get a similar increase in binary size as observed for C++ templates
(a.k.a. code bloat). Since whole features are replicated between generated variants, the classes, methods, and reﬁnements of a feature should be automatically reused across a
family of SPL instances [14].

3.3

The name of package sortList corresponds to the name of
the SPL instance deﬁned in the MPL model (cf. Fig. 3). The
instance name can thus be used for the code generation process. For example, the FeatureC++ compiler can generate
required instances with their namespaces as deﬁned in the
composition model.

SPL Programming Interfaces

Subtyping. The namespace solution does not support subtyping between diﬀerent variants of a class. The reason
is that every generated SPL instance uses its own namespace and classes of one namespace are independent of the
classes of a diﬀerent namespace. For example, a class
quickSortList.List is not a subtype of sortList.List
even though both provide a similar interface. Furthermore,
there is no representation of specialized SPLs in the namespace approach.

In Section 2.2, we deﬁned the semantic interface of a (specialized) SPL. Based on this deﬁnition we deﬁne an SPL’s
programming interface as the union of the programming interfaces of the implementation classes deﬁned in the features
of the semantic interface. For example, the programming interface of SortListPL (cf. Fig. 3) consists of the interfaces
of all classes deﬁned in the base implementation of ListPL
and feature Sort (cf. Fig. 1). It does not include classes or
methods introduced by features QuickSort, MergeSort,
or BubbleSort because only one of the features will be
present in an instance. In specialization steps, we extend an
SPL’s programming interface up to a complete interface for
a concrete component.
The subtype relationship between specialized SPLs also
applies to the implementation classes. Hence, when SPL
Derived is a specialization (and a subtype) of SPL Base
then an implementation class C deﬁned in Derived is also
a subtype of class C deﬁned in SPL Base. This means that
a feature can only add members to the interface of a class
but cannot modify members because it would conﬂict with
the subtype relationship. For example, a feature cannot extend the signature of a method as it is sometimes done in
preprocessor-based implementations of an SPL [12, 20]. We
argue that such extensions must be avoided because they
complicate SPL development and hamper use of SPL instances [20].

4.

Code Reuse. There is no code reuse between classes of
two SPL variants. For example, quickSortList.List and
mergeSortList.List completely replicate the code of feature Sort and the base implementation. However, classes
of diﬀerent namespaces might be extracted and merged into
a common class library [14]. This cannot avoid code replication completely but may be suﬃcient for many application
scenarios. In contrast to the approach described in [14],
static ﬁelds have to be handled diﬀerently to avoid shared
state between diﬀerent variants.

4.2

IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS

We present diﬀerent mechanisms for generating component families that enable a programmer to use multiple instances of an SPL at the same time. We analyze each mechanism with respect to the presented requirements.

4.1

Virtual Classes

A namespace approach does not allow us to use implementation classes polymorhically. We can provide the required
subtype relationship with virtual classes [15] as supported
by CaesarJ5 [1]. A virtual class is a nested class whose type
depends on the type of an object of its enclosing class. In
our case, the enclosing class represents a specialized SPL.
With mixin-based inheritance [5], an enclosing CaesarJ class
composes multiple classes. Mixin composition is similar to
multiple inheritance but avoids some of its problems by linearizing the base classes. When implementing SPL features
as enclosing classes, mixin composition can be used to compose features. The composition results in a specialized SPL
that includes the features of all base classes. For example,
in CaesarJ we deﬁne SortListPL (cf. Fig. 3) as follows6 :

Namespaces / Packages

A simple way to distinguish sets of classes that have the
same name is to group them into namespaces (C++) or
packages (Java). The FeatureC++ compiler supports the
generation of a package for each SPL instance. For example, we can use a namespace SortList to group all classes
of a sorted list SPL instance. For Jak, this is possible with
refactoring feature modules which move generated classes
into a package [13]. Refactoring feature modules are a general mechanism that can be applied to other languages as
well. In the following, we analyze the approach with respect
to our requirements.

cclass SortListPL extends Sort & ListPL { }
SortListPL represents a specialized SPL that is deﬁned via
mixin composition of feature Sort with SPL ListPL.

Instance Identiﬁcation. With virtual classes, a specialized
SPL as well as an SPL instance is represented by a class.
To use an SPL instance, we create an object of an SPL
class (e.g., an instance of class SortListPL). The type of
an implementation class, which is an inner virtual class, is
deﬁned by an object of an SPL class. For example, we can
use an object of SortListPL to create sorted lists:

Instance Identiﬁcation. We distinguish classes of diﬀerent
component variants via their package name. The package
thus provides a unique type for each class. For example, we

5
6
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CaesarJ classes are deﬁned with keyword cclass.

a class SyncSortListPL (i.e., a synchronized sorted list),
which should be a subtype of SyncListPL (cf. Fig 3) and
SortListPL as:

cclass MailClient {
SortListPL sortList = new QuickSortListPL();
SortListPL.List createList() {
return sortList.new List();
}
}

cclass SyncSortListPL
extends SyncListPL & SortListPL
& Sync & Sort & ListBase { }

In this example, sortList is an object of SPL instance
QuickSortListPL. This specialized SPL has to correspond
to a valid conﬁguration. For example, we cannot create an
instance of SortListPL because it does not provide a sorting
implementation (cf. Fig. 3). The SPL instance object provides the new operator for creating objects of that instance.
This is similar to the namespace approach. As in the namespace approach, we use the instance name sortList as deﬁned in the MPL model.

Here, Sync, Sort, and ListBase deﬁne the correct feature
order; SyncListPL and SortListPL are used to deﬁne the
required subtyping. However, mixin composition still increases the complexity of the SPL conﬁguration process,
which hinders its use for SPL development:
• Repeating the feature order for every SPL instance
means additional conﬁguration eﬀort and is errorprone.
• An SPL instance is created by a user of an SPL (e.g.,
a developer of a client application) that does not know
SPL implementation details such as the feature composition order.
• Changing the conﬁguration of an inner component of
the hierarchy (e.g., adding a feature to SortListPL; cf.
Fig 3) is not possible without modifying every instance
to explicitly deﬁne the feature order.
• The approach imposes an additional complexity on
client developers due to the use of virtual classes.
Hence, a client developer that uses only a single SPL
instance is faced with an unneeded complexity.
Some of these issues can be solved by extending CaesarJ,
e.g., by separating composition order from subclassing. We
propose to address these complexity issues with a generative approach: based on an SPL implementation in an FOP
language such as Jak, we generate virtual classes (e.g., CaesarJ code) including the specialization hierarchy with mixinbased inheritance. This generative approach avoids manual
conﬁguration via mixin composition. Furthermore, when
only a single SPL instance is required, we generate plain
Java code and avoid the complexity of virtual classes.

Subtyping. The implementation classes of an SPL can be
used polymorphically. For example, method
void display(SortListPL.List l)
accepts all kinds of sorted lists, which are deﬁned in an SPL
instance that is a subtype of SortListPL. Furthermore, due
to the virtual class mechanism, a type can also be speciﬁed
via an object. Hence, methods such as
void display(SortListPL plInst, plInst.List l)
can be used to ensure that an object (plInst.List l) corresponds to a particular SPL instance (plInst). In this example, the actual type of plInst could be QuickSortListPL
(i.e., a subtype of SortListPL). List l then has to be an object of QuickSortListPL.List. This is used to distinguish
objects of classes (e.g., List) of diﬀerent SPL instances.
With static type checking we can ensure that an object of
one SPL instance is not passed to a diﬀerent instance [9].

Code Reuse. The actual code reuse in a family of components depends on the concrete implementation of virtual
classes. In CaesarJ, all implementation classes of a set of
generated components form an inheritance hierarchy [1].
The hierarchy of a class corresponds to the reﬁnement chain
(i.e., the mixin list in CaesarJ) and is independent of the
specialization hierarchy. This reduces code replication but
does not completely avoid it: In a complex inheritance hierarchy, we have to replicate the code of reﬁnements that are
used multiple times at diﬀerent positions in the hierarchy.
However, this could be avoided with a diﬀerent implementation.

4.3

Generating SPL Interfaces

Both, the namespace approach and the virtual class approach, have drawbacks that limit their applicability. For a
more general solution, we generate a hierarchy of SPL interfaces (i.e., the SPL’s programming interface) to represent
specialized SPLs. We use nested interfaces to represent the
interfaces of SPL implementation classes. In Figure 5, we
show an example for the generated interfaces of a subset
of the ListPL hierarchy (Lines 1–15). A concrete SPL instance is deﬁned as a class that implements the interface
of the corresponding specialized SPL (Lines 16–20). This
code transformation is similar to the implementation used
in CaesarJ [1].
In contrast to the namespace approach, implementation
classes of an instance are deﬁned as nested classes within
their instance (Lines 18–19). In contrast to virtual classes,
the SPL specialization hierarchy is represented as a hierarchy of interfaces in the client language. We thus separate
an SPL instance (i.e., a concrete implementation) from its
interface. This corresponds to the fact that we can have an
SPL specialization that does not correspond to a concrete
instance. The interface can be used to deﬁne which functionality an SPL provides without a concrete implementation.
The generated interface hierarchy provides an emulation
of virtual classes for plain Java and C++. As implemen-

Mixin Composition and Complexity Issues. The presented approach causes problems with respect to composition and complexity. The ﬁrst issue is related to mixin
composition. When creating a specialized SPL via mixinbased inheritance, we have to inherit from the SPLs as deﬁned in our specialization hierarchy to achieve subtyping.
At the same time, mixin composition is used to deﬁne the
feature composition order: Features of the base classes are
merged in the same order as they are listed in the base class
deﬁnition. This entangles the subtype relationship and the
feature composition order. Since feature composition is not
commutative, it is impossible to achieve a valid feature order for all component hierarchies. A workaround in CaesarJ
is to explicitly deﬁne the feature order as well as the parent SPLs required for subtyping. For example, we deﬁne
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SPL ListPL
1
2
3
4
5

solution (cf. Section 4.2) where we cannot distinguish specialized SPLs from SPL instances.

interface ListPL {
abstract List newList ();
interface List {...}
interface Node {...}
}

Subtyping. Subtyping of SPL implementation classes is realized as subtyping between the nested interfaces. As with
virtual classes, the interface of a class can thus be used polymorphically. We can use it to reference all variants of a class
that are deﬁned in a subytpe of the specialized SPL. For example, a client method

SPL specialization SortListPL
6
7
8
9
10

interface SortListPL extends ListPL {
abstract List newList ();
interface List extends ListPL . List {...}
interface Node extends ListPL . Node {...}
}

void display(SortListPL.List l) { ... }
accepts all kinds of sorted lists. Similar to the CaesarJ approach, this solution achieves static subtyping also in case
of multiple inheritance between SPL specializations. It is
implemented as multiple inheritance between the SPL interfaces and the nested interfaces of implementation classes.
For example, a sorted and synchronized list can be a subtype of SortListPL and SyncListPL. This does not cause
problems known from multiple inheritance of implementation classes. Finally, the approach allows us to add new
SPL specializations without modifying a client implementation as long as the new variant is not a super type of an
existing one (i.e., it does not modify the existing inheritance
hierarchy).
The main drawback of this solution is that it does not
allow us to statically check whether two objects of implementation classes are compatible with each other (i.e., if
they are part of the same SPL instance). For example, using the abstract list interface, we could pass a node of a
single linked list to a double linked list causing a runtime
type error. With virtual classes, such errors can already be
detected by the compiler [9].

SPL specialization QuickSortListPL
11
12
13
14
15

interface QuickSortListPL extends SortListPL {
abstract List newList ();
interface List extends ListPL . List {...}
interface Node extends ListPL . Node {...}
}
SPL instance QuickSortList

16
17
18
19
20

class QuickSortList implements QuickSortListPL {
List newList () {...}
class List implements QuickSortListPL . List {...}
class Node implements QuickSortListPL . Node {...}
}

Figure 5: Generated interface hierarchy representing SPL specialization (Lines 1–15) and a generated class representing an SPL instance (Lines
16–20).
tation mechanism, it is possible to use refactoring feature
modules to extract the required interface of a specialized
SPL. In the following, we analyze this solution with respect
to the requirements deﬁned in Section 1.

Code Reuse. In the presented solution we do not address
the problem of code replication. Even though we are using
nested interfaces to represent a specialized SPL we cannot
use nested classes to represent fragments of SPL implementation classes. It would result in the same problems as observed for mixin composition (entangled feature order and
subtyping). Furthermore, it would result in multiple inheritance of implementation classes when multiple inheritance
of their interfaces is needed. For example, a sorted and synchronized list would inherit the basic list implementation
twice. However, a similar implementation as used in CaesarJ could be used to avoid code replication.

Instance Identiﬁcation. We refer to an implementation
class via its enclosing SPL class (which represents a concrete instance) or indirectly by using a generated factory
method (e.g., method newList() in Fig. 5), which is part of
the generated interface:
class MailClient {
SortListPL sortList = new QuickSortList();
SortListPL.List createList() {
return sortList.newList();
}
}

5.

In this example, createList() invokes the virtual factory
method newList() (cf. Fig. 5), which is implemented by an
SPL instance that is a subtype of SortListPL. This is similar to the use of the new operator in virtual classes which
simpliﬁes to write generic client code.
In contrast to virtual classes, an SPL instance is represented by a class that implements the interface of a specialized SPL. This means that we can have diﬀerent implementations of the same (fully) specialized SPL (i.e., that
implement the same interface). For example, we can have
two sorted lists, one providing a speed optimized implementation and one providing a memory optimized implementation and both can be used polymorphically. It is also possible to implement the same interface in two diﬀerent SPLs,
which allows us to use instances of the SPLs interchangeably. Hence, we extend the interface concept of components
to component SPLs. This is diﬀerent from the virtual class

DISCUSSION

We presented diﬀerent approaches to generate component
families that allow us to use multiple variants of a component
in the same program. In the following, we discuss open
issues and suggest how FOP approaches should be changed
to provide a viable solution for generating components from
an SPL.

5.1

Code Reuse

In CaesarJ, code replication is reduced. It can be completely avoided with an implementation that avoids replication of reﬁnements, e.g., using delegation. This is also possible for generated OO hierarchies and even for the namespace
approach. However, it means a more complex code transformation than simply adding a namespace. Furthermore,
it may result in an overhead in terms of execution time for
introduced indirections, which has to be evaluated.
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5.2

When to Use Which Mechanism?

6.

RELATED WORK

Since all presented solutions have beneﬁts and drawbacks,
no mechanism can be generally preferred. We discuss when
the diﬀerent mechanisms should be used.
Plain Static Composition. When using a component, most
of the time this means to use a single instance of the component only. This can be accomplished with current approaches for SPL development that use static composition
of features. Furthermore, the code transformations used for
Jak and FeatureC++ allow us to use generated components
in plain Java and C++ clients.
Namespaces. The namespace approach often suﬃces when
a client uses multiple variants of a component. However, it
does not support subtyping of generated components. This
causes a high eﬀort to write generic code for diﬀerent component variants. Compared to the advanced solutions that
support subtyping, the namespace approach achieves better
performance due to the possibility of method inlining. However, a detailed performance evaluation is needed to analyze
the actual eﬀect. Due to its simplicity, it can also be used
on deeply embedded devices when there is no support for
OOP or for some OOP concepts such as virtual methods.
Virtual Classes. Implementing an SPL with virtual classes
(e.g., with CaesarJ) allows us to to achieve subtyping of a
component hierarchy. By generating virtual classes from
an FOP implementation, we avoid the complexity of mixin
composition. However, once we have decided for such an
SPL implementation, a client developer is faced with the
complexity of virtual classes even when not needed. A remaining problem is that we cannot use this solution when
the client is developed with a mainstream OO language due
to missing support for virtual classes.
Generating SPL Interfaces. To achieve subtyping between
SPL specializations in languages that do not support virtual
classes, we propose to generate plain OO interfaces to represent specialized SPLs. This allows us to access diﬀerent variants of a class with the same interface. The approach also
allows us to separate SPL instances (implemented as classes)
from SPL specializations (implemented as interfaces) and to
have diﬀerent implementations of the same SPL specialization. The main drawback compared to virtual classes is that
we loose parts of static type safety on the client side.

There are also other languages that support virtual
classes, which we could have used for our analysis. However, we think that the problems are very similar to those
described for CaesarJ.
Nested Intersection. The language J& supports composition of multiple components using nested intersection [17].
It is based on composition of classes and packages with their
inner classes similar to virtual classes. J& might be better
suited for implementing specialization hierarchies than virtual classes because it deﬁnes static virtual types, which are
attributes of packages or classes and not of objects. However, the composition mechanism does not linearize class extensions, which complicates development of independently
composable features. We intend to evaluate the approach
for implementing specialization hierarchies in further work.
Mixin Layers. Generics, such as C++ templates, can be
used to implement layered designs [22]. Similar to virtual
classes, nested classes of a mixin layer extend classes of their
super layers. As a precursor of FOP, the language P++ (an
extension of C++) provides composition of mixin layers and
explicitly deﬁnes layer interfaces [2]. Static mixin composition is similar to mixin composition of virtual classes but
diﬀerent instances of a component are generated by template instantiation at compile time. However, as in virtual
classes, the feature composition order and subtyping are not
independent. Moreover, generating hierarchies with multiple inheritance would result in multiple inheritance of inner
classes. Jiazzi solves some of the problems of static mixin
composition with concepts similar to virtual classes [16].
Dynamic Feature Composition. Dynamic composition of
features means to derive an SPL instance by composing features at runtime (e.g., supported by Delegation Layers [18],
Object Teams [10], and FeatureC++). Delegation layers
and Object Teams furthermore combine delegation-based
composition with virtual classes. Dynamic composition provides more ﬂexibility than static composition of features because the feature selection of an SPL instance is determined
in a running program. When this ﬂexibility is needed we
do not want to statically deﬁne a specialization hierarchy as
proposed in this paper.

5.3

7.

Flexible Feature Composition

To allow programmers to choose the best solution according to the application scenario, we propose to use a ﬂexible
approach for feature composition that generates the actually required code. We already support this for plain static
composition and generating namespaces / packages. When
a component hierarchy and subtyping is needed, we propose to use more advanced approaches: generating virtual
classes if supported by the client language or generating a
plain OO interface hierarchy otherwise. It is also possible
to extend CaesarJ to avoid the problems mentioned above.
From CaesarJ code we could then generate code without
virtual classes when they are not needed or not supported.
A ﬂexible approach allows us to switch from one implementation mechanism to another by regenerating the components (i.e., when the requirements change). However, this
also means that the client, which uses the SPL, has to be
changed accordingly. With refactoring feature modules we
can automatically refactor the client program as well; but
this has to be further analyzed in future work.

CONCLUSION

Feature-oriented software development lacks support for
reusing multiple products of an SPL in the same program.
For example, programmers cannot model or implement large
software systems that use multiple component variants generated from an SPL. We propose to model and generate component hierarchies from a feature-oriented SPL. A component hierarchy allows a programmer to distinguish diﬀerent
variants of a component and provides a subtype relationship between components. This enables client developers to
write generic code to be used with diﬀerent variants of a
component.
Based on modeling support for component hierarchies, we
apply the concept to feature-based software composition.
Since a component hierarchy is only needed when using different variants of the same component, we propose to use a
ﬂexible approach to feature composition:
• we use plain static composition if only a single instance
of an SPL is used at a time,
• we generate namespaces when using multiple compo-
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nent variants at the same time,
• we propose to generate component hierarchies when
subtyping is needed: (1) by generating virtual classes
or (2) by generating a hierarchy of OO interfaces when
the client language does not support virtual classes.
Due to a ﬂexible composition mechanism a developer of a
component SPL does not have to consider the special needs
of diﬀerent clients. Based on a feature-oriented implementation of an SPL, a client developer deﬁnes the required component hierarchy (or uses a predeﬁned one) and generates
the components that correspond to the application scenario
and the client language.
In future work, we plan to implement and evaluate the
proposed solutions for generating component hierarchies.
This means to connect modeling of component hierarchies
and feature composition and to extend the FOP code generation process accordingly (e.g., for FeatureC++).
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ABSTRACT
Feature-Oriented Software Development (FOSD) is a paradigm for the development of software product lines. A challenge in FOSD is to guarantee that all software systems of
a software product line are correct. Recent work on type
checking product lines can provide a guarantee of type correctness without generating all possible systems. We generalize previous results by abstracting from the specifics of
particular programming languages. In a first attempt, we
present a reference-checking algorithm that performs key
tasks of product-line type checking independently of the target programming language. Experiments with two sample
product lines written in Java and C are encouraging and
give us confidence that this approach is promising.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.3.3 [Software]:
Programming Languages—Formal Definitions and Theory;
D.3.3 [Software]: Programming Languages—Language Constructs and Features
General Terms: Languages, Reliability, Design
Keywords: Feature-Oriented Software Development,
Software Product Lines, Type Systems, FeatureHouse,
FeatureTweezer

1.

INTRODUCTION

Feature-Oriented Software Development (FOSD) is a paradigm for the development of software product lines [3,11,13,
26]. The key idea is to modularize software systems in terms
of features. A feature is a unit of functionality of a software
system that satisfies a requirement, represents a design decision, or provides a configuration option [3]. Typically, with a
set of features, a developer describes the commonalities and
variabilities of a family of software systems of a particular
domain (i.e., a software product line).
There are various ways of making the features of a soft-
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ware product line explicit in its document and code base [22].
Compositional approaches such as AHEAD [11] encapsulate
the code that belongs to a feature in a cohesive and composable unit. Once we have made features explicit in terms of
cohesive and composable units, a customized software system can be generated automatically, simply by selecting a
valid subset of features. Commonly, a feature model defines
which feature selections are valid [13], and tools are available
that check selections for validity [12, 23].
A challenge addressed in recent work is to guarantee that
every valid feature selection produces a type-correct program [5, 14, 15, 20, 28]. The problem is that, during the life
time of a software product line, the feature model and the
features’ implementations tend to diverge. That is, programs may be well-typed that are not valid in terms of the
feature model and programs may be ill-typed that are valid
in terms of the feature model. The latter case is problematic because such errors are usually detected only when the
program in question is generated based on a feature selection. Due to the possibly very large number of different valid
feature selections, this may happen late in the development
process, leading to high costs and ripple effects. Generating
and compiling all programs is feasible only for small product
lines. Product-line type checking addresses this problem by
checking the entire code base of a product line once against
the product line’s feature model to ensure that no valid feature selection produces an erroneous program.
Contemporary product-line–checking approaches are tailored to specific programming languages, development tools,
or formalisms, which limits principally their general applicability (see Sec. 5). We would like to explore how far we
can implement product-line checking independently of the
particular language or formalism used. This approach is inspired by previous work on language-independent feature
composition tools [6, 7] and type systems [1]. Naturally,
there is a trade-off between generality and expressiveness.
That is, in our quest to increase generality, we may lose expressiveness, but we argue that this path is worth exploring
and that our initial results are encouraging.
We concentrate on a subclass of possible type errors: dangling references. In a product line, code of one feature
may refer to code of another feature (e.g., in the form of
a method invocation or field access); if the former feature is
selected and the latter is not, the former has a dangling reference, reported by the type system. We propose a languageindependent model of programs with references, define (two

variants of) an algorithm for detecting potential dangling
references, and apply our prototypical implementation to
two sample product lines written in Java and C.

2.

PRELIMINARIES

Our language-independent model of feature-oriented product lines is based on previous work on feature algebra [8] and
feature composition tools [6]. For illustration, we use the
small example of a variable graph data structure, which is
motivated by one of our case studies in Section 4. The graph
example consists of the three features Graph, Weights,
and Dijkstra whose meanings will become clear later. It
has been implemented in FeatureHouse, a tool that supports
the composition of code written in a number of languages,
among them Java [6].

2.1

Feature Structure Trees

We describe the structure of a feature, independently of
the programming language, by a feature structure tree (FST).
An FST organizes the feature’s structural elements (e.g.,
files, classes, fields, or methods) hierarchically. Figure 1
depicts an excerpt of the Java implementation of feature
Graph and its representation in the form of an FST. One
can think of an FST as a stripped-down abstract syntax tree
that contains only essential information. The nature of this
information depends on the degree of granularity at which
software artifacts are to be used, analyzed, or composed, as
we discuss below.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

package graph;
class Graph {
List<Node> nodes;
List<Edge> edges;
void add(Node n) {
...
}
...
}
class Node {
int id; ...
}
class Edge {
Node src, dest; ...
}

graph
Graph
nodes
edges

Edge
add

src

dest

Node

element belongs. For example, class Graph is represented
by node Graph of type class (type omitted in Figure 1, for
brevity). We must consider both the name and the type to
prevent ambiguities.
Note that, at the granularity we chose for Java, the order
of nodes could be arbitrary, but this may be different at a
finer granularity (e.g., the order of statements matters) and
it may also differ for other languages (e.g., the order of C
functions and of overlapping Haskell patterns matters) [6].
The FST model has been used to formalize and implement
feature composition based on FST superimposition, of which
we report elsewhere [6, 8].
It has been shown that the FST model is very general.
It can be used with different languages including objectoriented (e.g., Java and C#), imperative (e.g., C), functional (e.g., Haskell), modeling (e.g., UML), and relational
languages (e.g., Alloy) [2, 4, 6, 9]. Next, we extend the FST
model with references.

2.2 Adding References
First, we introduce the concept of a reference into the FST
model. Then, we discuss key design decisions.

References. A product line consists of multiple features,
each of which is represented by an FST. Commonly, there
are dependences between the individual features. One feature may extend or use another (e.g., in that it invokes a
method belonging to the other feature). This kind of reference is common in many languages. Examples of references
are field accesses in Java, references between grammar product rules in JavaCC, associations in UML, and so on. Hence,
we extend the FST model by references. A reference is a pair
of a name of source FST element and a name of a destination FST element. The two elements need not to point to
the same FST.
Let us illustrate references by means of our graph example.
In Figure 2, we show the implementation and FST of feature
Weights. It refines class Edge of feature Graph by adding
a new field weight.2

id
1 package graph;
2 class Edge {
3
int weight;
4
...
5 }

Figure 1: Implementation and FST of feature Graph
(excerpt).
For example, the FSTs we use to represent Java code contain nodes that represent packages, classes, fields, methods,
etc. They do not contain information on the internal structure of methods and so on. A different level of granularity
would represent only packages and classes but not methods
or fields as FST nodes (coarser granularity). Yet another
level of granularity would represent additionally statements
or expressions as nodes (finer granularity) [21].
Each node of an FST is labeled with a name and a type
(types are not shown in Figure 1, for brevity). We call two
nodes compatible if they have the same name and type and
compatible parents. A node’s name1 corresponds to the
name of the structural element it represents and a node’s
type corresponds to the syntactic category to which the
1

Depending on the language and purpose, a name could
be a simple identifier, a signature, etc.
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graph
Edge
weight

Figure 2: Implementation and FST of feature
Weights (excerpt).
In Figure 3, we show the implementation and FST of feature Dijkstra, which implements Dijkstra’s algorithm for
solving the shortest-path problem. It introduces class Dijkstra that, at some point, accesses field weight of class Edge.
The three features refer to one another: Weights refers
to Graph and Dijkstra refers to Graph and Weights. A
reference has a source (left-hand side) and a target (righthand side). The source consists of the feature’s name and the
element’s fully-qualified name. The target consists only of
the element’s fully-qualified name. In the graph example, we
2
When composing feature Graph and feature Weights,
the two declarations of class Edge are merged; this is a form
of mixin composition [11].

1 package graph;
2 class Dijkstra {
3
Node[] shortestPath(Node n) {
4
... int w = edge.weight; ...
5
}
6 }

graph
Dijkstra
shortestPath

Figure 3: Implementation and FST of feature Dijkstra (excerpt).
have the following references, excluding the inner references
of a feature to itself:
(Weights, Edge) → (Edge)
(Dijkstra, Dijkstra.shortestPath) → (Node)
(Dijkstra, Dijkstra.shortestPath) → (Edge)
(Dijkstra, Dijkstra.shortestPath) → (Edge.weight)
...
It is important to note that the target element can be part
of different features, so it is not fixed to which element another element points—references are resolved after the desired features have been selected by a user to generate a final
program. For example, there may be multiple features that
introduce different kinds of weights. It is the task of the
reference checker to ensure that there is a proper target for
each reference in every valid feature selection.

Discussion. Programs and documents written in various
languages can be represented by FSTs [6] and references
are a language-independent concept. In fact, the extended
FST model represents (a subset of) the context-sensitive abstract grammar of a language, whereas the plain FST model
without references represents (a subset of) the context-free
abstract grammar. Essentially, the first design decision was
to detach the reference model from the underlying language
and to base it entirely on FSTs. This way, we attain language independence but may reduce expressiveness in that
we cannot represent the full type structure of a language,
which may interfere with reference checking. Language independence also implies that references (and FSTs) have
to be represented in a general format. For a product line
to be checked, FSTs and references have to be extracted
by (language-specific) code analysis tools. Then, reference
checking is generic and uniform.
A second design decision we made is that we model references as pairs of FST elements. This is the simplest model
possible and we use it until we encounter the need for a
more complex model. In some languages, we may need references with multiple possible targets. Furthermore, some
languages may need a more dynamic view of references, for
instance, to take dynamic binding into account.
The third design decision we made is that a reference contains, beside the source and target elements, also the source
feature; in contrast, the target feature is not contained in
the reference and undefined until the user selects a set of
features. The rationale is that, if a piece of code contains a
reference, we know to which feature the piece belongs, but
we do not know which feature provides a proper target for
the reference—in fact, there may be multiple features. However, in some languages, there may be situations in which
the type of the target element is relevant (e.g., a field with
type String instead of int). Since we currently do not sup-
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port full typing, we cannot address this issue without losing
language independence.
FSTs and their references provide insight into the structural interactions between features. The knowledge about
the features of a product line, their references, and their
valid selections (i.e., the feature model) allows us to formulate a language-independent reference-checking algorithm.

2.3

Feature Models

Before we describe the reference-checking algorithm, we
repeat briefly the basics of feature models. A feature model
describes the valid feature selections of a software product
line [19]. There are different approaches and notations for
describing feature models [12]. We use the approach of Batory in which a feature model is represented by a propositional formula [10]. The formula contains, for each feature,
a boolean variable and expresses the constraints between
features. Most other notations can be translated to propositional formulas.
A propositional formula describing the variability of our
graph example could look as follows:
(Weights ∨ Dijkstra) ⇒ Graph

(1)

The formula states that, whenever Weights or Dijkstra
are selected, then also Graph has to be selected. A consequence is that the features Weights and Dijkstra are
optional and independent (which can lead to a dangling reference, as we will explain shortly).
Solver technology can be employed to answer a number
of questions on feature models including whether a feature
selection is valid or whether a feature is always, sometimes,
or never present when another feature is present [12], which
is interesting information for reference checking. For example, feature Graph is always present when one of the other
two features is present and feature Weights is sometimes
present when feature Dijkstra is present.
Typically, a feature model describes the variability of a
product line without considering a particular implementation. Hence, the variability of a domain does not necessarily
need to be consistent with the variability of the corresponding implementation. There may be valid feature selections
that lead to programs with type errors. For example, assuming the feature model of Equation 1, there is a valid feature
selection that leads to an incorrect program in our graph
example. By selecting Graph and Dijkstra only, we get
a type error because Dijkstra refers to field weight, which
belongs to the non-selected feature Weights.
The graph example illustrates that implementation variability may differ from domain variability. Both kinds of
variability can be described by feature models. The feature
model that describes the implementation variability of our
graph example, henceforth called the implementation model,
is:
(Weights ∨ Dijkstra) ⇒ Graph
(Dijkstra ⇒ Weights)

∧

(2)

Compared to the feature model of Equation 1, henceforth
called the domain model, it contains an additional constraint
that states that, whenever Dijkstra is selected, Weights
has to be selected, too. A key task of reference checking
is to derive information on implementation variability and
to check it against domain variability to discover potential
dangling references.

Algorithm 1 Global reference-checking algorithm.
Require: F := set of feature names
Require: FT := FST table
Require: RT := reference table
Require: DM := domain feature model
1: // derive
feature model
V formula of implementation
W
2: IM := ((f,src),tgt)∈RT (f ⇒ fi ∈F,tgt∈FT (fi ) fi )
3: // check whether the two models are consistent
4: sln := solve(DM ⇒ IM )
5: if sln 6= true then
6:
// determine counterexample
7:
cex := counter(DM ⇒ IM )
8:
print(cex )
9:
// identify
 dangling references
10:
dref := (ref = ((f, src), tgt)) |
11:
ref ∈ RT , f ∈ cex , (@f ∈ cex : tgt ∈ FT (f ))

12:
for all ref = ((f,src), tgt) ∈ dref do
13:
// identify
 features with potential targets
14:
ptgt := f | f ∈ (F\cex ), tgt ∈ FT (f )
15:
print(ref )
16:
print(ptgt)
17:
end for
18: end if

3.

Algorithm 2 Local reference-checking algorithm.
Require: F := set of feature names
Require: FT := FST table
Require: RT := reference table
Require: DM := domain feature
model

1: for all ref = ((f,src), tgt) ∈ RT do
2:
// derive formula
W of reference
3:
RM := (f ⇒ fi ∈F,tgt∈FT (fi ) fi )
4:
// check for consistency
5:
sln := solve(DM ⇒ RM )
6:
if sln 6= true then
7:
// determine counterexample
8:
cex := counter(DM ⇒ RM )
9:
print(cex )
10:
// identify
 features with potential targets
11:
ptgt := f | f ∈ (F\cex ), tgt ∈ FT (f )
12:
print(ref )
13:
print(ptgt)
14:
end if
15: end for

REFERENCE-CHECKING ALGORITHM

There are two variants of our reference-checking algorithm,
each of which has been inspired by a different branch of previous work (see Sec. 5): the global reference-checking algorithm creates a single propositional formula (i.e., the implementation feature model) that covers all references [14, 15,
28]; the local reference-checking algorithm creates a propositional formula for each reference that covers exactly the
constraints implied by this reference [5, 20].

Global Reference-Checking Algorithm. In Algorithm 1,
we list the global variant of the reference-checking algorithm
including comments. It takes as input the following ingredients of a product line: the domain feature model, the FSTs
of all features, and the references between FST elements.
Based on this information, the global variant of the algorithm proceeds in three steps:
1. The input FSTs and references are analyzed to obtain
the implementation feature model. To this end, for
each reference, all proper target elements are searched.
At least one target (i.e., its feature) must be present
when the source feature is present. This requirement
is added as a disjunctive clause to the propositional
formula of the implementation model (Line 2).
2. A SAT solver checks whether the implementation model
is consistent with the domain model (Line 4).
3. If the two models are not consistent, a counterexample is generated, which is a set of features that contains
dangling references (Line 7). Based on the counterexample, for each dangling reference, all features with
proper targets are identified (Lines 12–17).

Local Reference-Checking Algorithm. In Algorithm 2,
we list the local variant of the reference-checking algorithm,
including comments. Like in the global variant, it takes as
input the domain feature model, the FSTs of all features,
and the references between FST elements. The algorithm
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proceeds in three steps:
1. Rather than creating a single propositional formula
for the entire implementation model, one propositional
formula per reference is generated, which describes the
constraints implied by the reference, called the reference model. Again, at least one target of the reference
(i.e., its feature) must be present when the source feature is present (Line 3).
2. A SAT solver checks whether the constraints imposed
by each single reference are consistent with the domain
model (Line 5).
3. If the constraints of some reference are not satisfied,
a counterexample is generated (Line 8). Based on the
counterexample, for the dangling reference in question,
all features with proper targets are identified (Line 11).
1 erroneous feature selection:
2
[Graph,Dijkstra]
3 dangling reference:
4
(Dijkstra.shortestPath, Edge.weight)
5
in feature ’Dijkstra’
6 features that provide proper targets:
7
[Weights]

Figure 4: Output of FeatureTweezer when checking
the graph example.

Discussion. Both variants of the reference-checking algorithm have a similar input-output behavior. They expect
domain and structural information and provide information
on dangling references and potential target features. For
our graph example, both variants of the algorithm would
produce an output like the one shown in Figure 4.
So what is the difference between the two variants and
why have researchers invented them in the first place? A key
difference is the size and number of propositional formulas
to be checked for consistency with the domain model. In
the global variant, we have a single, possibly large formula;
in the local variant, we have many smaller formulas. This
difference may be crucial for performance, an issue that has

gained too little attention in the past. Admittedly, there is
initial evidence that extracting a complete implementation
model is possible in linear time [27] and that solving large
formulas that represent feature models is possible in practice in polynomial time [25]. But there is also evidence that
solving many small formulas is efficient because intermediate results can be cached and reused [5]. In the future, we
intend to address this issue systematically. A contribution
of our language-independent model (and tool) is that we
can represent both variants at an abstract level, reveal their
principal differences, and provide a basis for experiments.
Another difference between the local and global variant
of the reference-checking algorithm is error reporting. The
local variant is finer-grained in that it identifies potential
dangling references directly and points to the corresponding
locations in the code. The global variant searches first for an
erroneous feature selection and identifies then potential dangling references, but only for this selection. The local variant
identifies all potential dangling references. This makes the
debugging process less iterative and more efficient.

4.

PROTOTYPE AND CASE STUDIES

As a proof of concept, we have been developing a prototype of a product-line reference checker in Haskell, called
FeatureTweezer.3 Checking for dangling references in a
product line, FeatureTweezer expects the product line’s
FSTs, the references, and the feature model. Currently, an
FST is encoded as a set of prefix-closed identifiers (the prefix encodes the path in the FST), each of which denotes an
FST element. A reference is encoded as a pair of FST element identifiers. A feature model is encoded in the GUIDSL
format [10], but, as illustrated in Figure 5, alternative formats are possible. We depict the input data for our graph
example to FeatureTweezer in Figure 6, simplified and
adapted for presentation purposes.
Feature
Model

GUIDSL
FeatureIDE
pure::variants
...

Feature
Structure
Trees

AHEAD
FeatureHouse
Fuji
FeatureC++
CIDE
...

References

Doxygen
Fuji
FeatureC++
CIDE
...

FeatureTweezer

Counter
Example

Figure 5: Input and output of FeatureTweezer.
FeatureTweezer processes all input information, transforms it into a suitable internal format, and feeds it into the
reference-checking algorithm (see Sec. 3). To check reference
constraints and implementation models against the domain
model, we use funsat 4 , an open-source native Haskell SAT
solver. It provides a counterexample if the models are not
consistent. This information is used to find sources of dangling references and potential features that provide proper
targets.
To gather experience with FeatureTweezer, we applied
it to two sample product lines: the graph product line (GPL)

domain feature model
1 GraphExample : Graph [Weights] [Dijkstra] ;
feature structure trees (type feature element)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ClassDecl Graph Graph
FieldDecl Graph Graph.nodes
FieldDecl Graph Graph.edges
...
ClassDecl Weights Edge
FieldDecl Weights Edge.weight
...
ClassDecl Dijkstra Dijkstra
MethodDecl Dijkstra shortestPath

1
2
3
4
5

ClassRef (Weight Edge) Edge
ClassRef (Dijkstra Dijkstra.shortestPath) Node
ClassRef (Dijkstra Dijkstra.shortestPath) Edge
MethodRef (Dijkstra Dijkstra.shortestPath) Edge.weight
...

references (type (feature element) element)

Figure 6: Input data of the graph example for
FeatureTweezer (simplified).
of Lopez-Herrejon and Batory [24] and the feature-oriented
email client of Hall [18]. The former product line is implemented in Java and the latter is implemented in C. A
key challenge is to extract the necessary information for
FeatureTweezer (FSTs, references, and feature model).
For the purpose of our initial experiments, we chose a pragmatic approach. We extracted the FSTs with FeatureHouse5
and the references with Doxygen6 and CCVisu7 . We extended FeatureHouse to export the FSTs of a product line
to the expected format and we configured Doxygen and
CCVisu such that the element identifiers in the references
correspond to the element identifiers in the FSTs; the feature models were available as part of the sample product
lines.
The fact that we were able to check two product lines
written in two different languages illustrates the potential
of our approach. We did not find bugs in the two sample product lines. This is not surprising because they are
rather small and well-tested. However, the product lines
were useful for testing our tool by introducing errors artificially. The size of the sample product lines do not allow us
to draw any conclusions on the differences in performance
and resource consumption between the local and the global
reference-checking algorithm. In further work, we intend
to check more and larger product lines, written in different
languages, to discover real bugs and to measure performance
and resource consumption.

5.

RELATED WORK

Our work on reference checking feature-oriented product
lines has been motivated by previous work on type systems
for product lines [5, 14, 15, 20, 28]. Reference checking is an
important subset of type checking, so we believe we have
taken an important step toward a general tool suite for
product-line engineering.
Thaker et al. developed a type system for feature-oriented
product lines, based on Java, that does not check all in5

3

http://www.fosd.de/fh/
http://www.doxygen.org
7
http://www.sosy-lab.org/~dbeyer/CCVisu/

FeatureTweezer, including the examples and case
studies, is available on the Web: http://www.fosd.de/FT/
4
http://github.com/dbueno/funsat/
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dividual programs but the individual feature implementations [28]. In a number of case studies, they found numerous
hidden errors using their type rules. Our global variant of
the reference-checking algorithm is inspired by their typechecking algorithm, which generates a single, large propositional formula representing implementation variability. Furthermore, Delaware et al. developed a formal model of the
type system of Thaker et al. and proved its soundness [15].
Even previously to the work of Thaker et al., Czarnecki
and Pietroszek presented an automatic verification procedure for ensuring that no ill-formed UML model template
instances will be generated from a valid feature selection [14],
which also uses a global reference-checking algorithm. That
is, they type check product lines that consist not of Java
programs but of annotated UML models (they use OCL constraints to express and implement a kind of type system for
UML; annotations denote features).
Our local reference-checking algorithm is inspired by our
own work on formal type systems for product lines [5, 20].
Kästner and Apel have developed the formal calculus CFJ
based on a subset of Java and a set of type rules for checking
annotation-based product lines [20]. Like in the approach of
Czarnecki and Pietroszek, and in contrast to AHEAD, variability is implemented with #ifdef-like directives or similar
annotations on the source code [21]. Kästner and Apel use
a local type-checking algorithm to guarantee type correctness. Similarly, Apel et al. [5] define a formal model of a
feature-oriented language and a corresponding product-line
type system based on an compositional approach and a subset of Java.
All of the approaches we discussed so far are tailored to
specific languages and core languages. An interesting aspect
is that our model is able to express reference checking in
both composition-based and annotation-based product lines.
Both can be reduced to FSTs and references.
Tartler et al. demonstrate that implementation models of
C code including preprocessor directives can be extracted
in linear time [27]. As in the global reference-checking algorithm, they extract the implementation model once in
the form of a single propositional formula. Mendonca et
al. demonstrate that consistency checking in the global approach is possible in practice in polynomial time [25]. Apel
et al. illustrate how caching can be used to scale the local variant of reference checking by reusing intermediate results [5]. These pieces of work illustrate that there is a potential for tuning the performance of type checking product
lines. Our approach and tool can provide a basis for further
experiments in this direction.

6.

CONCLUSION

We presented a language-independent reference checking
algorithm for feature-oriented product lines. To this end, we
extended the existing model of feature structure trees with
references. Our algorithm checks an entire product line and
reports whether any valid feature selection results in a program that contains a dangling reference. The algorithm is
based on FSTs, extended with references, and the feature
model of a product line. We developed a prototypical tool
called FeatureTweezer, which we used to check two sample product lines written in Java and C for dangling references. We believe that our work is a first step toward a
more general understanding of and more general tools for
feature-oriented product lines implemented using both com-
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positional units and annotations.
In further work, we plan to extend our approach based
on language-independent, cross-language, or extensible type
systems [1,16,17] with other well-formedness criteria such as
mutual exclusion, typing, and subtyping. Furthermore, we
plan to extend existing feature algebraic models with references and to reason about the effects of references on algebraic properties. Finally, we intend to conduct further case
studies of different domains, written in different languages
and provide evidence on the generality of our approach, to
discover real bugs, and to measure performance and resource
consumption of local and global reference checking.
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ABSTRACT
The need for adaptiveness of business applications is on the rise
with continued increase in business dynamics. Code-centric
techniques show unacceptable responsiveness in this dynamic
context as business applications are subjected to changes along
multiple dimensions that continue to evolve simultaneously.
Recent literature suggests the use of product line architectures to
increase adaptiveness by capturing commonality and variability to
suitably configure the application. Use of model driven techniques
for developing business applications is argued as a preferable
option because platform independent specification can be
retargeted to technology platform of choice through a code
generation process. Business applications can be visualized to
vary along five dimensions, namely, Functionality (F), Business
process (P), Design decisions (D), Architecture (A) and
Technology platform (T). Use of models is largely limited to F
and P dimensions in commonly used model-driven development
techniques thus limiting the benefits of product line concept to
these two dimensions. We argue this is not sufficient to achieve
the desired adaptiveness, and it is critical to extend the product
line concept to D, A and T dimensions also. To address adaptation
needs of business applications, this paper presents a model-driven
generative approach that further builds on the ideas of separation
of concerns, variability management and feature modeling. Early
experience and lessons learnt are discussed, and future work
outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid evolutions of technology platforms and business demands
have contributed to significant increase in business dynamics in
recent years. The increased dynamics put new requirement on
businesses while opening up new opportunities that need to be
addressed in an ever-shrinking time window. Stability and
robustness seem to be giving way to agility and adaptiveness. This
calls for a whole new perspective for designing (and
implementing) software-intensive systems so as to impart these
critical properties. Traditional business applications typically end
up hard-coding the operating context in their implementation. As
a result, adaptation to a change in its operating environment leads
to opening up of application implementation resulting in
unacceptable responsiveness.
Typical database-intensive enterprise applications are realized
conforming to distributed architecture paradigm that requires
diverse set of technology platforms to implement. Such
applications can be visualized along five dimensions, namely,
Functionality (F), Business process (P), Design decisions (D),
Architecture (A) and Technology platform (T). A purpose-specific
implementation makes a set of choices along these dimensions,
and encodes these choices within application implementation in a
scattered and tangled manner. This is an expensive and error
prone process demanding large teams with broad-ranging
expertise in business domain, architecture and technology
platforms. Large size of an enterprise application further
exacerbates this problem. Model-driven development alleviates
this problem to an extent by automatically deriving an
implementation from its high-level specification using set of code
generators [20]. However, the scattering and tangling is the
principal obstacle in agile adaptation of existing implementation
for the desired change. Product line architectures aim to increase
adaptiveness by capturing commonality and variability to enable
application configurability. As the use of models is limited to F
and P dimensions in commonly seen model-driven development
techniques, the benefits of product line concept are also limited to
these two dimensions. Therefore, it is critical to extend the
product line concept to D, A and T dimensions also.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.m [Software Engineering]: Miscellaneous – reusable
software.

General Terms
Management, Economics, Human Factors, Standardization,
Languages

Keywords
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
FOSD'10, October 10, 2010 Eindhoven, The Netherlands Copyright ©
2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0208-1/10/10... $10.00"

We present a model-driven approach that addresses adaptations
needs along all the five dimensions using a specification-driven
generative approach [8]. F and P dimension meta models are
extended to support modeling of variability that is specified using
feature model techniques. A meta model connecting these models
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Fig. 1 Unified meta model for business application
Fig. 2 Scattering and tangling in code generation
to the features in the feature model is presented. Building block
abstraction as a means to implement a D or A or T feature is
presented. A MDD code generator can be modeled as a
hierarchical composition of building blocks, and maps easily to a
consistent well-formed configuration of a feature model along D,
A and T dimensions.

Model-driven development approach starts with definition of an
abstract specification that is to be transformed into a concrete
implementation on a given target architecture [18]. The target
architecture is usually layered with each layer representing one
view of the system e.g. Graphical User Interface (GUI) layer,
application logic layer and database layer. The modeling approach
constructs the application specification using different abstract
views- each defining a set of properties corresponding to the layer
it models. We decompose an application specification into three
such models- GUI layer model, Application layer model and Db
layer model as shown in Fig. 1. We consider three meta models,
namely GUI layer meta model, Application layer meta model and
Db layer meta model, for the three view specifications. Each
models views of a single Unified meta model as depicted in Fig.
1. Having a single meta model allows to specify integrity
constraints to be satisfied by the instances of related model
elements within and across different layers. This enables
independent transformation of GUI layer model, Application layer
model, and DB layer model into their corresponding
implementations namely GUI layer code, Application layer code
and Db layer code with assurance of integration of these code
fragments into a consistent whole. These transformations are
performed using code generators. The transformations are
specified at meta model level and hence are applicable for all its
model instances. If each individual transformation implements the
corresponding specification and its relationships with other
specifications correctly then the resulting implementations will
glue together giving a consistent implementation of the
specification.

Section 2 describes model-based techniques we developed to
automate development of business applications, and discusses our
experience in using this approach to develop several large
business applications on a variety of technology platforms and
architectures. Section 3 presents an abstraction for organizing
model-based code generators as a hierarchical composition of
reusable building blocks, and discusses our experience and
lessons learnt. Section 4 describes extensions to application
specifications so as to model an application family. Section 5
discusses some of the related work. Section 6 concludes with a
brief summary of early use of the proposed approach, and outlines
future work.

2. GENERATING BUSINESS
APPLICATIONS FROM MODELS
A typical database-intensive business application can be seen as a
set of services with each service delivering specific business
intent. These applications are best implemented using a layered
architecture paradigm wherein each layer encapsulates a specific
kind of data manipulations e.g. database access layer implements
functionality such as primary-key based create/modify/get/delete
and complex data accesses like joins, user interface layer
implements how the data should be displayed on a screen and how
the user will interact, etc. Thus, a set of code patterns recur in the
implementation of an architectural layer. An architectural layer
interfaces with its adjoining layer through a priori well-defined
protocol. Thus, execution of a business application can be seen as
an assembly-line of architectural layer specific processors that
manipulate the work item, i.e. data corresponding to input and
output parameters of a service, in a pre-defined manner before
passing it over to the next processor in the assembly-line. As the
processing is data-centric and a priori known, it can be easily
generated for a given data definition.

2.1 Experience and lessons learnt
UML [16] modeling helped in early detection of errors in
application development cycle. We associated with every model a
set of rules and constraints that defined validity of its instances.
These rules and constraints included rules for type checking and
for consistency between specifications of different layers. We kept
the models independent of implementation technology so as to be
able to retarget them to multiple technology platforms i.e. gui
platform, middleware, programming language, rdbms and
operating system. We defined a higher level domain-specific
language to specify business logic [10]. Non-primary key based
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Fig. 4. Building block meta model
desired model-based code generator is a valid configuration over
the feature diagram. However, feature diagram is just a declarative
specification in terms of labels, and needs support for tracing a
feature (i.e. the label) to its implementation. Recommended way
for implementing the desired feature configuration is an ordered
composition of the implementations of the set of constituent
features. But, strict order is not always possible for interdependent features.

Text composition

Fig. 3. Model-driven code generation architecture
complex data accesses were specified using a SQL-variant.
Application specified in terms of models, Q++ and SQL-variant
language was transformed into the target technology platforms
encoding the chosen design strategies and architectural choices
through a set of code generators. We preserved the divide and
conquer strategy by having a code generator each for architectural
layers.

The tangling of model-based code generators, as shown in figure
2, is due to lack of separation of the various concerns, namely,
technology platform, architecture and design strategies, and the
cross-cutting nature of design strategies. An improved architecture
for model-based code generation is where the models are
successively refined through application of the various design
strategies to a stage from where a platform specific
implementation can be realized through a simple task of model-totext transformation. As the platform specific code generators are
independent of design strategy related issues, the same model-totext transformation specifications can be reused with different
design strategies and vice versa. This separation of concerns
enables a tool variant to be viewed as a composition of design
strategy and technology platform aspects of choice.

Automated code generation resulted in significantly higher
productivity in terms of lines of code [22]. Moreover, encoding of
design strategies, guidelines and best practices into the code
generators resulted in uniformly high code quality. Generation of
interface code between the various architectural layers ensured
smooth integration of independently generated code artifacts. We
discovered that design strategies and architectural choices for no
two applications were exactly alike necessitating development of
application-specific
code
generators.
Moreover,
many
architectural and design strategies cut across the layers. This
required each tool to be aware of these cross cutting aspects. As a
result, customizing for such cross cutting aspects required
consistent modifications to several tools leading to maintenance
problems. Increased acceptance of the approach led to the ironical
situation wherein productivity toolset team became bottleneck for
application delivery [21].

3.1 Building block
Building block is an abstraction that provides a traceable path to
implementation for a feature as per the generic model-driven code
generation architecture as shown in fig. 3. A building block is
localized specification of a concern in terms of concern-specific
meta model, model to model transformation, and model to text
transformation. Building blocks are composable, enabling a
model-driven code generator to be organized as a composition of
a set of reusable building blocks, each encapsulating a specific
concern. Figure 4 shows the building block meta model. A
building block is essentially a means for expressing how a
concern specification is transformed into models and code.
A model-driven code generator is specified as a hierarchical
composition of building blocks of interest. Building blocks are of
two kinds: leaf building block and composite building block. The
instantiation specification of a leaf building block specifies how to
stamp out the model elements of the unified model from the
concern-specific model and the transformation specification
captures how the model is transformed to code. We use QVT
language [13] to specify the former and Mof2Text language [12]
to specify the latter. A composite building block specifies how to
compose its child building blocks. Weaving specification of a
composite building block specifies how the code generated by its
member building blocks is woven together. The process of modeldriven code generation is realized through a post-order traversal

3. ORGANIZING MULTIPLE TOOLSETS
INTO A FAMILY
As can be seen from figure 2, different code generators are needed
to deliver the same business functionality on different technology
platforms. This is despite these platform-specific code generators
sharing a great deal of common functionality and mostly differing
only in the use of primitives offered by the target technology
platform e.g. syntax differences of programming languages, data
type differences of databases, etc. Even while delivering identical
business functionality on identical technology platforms, need to
deliver onto different architectures e.g. synchronous, queue-based
messaging etc demands different code generators. Similarly, use
of different design strategies demands different code generators.
Thus, domain of model-based code generators can be described as
a feature diagram [9] where intermediate nodes denote the
variation points along D, A and T dimensions; the leaf nodes
denote choices available for each variation point i.e. variations;
and dependency between variation points expressed in terms of
conditional expressions over their respective variations. The
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quick turnaround time for delivering a tool variant [17]. Use of a
higher-level model-aware transformation language has made
maintenance and evolution of the product line easy [14]. Also,
building block abstraction has enabled us to organize the
development team along two independent streams, namely,
technology platform experts and design experts.

0..*
0..*

1

Appv

ULv

Fig. 5. A generic variability meta model

4. MODELING APPLICATION FAMILIES

of the building block hierarchy in three sequential steps, namely,
Instantiation, Transformation and Weaving. The instantiation step
stamps out models and merges them. The transformation step
transforms models into code snippets and generates weaving
specifications for composing them. The weaving step composes
the generated code snippets by processing the weaving
specifications.

Our organization discovered that solutions being delivered to
different players in the same business domain were not exactly
alike even for identical business intent. With toolset providing no
means to capture commonality and variability, application
development teams had to resort to copy-paste. As a result, what
should have been a variant of an application ended up being a
separate application thus leading to maintenance and evolution
problems. These problems compounded with every new solution
being delivered.

We translate a model (Mu) that is an instance of a unified meta
model (MMu) to various software artifacts like Java code, JDBC
code, JSP code and a variety of configuration specifications in
XML. Limiting aspect weaving only to code level artifacts would
necessitate specialized weavers for Java, JDBC, JSP, XML etc.
each having separate join point models. Also, this approach would
necessitate some commonality over these join point models so as
to have an integrated Java application. With increased number of
software artifacts to be produced the approach becomes
increasingly complex as essentially it amounts to building aspect
infrastructure for each such artifact. We address this problem by
specifying aspect weaving at the unified meta model level and
performing it at the model level whenever possible. Unified meta
model enables specification of relationships between the various
(sub) modeling languages. A reflexive meta modeling framework
provides the necessary infrastructure to define and integrate the
various modeling languages of interest and a meta model aware
model transformation framework provides the necessary
technology to address model weaving requirements [10].
Performing aspect weaving at the model level also, whenever
possible, results in reuse of model based code generators such as
model-to-Java, model-to-JDBC, model-to-JSP and model-toXML as these code generators are specified at the unified meta
model level.

The approach described in section 2 generated a layered
application implementation from a similarly layered specification.
Each layer of application specification is an instance of its specific
meta model. Now we describe how each of these meta models is
enhanced to support the family concept [3]. Figure 5 depicts a
meta model for capturing variability in a generic way. An
application is viewed as a set of a priori defined variation points
that could possibly be inter-dependent. Possible variants for each
variation point are identified. Inter-dependence of variation
points translates to similar relationship between their variants.
Since our interest is database-intensive business applications that
are typically implemented using a layered architecture, we identify
variation points for each architectural layer. For instance, DLvp
denotes variation points in database access layer, ALvp denotes
variation points in application layer, and ULvp denotes variation
points in user interface layer. Similarly, DLv, ALv and ULv denote
variants in database access, application, and graphical user
interface layers respectively. A set of DLv that honour dependency
constraints between DLvp, a set of ALv that honour dependency
constraints between ALvp, and a set of ULv that honour
dependency constraints between ULvp constitute a complete,
well-formed and consistent application variant Appv.

Multiple variants of a code generator realized as different
compositions of building blocks can be easily organized into a
family as follows,
-

4.1 Approach
4.1.1 Application layer

Commonality across variants can be specified using a set of
common building blocks
Functionality specific to each variant can be specified using
a set of variant building blocks

Application layer specifies the business logic in terms of Class,
Attribute and Operations. Being an encapsulation of both
structural and behavioral aspects, Class is the natural choice for
supporting the family concept in the application layer. Figure 6
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to be addressed such that it adds to the existing set of
configuration alternatives.

4.1.2 Database layer
Database layer provides persistency to the desired application
objects. We use object-relational database layer that provides an
object façade to relational database tables implementing
persistence. As an application object can vary structurally, the
database table onto which it maps also needs to cater to this
variance. And the same holds for structural extension as well.
Configurability in database layer means quick switching from one
known situation (i.e. db schema) to another, and extensibility
means easy handling of as yet unseen situation. Figure 7 shows
extension of database layer metamodel highlighted in fig. 2 as
follows:

depicts extensions to the application layer meta model highlighted
in Fig 2 as follows:
Svp denotes a structural variation point wherein multiple
variations can be plugged.
Sv denotes a structural variation for a structural variation
point.
A structural variation is in fact an Attribute.
Csv denotes a structural variant for a Class. It is a complete
and consistent configuration of structural variations of the
class i.e. no structural variation point is left unplugged and
selected structural variations honour structural variation
point dependencies. Structural variants for a class differ in
terms of the number of Attributes or their Types or both.
Bvp denotes a behavioural variation point for an Operation
wherein multiple variations can be plugged.
Bv denotes a behavioural variation for a behavioural
variation point.
A behavioural variation is in fact an Operation.
Ov denotes an Operation variant. It is a complete and
consistent configuration of behavioural variants i.e. no
behavioural variation point is left unplugged, and selected
behavioural variants honour behaviour variation point
dependencies if any.
Cbv denotes a behavioural variant for a Class. It is a
consistent configuration of Operation variants i.e., the
selected operation variants serve meaningful intent.
- Cv denotes a variant for a Class. It is a type-compatible
configuration of structural and behavioural variants of the
class.
Thus, the above extensions enable modeling of a family of classes
wherein each member (of the class family) serves the same intent
in a specific situation. By making the above information available
as metadata, implementation can switch from one consistent
configuration of variants to another at application run-time. Not
all such situational adaptations can be handled at applicationruntime though, for instance, addition of a new behavior
extension (Bv or Ov) would need recompilation (followed by
redeployment). Similarly, definition of a new class altogether, as
an extension to existing functionality, cannot be handled at
application run-time. But, the meta model enables a new situation
-

Lvp denotes a structural variation point wherein multiple
variations can be plugged.
Lv denotes a structural variation for a structural variation
point.
A structural variation is in fact a Column.
Ev denotes a structural variant for an Entity. It is a complete
and consistent configuration of structural variations of the
Entity i.e. no structural variation point is left unplugged and
selected structural variations honour structural variation
point dependencies. Structural variants for an Entity differ in
terms of the number of Columns or their Types or both.
Thus, the above meta model enables modeling of a family of
entities wherein each member (of the entity family) serves the
same intent in a specific situation. In essence, the above
information constitutes a generic db schema that can be
specialized for a variety of situations. Database access methods
such as primary-key based Create, Update, Get and Delete,
complex data accesses like joins can encode interpretation of this
information in their implementation. By making the above
information available at application runtime, as metadata,
implementation can switch from one known configuration to
another at application run-time. Addition of a new row in the
metadata tables corresponds to the ability of handling as yet
unseen situation. Not all situational adaptations can be handled at
application-runtime though, for instance, deletion of a column
would need redefinition of the db schema leading to
recompilation of database access layer code followed by
redeployment. But, the meta model enables a new situation to be
addressed such that it adds to the existing set of configuration
alternatives.
-

4.1.3 User Interface layer
A GUI screen family represents a set of GUI screens that have a
lot in common but differ from each other in a well-defined
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Thus, the above meta model enables modeling of a family of
screens wherein each member (of the screen family) serves the
same intent in a specific situation. By making the above
information available as metadata a GUI implementation can
switch from one known situation to another at application runtime. Addition of a new row in the metadata tables corresponds to
the ability of handling as yet unseen situation. Not all situational
adaptations can be handled at application-runtime though, for
instance, change in event handler code would need recompilation
(followed by redeployment). Similarly, definition of a new screen
altogether, as an extension to existing functionality, cannot be
handled at application run-time. But, the meta model enables a
new situation to be addressed such that it adds to the existing set
of configuration alternatives.

manner. Therefore, understanding of commonality and variability
is critical in order to support modeling of a GUI screen family. A
GUI screen is one of the channels for users to interact with an
application. In essence, a GUI screen enables user to provide
input data for carrying out a logical unit of work and display the
response. While serving the same business intent, a GUI screen
can vary in terms of what (i.e. data to enter and/or view) and how
(i.e. layout information and GUI controls to use) leading to
multiple situations. Configurability means quick switching from
one known situation to another, and extensibility means easy
handling of as yet unseen situation. Figure 8 shows an extension
of user interface meta model highlighted in fig. 2 as follows:
-

-

-

-

4.1.4 Putting the layers together

Fvp denotes a structural variation point wherein multiple
variations can be plugged.
Fv denotes a structural variation for a structural variation
point.
A structural variation is in fact a Field.
Gsv denotes a structural variant for a Screen. It is a complete
and consistent configuration of structural variations of the
screen i.e. no structural variation point is left unplugged, and
selected structural variations honour structural variation
point dependencies. Structural variants for a screen differ in
terms of the number of Fields or their lay-out or both.
Bvp denotes a behavioural variation point for an event
handler wherein multiple variations can be plugged.
Bv denotes a behavioural variation for a behavioural
variation point.
A behavioural variation is in fact an Event handler.
eHv denotes an event handler variant. It is a complete and
consistent configuration of behavioural variants i.e. no
behavioural variation point is left unplugged, and selected
behavioural variants honour behaviour variation point
dependencies if any.
Gbv denotes a behavioural variant for a Screen. It is a
consistent configuration of event handler variants i.e. the
selected event handler variants serve meaningful intent.
Gv denotes a variant for a Screen. It is a type-compatible
configuration of structural and behavioural variants of the
screen.

Meta models described so far, in essence, help model a family at
each architectural layer such that all members of a family share a
common part and are distinguishable in terms of member-specific
part. As described in section 2, the unified meta model enables
specification of well-formedness constraints spanning across the
architectural layers. Once a set of desired members, one from each
architectural layer, is identified, it is possible to compose them
into a well-formed specification that can be automatically
transformed into a consistent and complete solution. We use
feature modeling technique to enable selection of a family
member pertaining to the desired criterion. Figure 9 shows the
variability resolution meta model that captures traceability of a
feature to its implementation artefacts. Augmented with
constraints, this meta model enables selection of a configuration
as a set of variants that is complete, consistent and well-formed. A
configuration is:


complete if there is no variation point remaining unplugged



well-formed if structural constraints between variation point
and variants being plugged therein such as Xor, And, n-of-m
are satisfied



consistent if variants honour dependency constraints between
their variation points

In our experience this simplistic variability resolution meta model
has sufficed so far. We are aware it will need to be richer going
forward.
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and behavioural specification through a meta model. Despite
years of progress, contemporary tools often provide limited
support for feature constraints and offer little or no support for
debugging feature models. An integration of prior results to
connect feature models, grammars, and propositional formulas so
as to allow arbitrary propositional constraints to be defined among
features and enable off-the-shelf satisfiability solvers to debug
feature models is presented in [2]. We build upon these ideas to
ensure consistency of the selected feature configuration. The meta
model connecting features with their implementation artefacts
guarantees consistency, correctness and completeness of the
implementation.

4.2 Experience and lessons learnt
We are in the early roll-out stage of this solution. In the interest of
time-to-market, product owners decided to use the latest product
release as baseline for introducing the family concept as opposed
to refactoring the set of solutions delivered so far into a
productline. Since new meta models are essentially an extension
of old meta models, it was possible to migrate the older
application models fully automatically. Given the simple nature of
meta model extensions, full power of QVT [13] was not called for
and a simpler imperative model transformation alternative [14]
sufficed. In early experience, modeling of commonality and
variability rooted at meta objects being used for code generation,
namely, Class, Entity, Operation and Screen seem to suffice.
Proposed meta models specify pre-defined variation points,
possible variations, and constraints over variation points.
Configuration is a process of selecting appropriate variations so
that all variation points are consistently plugged-in for an
application. We supported this configuration process at three
different stages of application development: design time,
installation time and run time. Design time configuration is
supported through model transformation and model merge
techniques. The installation time and run time configuration is
supported by generating appropriate metadata for all possible
variations. Having separated business process concern from
application functionality, we had to support the family concept for
business process models as well [19]. We think the true test of the
proposed meta models as regards configurability and extensibility
will come in supporting inherently dynamic domain of financial
instruments, insurance products etc.

6. SUMMARY
We presented a model-driven generative approach to address
adaptation needs of business applications. The approach builds
further on the ideas of separation of concerns, variability
management, feature modeling and generative development. We
visualize business applications to vary along five dimensions,
namely, Functionality (F), Business process (P), Design decisions
(D), Architecture (A) and Technology platform (T). We address
adaptation needs along all the five dimensions using a
specification-driven generative approach. We extend meta models
to support specification of variability along F and P dimensions.
We presented a meta model that connects these specifications to
features in a feature model. This bridge meta model enables
traceability of a consistent well-formed feature configuration to its
specification artefacts thus realizing a family of application
specifications corresponding to the feature model. We presented
building block abstraction as a mean to implement a D or A or T
feature. MDD code generator is a hierarchical composition of
building blocks, and maps easily to a consistent well-formed
configuration of a feature model along D, A and T dimensions.

5. RELATED WORK
The idea of addressing a set of related situations in an integrated
manner is not new. Parnas was the first to argue for the need to
design software for ease of extension and contraction thus leading
for software families [3]. Usual practice is to parameterize the
solution so as to address known situations. Several approaches for
supporting parameterization through variability management have
been proposed. Extending UML for modeling variability using
standardized extension mechanisms of UML is presented in [11].
A variation point model that allows extension of components at
pre-specified variation points is proposed in [6]. A conceptual
model for capturing variability in a software product line is
presented in [4]. All the three only support the notion of variation
point and that too only at modeling level whereas we provide
support for structural and behavioural levels. Aspect-orientation
[5] is a technique for addressing separation of concerns with
greater modularization and locality. However, implicit
communication link between aspects and classes complicates the
readability and comprehension of an aspect-based realization of
variability architecture [1]. We circumvent this problem by
generating pure OO implementation with aspects suitably woven
in. Feature modeling is a popular mechanism to specify product
lines [9]. Although a feature model can represent commonality
and variability in a concise taxonomic form, features in a feature
model are merely symbols. Mapping features to other models,
such as behavioral or data specifications, provides a path towards
implementation. A general template-based approach for mapping
feature models to concise representations of variability in different
kinds of other models is presented in [7]. We build upon this idea
to connect a feature to its implementation artefacts i.e. structural

We discussed our experience in using model-driven techniques to
build large business applications on a variety of architectures and
technology platforms. Separating business functionality from
technological concerns, and model-based code generation resulted
in significant productivity and quality gains. Encouraged by these
benefits, many large development projects also readily adopted
the model-driven approach despite initial investment in learning
how to model. This enthusiastic, and somewhat unexpected,
acceptance of the approach led to an ironical situation of the
productivity toolset team becoming a bottleneck. We overcame
this problem through use of product line techniques in order to
model the code generators as a family, and deriving a purposespecific implementation therefrom. Thus, we could achieve scale
through addressing customizability at family level instead of
individual member level.
We discovered the same issue with business functionality i.e.
solutions delivered to different players in the same business
domain were not exactly alike even while addressing the same
business intent. We shared early stage experience of modeling
commonality and variability along F and P dimensions which
seems encouraging.
Though the idea of bringing together separation of concerns,
variability management, and feature modeling seems promising,
there are several open issues:
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The meta model providing traceability from F and P features
to their implementation specifications is rather simplistic.



Irwin. Aspect oriented programming. ECOOP’97 LNCS
1241, pp 220-242. Springer-Verlag. June 1997.

There should be support, preferably tool-aided, for unit
testing a feature - it should be possible to specify test cases
for a feature independently and compose the test cases to
arrive at the system level test cases for the desired feature
configuration.
 There should be tool support for intelligent debugging at
feature level. A bug detected at code level should be
traceable back to the feature specification.
 Hierarchical organization of features enforces an ordered
traversal. Complex interdependence of features may impede
strict order.
 It is not clear which facets of a system deserve to be modeled
as building blocks. There is a need to investigate how the
engineering aspects can be modeled and what the right kind
of abstractions for modeling them are to satisfy the various
‘ities’ like maintainability, reusability etc. For instance, how
does one model a design for better maintainability?
 Building blocks may overlap each other thus introducing an
order of weaving. How does one ensure that properties of all
building blocks hold after their weaving?
 Supporting separation of concerns using building blocks
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extensible to support new modeling languages so as to define
new aspect models and relate them to existing models. The
model transformation tool should have adequate support for
pattern matching and composition. The tool should support
incremental reconciliation of models and scale up to cater to
the demands of enterprise class applications.
In comparison to the existing literature, the proposed approach
centered around meta models capturing commonality and
variability in all dimensions of a typical database intensive
business application seems more pragmatic for industry use. We
are working on development of a component abstraction and
algebra to support configuration and extension operators for these
dimensions. Also, going forward we hope to ride piggy-back the
technology advance in OSGi [15].
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ABSTRACT

1.

Software product lines (SPL) is a paradigm to structure software development assets in a common and reusable form.
Out of this common asset base – which includes the application’s source code, documentation, and configuration
– concrete product variants can be created. The variants
are differing in terms of the features, which are basically
an increment in functionality important for a stakeholder.
Feature-oriented programming (FOP) provides the capability to compose those different variants. In earlier work we
presented rbFeatures, a FOP implementation in Ruby. With
rbFeatures, features become are first-class entities of the language that facilitate runtime changes of the program. This
paper presents an extension to rbFeatures that implements
product lines and their variants as first-class entities too.
The entities allow powerful runtime-adaptation and configuration, like to add new features or constraints to the product
line and the instantiation of several variants with different
feature configurations. The particular contributions are to
show how Ruby’s metaprogramming capabilities are used to
design first-class entities and an explanation of the usage of
our approach with a common case study.

In software engineering, features provide additional modularization to applications. Features are special characteristics of software which distinguish members of a program
family [2]. Program families evolved to today’s understanding of software product lines that share a “common, managed
set of features” [26]. In order to provide a more structured
approach to software design and implementation, features
and other valuable production assets are grouped together
to form software product lines [3]. Recently, software product lines with dynamic adaptation facilities are gaining a
widespread interest [27, 21, 18]. The adaptability need includes the reconfiguration of variants at runtime and the instantiation of new variants. On motivation for such runtime
adaptation is the seamless migration of a 24/7 application
when the codebase was updated with new feature code [21].
We see features from a conceptual and an implementation
viewpoint. Conceptually, model features help to structure
the production assets in the form of a product line. At the
implementation level, a concrete feature is the sum of all
code inside a program that belongs to a particular model
feature. An important consideration in our research is the
idea to provide first-class entities. When features become
entities of the program itself, they help to bridge the gap
between the conceptual and the implementation level.
In earlier work [8], we presented a FOP implementation
in Ruby called rbFeatures. With rbFeatures, developers add
feature containments around selected blocks of code. The
feature containment condition specify under which feature
configuration these parts are active. Only if the condition is
satisfied, the contained code will be contained in the application. The functionality provided by rbFeatures includes
runtime re-configuration of the application by activating or
deactivating features and runtime extension of the program
and its features.
Since then we extended rbFeatures. The current version
extends rbFeatures with a language for product line modeling. The language’s intent is to represent the known treelike feature models that express an application’s model features and their relationships [3], as well as their constraints
like mandatory and optional features. By combining rbFeatures with this language, we implemented abstractions for
features, product lines, and variants as first-class entities.
This particular solution provides rich runtime adaptation
and configuration of software product lines, including the
provision of multiple variants and variant modification.
This paper provides a complete coverage of feature modeling, feature implementation, and dynamic runtime composi-
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INTRODUCTION

tion and modification of a software product line and its variants. The particular contributions are to show how Ruby’s
metaprogramming capabilities are used to design first-class
entities and an explanation of the usage of our approach
with a common case study. By describing how we utilized
the host language Ruby to build the extension, we wish to
show other FOP researchers how to build first-class entities
and how this approach supports the goal of features and
runtime adaptation.
In Section 2, further background about regarding featureoriented programming, software product lines, and dynamically adaptable SPL’s is explained. Section 3 elaborates the
basics of the extended version of rbFeatures, and in Section
4 we explain how first-class variants are implemented as objects and how they can be used for runtime adaptation and
customization. Section 5 gives related work and Section 6
summarizes this paper. We apply following formatting: keywords, features, and source code.

2.
2.1

BACKGROUND
Feature-Oriented Programming

Features can be seen from two perspectives. The fist perspective regards features as all parts of a software that reflect
the concerns of a stakeholder [3]. Features are “common aspects [...] as well as differences between related systems” [10].
Features are important in domain engineering to scope the
software and they also provide the stakeholder-important requirement of an application. These features are called model
features.
The second perspective expresses features at the code base
– we call them concrete features. In this perspective, FOP is
a paradigm that was introduced as a “new conceptual model
for object and object composition” [20]. It allows grouping
and composing sets of classes to obtain different variants of
a program. How to implement features or compose variants
out of features is an open research field. Since its inception,
many FOP implementations have been proposed: Mixinlayers [23], AHEAD-refinements [2], and aspectual feature
modules [1] to name a few. In general, the approaches can
be divided into two different forms [12]. In the compositional
approach, features are added as refinements to a base program. The explicit representation of all code belonging to a
feature is an expression of the separation of concerns principle [4]. In the annotative approach, features are represented
as annotations inside the source code. The representation
can be implicit on top of the source code like in CIDE [11],
which uses a representation on top of the programs abstractsyntax tree, or it can be explicit by using language constructs
as in our rbFeatures approach [8].
While both perspectives are certainly providing benefits,
the still existing gap between the two representations is to
be questioned. We argue that a complete representation
of model and concrete features provides the benefits of both
worlds: A clean structuring of stakeholder concerns and tooling to prioritize development decisions, as well as the technical capability to build and deliver custom variants with
respect to the available configurations as expressed with the
software product line model. Section 3 explains how to implement this vision.
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2.2

Software Product Lines

When developing software, one fundamental decision is to
design either one-off systems or a program family. One-off
systems are scoped, configured, and executed for one exact purpose. After its development, the system goes into a
stable usage and maintaining period, and eventually is replaced by an successor. On the contrary, program families
[4] are applications that are used in different configurations
for similar, but not the same purposes. Members of a program family have several commonalities with their members
while the variable part exhibits the different configurations.
Software product lines is the modern name for software
families with a special focus on the providing automatic
means to derive individual variants from a common codebase. The need for product lines stems from today’s strong
individualization requirements that drive customization and
software flexibility to its height. As [26] explains, “managers
must invest strategically in software assets to gain competitive advantage in the battlefield or the marketplace”. Following this need, SPL identify, structure, and provide a set
of production assets that are systematically reused [3]. The
connection between software product lines and features is
a compositional one: “product line is a group of products
sharing a common, managed set of features” [26]. A featurediagram can be used to represent the relationships and constraints between the features in a tree-like structure. A particular configuration of features is a valid variant if all the
constraints specified in the feature model are satisfied.
Feature-oriented programming is one option to provide
the product-line feature structure for the assets, especially
for assets related to implementation. Dependent on the particular FOP implementation, this allows different representations of the product line, constraints, features, variants
and composition approaches.

2.3

Dynamically Adaptable Software Product
Lines

Software product lines with dynamic adaptation facilities
are gaining a widespread interest in recent publications [27,
21, 18]. The primary motivation for having runtime adaptation is to provide different variants that support specific
application needs. In one case study, complex Enterprise Resource Planning Systems are configured on-site in customer
sales acquisition [27]. In the sales dialog, customers express
their requirements. The presenter customizes the application accordingly, and the customers can test the application
and refine their requirements until they are satisfied. Another use case of dynamic adaptation is to support 24/7
applications [21]. In order to continually evolve the application without providing any downtimes, one approach is to
enable the live-update of the running application. Once a
new feature has been implemented, the running application
is carefully migrated to the new version. In this process,
the product line model helps to maintain the structural relationships between the assets and can be used for testing
prior to deployment.

3.

rbFeatures

rbFeatures [8, 7] enables Feature-Oriented Programming
with the Ruby programming language. Features become
first-class entities of a program. They are constants that
can be used in any expression and are thus open to runtime
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Figure 2: Entity structure of rbFeatures.
tion expressing under which feature configuration
the containment is executed.

OR
relation

3. Program Initialization – Initially execute the program
to obtain the first-class representations for the product
line, model features, and the concrete features.
4. Variant Creation and Instantiation – Create ProductVariant objects by configuring a set of activated features that are valid to the feature model, and then
instantiate the variant in a defined scope.

Figure 1: Feature model of the GPL.
modification too.
This section details the basic implementation and application of rbFeatures. Thereby, we use the Graph Product
Line (GPL) as the ongoing example. The GPL is a product
line that provides different variants for graphs and graph algorithms [15]. We see the tree-like structure of the GPL in
Figure 1. As can be seen, the product line differentiates
the type and weight of a graph, provides search algorithms,
and implements numerous other algorithms like determining
whether the graph is a connected graph.

3.1

Feature

<< implements

based on >>

Type

consists off >>

consists off >>

ProductLine

GPL

The next subsections explain each step in detail.

3.2

The first step is to provide the model features and the
productline. Each model feature needs to be declared with
the following properties: name, position in the tree (root, node,
leaf), the subfeatures, and a set of constraints (using the keywords is, one, more, all, any). For example, the declaration of
the root node GPL takes the following form in Figure 3.
This declaration is easy to read for itself. Beginning in
Line 2, the name of the feature is defined, its relative position in the feature tree declared, its subfeatures listed, and
finally a constraint defined. The constraint expresses that
the selection of the GPL feature requires selecting one ore
more of it’s subfeatures (Type, Weight, Search, and Algorithms).
After all features are declared in this way, we can declare the product line object. It uses the syntax shown in
Figure 4. After a short description in Line 2, the next

Central Entities

The initial version of rbFeatures consisted of two central entities. The Feature module contains all methods that
form the public API of features and internal functionality. This module is mixed into normal classes that represent an application’s features. The second central entity is
the FeatureResolver. It defines the required background functionality so that the code associated with a feature or a
combination of features is active with regard to the feature
configuration.
The extension of a domain-specific language [16] for product line modeling that we developed in an earlier paper [5]
adds additional entities. A FeatureModel is a configuration
unit that represents model features. It contains a name, a
list of subfeatures, the position it has in the feature tree,
and constraints. The ProductLine entity is defined by adding
all configured model features. Finally, the ProductVariant entities represent a concrete feature-configuration and can be
instantiated at runtime.
The relationships between all entities is shown in Figure
2. Using the extended version of rbFeatures encompasses
the following steps:
1. Product Line Modeling – Define the model features,
their relationships, and their constraints. Add all
model feature to a ProductLine object.
2. Application Implementation – Implement or featurerefactor an application.
• Create Feature objects that represent the identified
the model feature.
• Form feature containments by enclosing all code
parts in a block and provide a containment condi-
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gpl_feature = FeatureModel . configure do
name : GPL
root
subfeatures : Type , : Weight , : Search , : Algorithms
requires : GPL = > " more : Type , : Weight , : Search ,
: Algorithms "
6 end
1
2
3
4
5



Figure 3: Configuring the root feature of the GPL.



1 GPL = ProductLine . configure do
2
description " The complete GPL "
3
add_feature gpl_feature
4
add_feature type_feature
5
add_feature weight_feature
6
#...
7 end



Figure 4: Creating a product line by adding all features.
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class Weighted
is Feature
end
class Unweighted
is Feature
end

class Undirected
is Feature
end



Figure 5: Implementing basic features.

lines just add the model features to this product line. Once
the product line declaration is complete, the valid? method
checks whether all named subfeatures and features contained
in the conditions are included – this helps to detect incorrect
product line objects.
After these first steps we have a complete set of model
features and the product line available. The next step is
to provide the implementation of the product line, and later
combine the model and the implementation for creating variants.

3.3

1
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Application Implementation

The next step is to declare the concrete features. Either
a complete application including features is developed from
scratch, or an existing application is feature-refactored. In
both cases, the task is to first define the features entities and
then to form feature containments.
As we explained before, concrete features are normal classes. If they do not contain functionality on their own, their
declaration is as simple as shown in Figure 5. If they contain functionality on their own, then the class declaration
body includes additional fields and methods as it is commonly defined in Ruby.
Once the features are defined, we use them to form feature containments. Containments consist of two parts. The
first part is called containment condition. It is an expression that specifies which activation status one or several features require. Conditions like “If feature A, B and C, but
not D are activated”, translate to the natural syntax (A +
B + C - D). The second part of the feature containment is
the containment body. It contains code that belongs to the
particular feature or the intersection of features specified in
the condition. rbFeatures supports three granularity levels
of feature code: (i) complete class or module declarations,
(ii) method declarations, and (iii) individual lines or even
individual characters in lines. The granularity of the containment condition and the containment body enacts high
flexibility of declaring code for a single feature or interacting
features.
The GPL requires to put both lines containments and
complete method bodies in feature containments. As shown
in Figure 6, the Weight feature interacts with Edge by defining the local weight variable and an accessor for it (Line 2
and 4). The features Directed and Undirected interact with
Graph by defining the directed? method with a custom body
(Line 11–16 and 17–21).
Once the application is completed with all features and
feature containments are created, we can initialize the program.
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class Edge
Weighted .code { attr accessor : weight }
def initialize ( params )
Weighted .code { @weight = params . delete : weight }
params . delete : weight if params . include ? : weight
#...
end
end
class Graph
def initialize ( gtype )
Directed .code do
def directed
return gtype == 1
end
end
Undirected .code do
def directed
return false
end
end
#...
end



Figure 6: Implementing the GPL application with
feature containments.

3.4

Program Initialization

For providing runtime changes to the application, rbFeatures requires a complete representation of the application.
Because of the mechanisms used to instantiate a variant
in a specific namespace, we use string representation. A
ProcductLine object stores this string representation and can
invoke it several times to define new variants.
Once the code’s representation has been provided, the
next step is to initially execute it and to define the applications modules, classes, objects, and the features. In this
process, we use several hooks and metaprogramming mechanisms that help to change specific parts of Ruby’s normal
behavior. The most important ones are listed here:
• Initial execution of feature containments – Initially all
features are deactivated, so that the normal initialization of the program would not execute feature containments. However, whole modules and classes would not
be available, and several methods not defined. This
could lead to an in-executable program. Because of
this, all containment bodies are executed nevertheless,
and thus the program is initialized with all entities
and methods defined. However, the methods are actually not executable: The method-added hook modifies
them.
• Method-added hook – Ruby provides several hooks that
are called at specific runtime conditions (a complete
list is explained in [25]). rbFeatures uses a hook that
is triggered whenever a new method is added to an
object. The hook checks if there was a feature violation stemming from the last containment condition. If
yes, it replaces the method’s body with a custom error
message specifying the conflicting feature (for example
“FeatureNotActivatedError: Feature DFS is not activated”).
• Instantiation prohibition – Deactivated features are
not allowed to create instances. In the initialization
phase, we overwrite the initialize method to throw an
error too, using the explained method-added hook.



3.5

Feature Activation and Deactivation

After initialization, the program consisting of all classes,
modules, and methods exist. Yet the provided functionality is limited because all features are deactivated by default. Activating or deactivating features changes the program1 . Each time a feature changes its activation status,
the FeatureResolver is triggered to re-evaluate2 the string representation of the application code. This means to execute
all module, class, and method declarations again. Eventually, the containment conditions are now valid, and methods
previously not available can now be executed normally.
This modification uses two important metaprogramming
capabilities of Ruby: open classes and code evaluation.
• Open classes – Ruby allows modifying all existing entities, even the built-in ones. For example if a method
declaration is executed in the same scope and with the
same name as an existing method, then the old method
is overwritten.
• Code evaluation – At runtime, code in the form of
String or Proc objects can be evaluated. Strings are an
external format and are slower to evaluate, but using
Ruby’s string processing capabilities they can also be
changed arbitrarily. Procs instead are transformed to
an internal representation. Like strings, they can contain any expressions, but are not modifiable after their
creation3 The difference is that procs are similar to
closures stemming from functional-oriented programming. Their declaration encloses the state of surrounding variables even if the original context is no longer
available.



1 ProductVariant . configure
2
: name = > " SimpleVariant " ,
3
: pl = > GPL do
4
a c t i v a t e _ f e a t u r e s : Directed ,
5
: Weighted ,
6
: DFS ,
7
: Strongly_Connected
8
end
9 end



Figure 7: Configuration of a product variant.

Once the variant is available, a call to it’s instantiate!
method actually creates an instance of this variant. This
triggers the following steps:
1. Check whether the configured features are valid to the
product line model by checking that all specified constraints are satisfied.
2. Compose a string template consisting of a module and
the product line code. The module uses the configured
name of the variant and serves as a namespace.
3. Add the string template to the core entity
FeatureResolver (see Section 3.1).
4. Initialize the application by evaluating the template
once.

Both concepts explain the dynamic adaptation capabilities of rbFeatures. At first, the whole application is stored
inside a string object, giving full manipulation capabilities of
the code with built-in string processing capabilities. Second,
containment bodies are actually proc objects, defined with
the do ... end notation shown in previous examples. And
third, every time a feature changes its activation status, the
complete application is re-evaluated again. Parts of the application that were not available before may get active, and
this changes the internal program representation.

From this moment on, the code contained in the variant is available at its separate scope, and all feature activation changes are governed by the FeatureResolver and the
ProductLine model. Whenever a feature’s activation status
is changed and possibly a variant’s instance modified, the
new configuration is checked with the product line model.
Only valid feature configurations are allowed. When variants are used, rbFeatures synchronizes the various methods
that change a feature’s activation status with each other.
For example, changing the feature status in the variant or
adding a new feature is immediately reflected in the instance.
Also, changes of features directly in the variant instance also
synchronize with the variant object.
Now we will see the application of these changes in an
example.

3.6

4.

Variant Creation and Instantiation

We consider the case to create a ProductVariant object that
provides the features Directed, Weighted, DFS, and
Strongly Connected. The expression to create this object are shown in Figure 7. The variant receives a name, a
parameter pointing to the ProductLine model, and in its body
various features are activated. When the variant is created,
it is automatically added to the product line and can be
retrieved from there.
1
In the current version of rbFeatures, manual configuration
using the first-class feature objects is still possible. But this
should be used with care because no product line model
is available and therefore the feature configuration is not
checked. This could lead to buggy programs. Therefore,
the use of ProductVariant objects as explained in the next
subsection 3.6 is recommend.
2
The method eval is used to execute String or Proc representations of Code, hence we speak of evaluation.
3
At least with the standard library. In [7] we showed how an
external library can be used to obtain a string representation
of a a proc, to modify it, and to writ it back to the proc.
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RUNTIME ADAPTATION EXAMPLE

In this section we give an example on how to use the
facilities of rbFeatures for providing multiple variants and
runtime adaptation.
We assume the GPL example is completely implemented
in terms of the product line model, the application code,
and concrete features. Then two variants are created using the ProductVariant entity in Figure 8, Line 1–15. The
ShortestPathVariant includes the features Weighted, Directed,
and Shortest Path, and the DFSVariant Includes the features Weighted, Directed, and DFS.
The next step is to instantiate the variants and to create
graphs inside them. To create the instance and a graph object for the ShortestPathVariant, the expressions in Figure 8
(Line 17–29) are used. First, the variant needs to be instantiated with the instantiate! method. Second, we select the
variant by using the variant method of the product line object. Third, a code block is executed in Line 10–28 to create
the graph. The DFSVariant is created similarly in Figure 8
(Line 33–42), but it receives a simpler graph. The resulting
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ProductVariant . configure
: name = > " S h or t e s tP at h Va ri a nt " ,
: pl = > GPL do
activate_features : Weighted ,
: Directed ,
: ShortestPath
end
end

1

1
2

1

2
2

ProductVariant . configure
: name = > " DFSVariant " ,
: pl = > GPL do
activate_features : Weighted ,
: Directed ,
: DFS
end
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Figure 9: Resulting graph structures.

S h o r t e s t P a t h V a r i a n t . eval { SPgraph . length } # = > 6
DFSVariant . eval { DFSgraph . length } # = > 5

S h o r t e s t P a t h V a r i a n t . class_eval do
shortest_path ( SPgraph , 6) # = > [1 ,2 ,4 ,6]
end

DFSVariant . class_eval do
shortest_path ( DFSgraph , 5) # = >
F e a t u r e N o t A c t i v a t e d Error : Feature
ShortestPath is not activated
10 end
11
12 GPL . variant (" DFSVariant ") . ac t i v a t e _ f e a t u r e s
: ShortestPath
13
14 DFSVariant . class_eval do
15
shortest_path ( DFSgraph , 5) # = > [1 ,2 ,3 ,5]
16 end

GPL . variant (" DFSVariant ") . instantiate !
DFSVariant . class_eval do
graph = Graph . new
1. upto (6) { | n | graph + node ( n )
graph + edge (1 = > 2 , : weight = >
graph + edge (2 = > 3 , : weight = >
graph + edge (2 = > 4 , : weight = >
graph + edge (3 = > 5 , : weight = >
graph + edge (4 = > 5 , : weight = >
DFSgraph = graph
end

2

4

GPL . variant (" S ho rt e st Pa t hV ar i an t ") . instantiate !
S h o rt e st Pa t hV ar i an t . class_eval do
graph = Graph . new
1. upto (6) { | n | graph + node ( n )
graph + edge (1 = > 2 , : weight = >
graph + edge (1 = > 3 , : weight = >
graph + edge (2 = > 5 , : weight = >
graph + edge (2 = > 4 , : weight = >
graph + edge (4 = > 6 , : weight = >
graph + edge (3 = > 6 , : weight = >
SPgraph = graph
end

1

}
1)
2)
3)
4)
4)





Figure 8: Creating two distinct variant objects and
instantiating them.



Figure 10: Runtime adaptation of
jects.

ProductVariant

ob-

flexibility given by the first-class entities:

graphs are shown Figure 9 – ShotestPathVariants to the left,
and DFSVariant to the right.
Now that both variants are created and instantiated, we
can use and modify them at will. In Figure 10, following
modifications are applied.
• Test whether each variant has an independent graph
object (Line 1 and 2).
• In the ShortestPathVariant, calculate the shortest path
between the node 1 and 6 and show the result (Line
5).
• Also, try to calculate the shortest path between node
1 and 5 in the DFSVariant (Line 9). But this raises an error, demanding that the ShortestPath feature needs
to be activated in this variant first.
• Activate the ShortestPath feature (Line 12).
• Now the shortest path can be calculated and the result
shown (Line 15).
There is no limit to the number of product lines, variants,
and variant instances that can be created (except physical
borders like available memory). Also, the first-class objects
can be changed at will, including runtime updates of the
product line model, which are reflected back down to the
instances. Here are some more examples how to use the

• Define new model features and add them to a product
line.
• Inside a variant, add a new block of code that contains
a new concrete feature.
• Offer different variants to the user and record which
feature combinations are heavily used. Use this information to prioritize development of additional features.
• Analyze how a particular variant is used, change its
implementation at runtime by activating a new feature
and changing the instance.

5.

RELATED WORK

In the research field of dynamic runtime adaptation, several examples and approaches have been presented. The following subsections explain general frameworks, implementation mechanism, and applications.

General Frameworks
One general framework for runtime adaptation expresses
three important concerns: (1 ) explicit architectural model,
(2 ) provision of structural and behavior constraints, and (3 )
the availability of software connectors for runtime changes
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[18]. In rbFeatures, concerns 2 and 3 are expressed with
the help of the software product line constraints and the
explained concepts of open classes and runtime code evaluation. Furthermore, concern 1 is of no importance in rbFeatures because the feature containments are applicable to any
source code independent of its place in the software architecture.
Another work suggests an application-independent and
generic meta-model for runtime adaptation [17]. The model
considers systems operations, services, and ports of an application as possible entry points for changes, and explains
that a concrete binding and implementation for each one
can support the adaptation. This generic model can explain
how several concrete adaptation approaches work. Recently,
rbFeatures was applied to web applications where different
feature configuration determine the available functions and
web-pages [6]. Altering the behavior of HTTP request handlers and the offered ports is similar to providing a service,
and thus rbFeatures can be seen as lightweight instance of
this approach too.
Finally one model actively suggests to use features as
the dominant entities that drive runtime adaptation [14].
The paper introduces a feature model, binding units, and
a feature binding graph which is used to backup the stepwise change of the current features configuration. This is
supported by rbFeatures too, albeit the changes in terms
of checking the feature configuration with the product line
model are comparatively simple.

Implementation Mechanisms
Looking at concrete implementation mechanisms, [22] explains an approach how to enable features for static and
dynamic binding. Static binding is a a-priori deployment
decision that confines some parts of the application to one
specific configuration. Dynamic binding flexibilizes the development of features on the one hand, but it introduces
additional overhead like memory consumption or runtime
performance degradation. The paper shows how to use the
delegator pattern and refinements using binding units can
combine both approaches. This is an interesting idea to
provide other mechanisms in Ruby as well. Although there
is not compile time in Ruby, C extensions to the interpreter
could be written that allow the pre-configuration of an application.
Another approach uses Java in order to adapt a software
product line and its variants at runtime [21]. Two mechanisms to add new code based on a changed feature model.
At first, existing classes are replaced with a similar, slightly
evolved class but with another name through the classloader.
Second, Java HotSwap is applied to change all method calls
that have a callee which is the modified class. How this specific technique can be used for Feature-Oriented Programming in Java is shown in [24]. Ruby supports such runtime
modification and metaprogramming mechanisms out of the
box, so rbFeatures just needs to use the existing mechanisms.

Applications
Finally considering concrete applications, we see that [27]
explains a plug-in based adaptation mechanism on top of
the .NET platform. In this paper, some scenarios where
runtime adaptation is required or beneficial are explained.
One example is a live sales presentation of an enterprise resource planning system. At the presentation, the system is
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dynamically configured according to obtain the best feature
combination which satisfied most or all requirements of the
customer. Another example explains a product line which
is customized in accordance with the physical and execution
environment [19]. The paper presents a case study in which
an application displays information about movies. The application features a cache which is activated once the bandwidth of an internet-connection reaches a certain threshold.
From thereon, the application serves the data out of the
cache instead of live from the server.

6.

SUMMARY

This paper explained how feature-oriented programming
and runtime adaptation of variants can be achieved by using first-class entities. The approach uses Ruby as the implementation language. By using existing objects (classes
and modules), metaprogramming capabilities (open classes,
runtime code evaluation, hooks) and functional programming (support of closures as anonymous code blocks), powerful first-class representations of product lines, features, and
variants can be created. This approach is generalizable to
bring runtime adaptation support for product line variants
to other applications as well. Provided the chosen host languages supports similar mechanisms, first-class entities can
be created in other languages as well.
A future research direction is to climb the ladder of available abstractions even higher. Once features, product lines,
and variants become first-class entities of a host language,
they build a reflexive layer about applications. The applications are becoming an abstraction which enables fine-grained
modifications and runtime adaptation. By extending the reflexive layer with additional concerns and paradigms, such as
aspect-oriented programming [13] or context-oriented programming [9], whole systems comprising several applications
can be expressed with powerful meta-expressions. This idea
can be easily visualized as building a product line that consists of other product lines. A system as a whole is adaptable
by modifying its components which are variants of individual product lines. This architecture can be used to react to
complex environmental changes.
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